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1. INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental problem in the representation theory of a semisimple Lie 
group G is to describe its irreducible unitary representations. One can divide 
them, loosely, into two classes: those that enter the Plancherel decomposition 
of L,(G), and the remainder. We shall refer to the former as regular, to the 
latter as singular unitary representations. The regular representations are 
parametrized by the regular semisimple integral orbits of the adjoint group in 
the dual of the Lie algebra, and have geometric realizations which are related 
to this parametrization. Elliptic orbits, for example, correspond to discrete 
series representations, provided G does have a discrete series: any such 
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regular elliptic integral orbit d can be turned into a homogeneous 
holomorphic manifold, and carries a distinguished homogeneous line bundle 
L; the discrete series representation attached to B arises as a space of 
square-integrable harmonic L-valued differential forms on 0 [31, 321. In a 
similar fashion, the representations parametrized by nonelliptic orbits can be 
realized as spaces of “partially harmonic” differential forms. See [42]. 
Except for some groups of low rank, little is known about singular unitary 
representations. Guided by the analogy with the nilpotent and solvable cases, 
one might hope for a natural bijection between the totality of integral coad- 
joint orbits and the full unitary dual. Apparantly no such natural bijection 
exists, but several pieces of evidence suggest hat all semisimple integral 
orbits, at least, do correspond to unitary representations. In this paper we 
realize a special class of singular unitary representations geometrically by a 
method which fits the correspondence between orbits and representations, 
and which makes sense conjecturally for all representations attached to 
elliptic integral orbits. 
To put our results into perspective, we now recall the realization of 
discrete series representations in terms of L,-cohomology groups [31,32]. 
We suppose that the semisimple Lie group G contains a compact Cartan 
subgroup T-this is necessary and sufficient if G is to have a nonempty 
discrete series. We denote the Lie algebras of G, T by g,,, t,, and their 
complexifications by g, t. The choice of a Bore1 subalgebra b c g, with t c b, 
determines an invariant complex structure on the quotient manifold G/T 
whose holomorphic tangent space at the identity coset corresponds to b/t. 
Every element x of the weight lattice /i c it: lifts to a character of T, and 
thus defines a homogeneous line bundle LX+ G/T. Once an invariant 
complex structure on G/T has been fixed, L, can be turned uniquely into a 
holomorphic homogeneous line bundle. Since T is compact, both G/T and 
LX carry invariant Hermitian metrics. The pth L,-cohomology group 
Z;(G/T, LX) is defined as the kernel of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on 
the space of square-integrable LX-valued differential forms of bidegree (0, p); 
G acts on it unitarily, by translation. We let p denote one half of the trace of 
ad t on b/t.’ Then Z$(G/T, LX) vanishes for all p whenever x + p is singular. 
If x + p is regular, R:(G/T, Lx) does not vanish for exactly one value of p, 
depending on x and the choice of b. The resulting unitary representation is
irreducible, belongs to the discrete series, and is an invariant of the G-orbit 
of -ik + p), viewed as an element of g$ via the Killing form. We should 
remark that this orbit can be identified with G/T, and that the distinguished 
line bundle on the orbit is LX+D. The shift by p serves the purpose of making 
the representation depend only on the orbit, not on the choices of T and b. In 
’ In order to make integral orbits correspond to representations, one must assume that p lies 
in ,4, which can be arranged by going to a finite covering of G. 
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this manner, the discrete series corresponds bijectively to the set of regular 
integral elliptic G-orbits in g$. 
Every square-integrable harmonic form is g-closed, and hence represents a
Dolbeault cohomology class. The resulting map 
(1.1) 
commutes with the action of G. According to the Hodge theorem, (1.1) is an 
isomorphism if G/T, or equivalently G, is compact. One cannot expect the 
same result for a noncompact quotient G/T. Nevertheless, there is a close 
relationship between the L,-cohomology and Dolbeault cohomology of L, in 
an important special case: so far, the choice of b, which determines the 
complex structure, has been left open; we can fix it by requiring that x + p 
should lie in the anti-dominant Weyl chamber, relative to b. In this situation, 
both Z;(G/T, L,) and HP(G/T, Lx) vanish for all p other than s, the 
dimension of a maximal compact subvariety of G/T. Moreover, the mapping 
(1.1) is injective for p = s, and its image contains all vectors in HS(G/T, Lx) 
which transform finitely under the action of a maximal compact subgroup K. 
In Harish-Chandra’s terminology, HS(G/T, Lx) is infinitesimally equivalent 
to R’;(G/T, L,). Both may be regarded as realizations of the same discrete 
series representation, although only the latter displays the unitary structure. 
If one allows the parameter x + p to wander outside the anti-dominant 
Weyl chamber, the Dolbeault cohomology group H’(G/T, LX) tends to 
become reducible, and cohomology turns up in other dimensions as well. In 
a vague sense, the composition factors are “continuations” of discrete series 
representations. Some representations in this class are either known or 
suspected to be infinitesimally equivalent to unitary representations. It is 
natural from several points of view to associate them to singular integral 
elliptic orbits in 9:. A conjecture of Zuckerman makes this precise. The 
conjecture involves his derived functor construction [39,43], which is an 
algebraic analogue of Dolbeault cohomology on homogeneous paces. We 
now describe the conjecture, translated back into geometric terms. 
As homogeneous spaces, the integral elliptic orbits in g$ can be identified 
with quotients of G by the centralizer of a torus. Any such quotient G/H 
carries invariant complex structures, corresponding to certain choices of 
parabolic subalgebras of Q, and homogeneous holomorphic line bundles L,, 
indexed by the differential x of the character by which H acts on the tibre at 
the identity coset. To each triple consisting of an invariant complex 
structure, a character of H, and an integer p between 0 and dimcG/H, 
Zuckerman’s construction assigns a Harish-Chandra module-presumably 
the Harish-Chandra module of K-finite vectors in Hp(G/H, L,), although this 
has not yet been proved. If x satisfies a condition similar to the anti- 
dominance of x + p in the case of the discrete series, the modules vanish in 
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all but one degree, equal to the dimension s of a maximal compact 
subvariety of G/H. The remaining module in degree s is nonzero, irreducible, 
and may be viewed as an invariant of the G-orbit through -ix, shifted by a 
quantity which depends on the complex structure. Zuckerman’s conjecture 
predicts that it is unitary. By analogy, one should expect 
HP(G/H, Lx) = 0 for p # s, (1.2a) 
HS(G/H, L,) is nonzero and is infinitesimally equivalent to an 
irreducible unitary representation, (1.2b) 
provided again x satisfies the appropriate anti-dominance assumption. 
If H is compact, EP(G/H, Lx) turns out to be infinitesimally equivalent o 
a discrete series representation and can be realized unitarily as a space of 
square-integrable harmonic LX-valued forms on G/H. One might hope to 
prove (1.2) in general by relating H”(G/H, Lx) to an L,-cohomology group, 
but one quickly faces a serious obstacle: the manifold G/H has no G- 
invariant Hermitian metric unless H is compact. What does exist is a G- 
invariant, indefinite, nondegenerate metric. Although it seems unlikely at first 
glance that an indefinite metric can be used to produce a Hilbert space of 
harmonic forms, there are some encouraging precedents, such as the 
Bleuler-Gupta construction [4, lo] of the photon representation, and the 
quantization of the U(k, I) action on R *UC”) by Blattner and Rawnsley [3]. 
The &operator on G/H has a G-invariant formal adjoint a* relative to the 
invariant indefinite metric. We call an Lx-valued differential form w 
harmonic if it satisfies the two first-order equations* 
a; = 0, 8*0 = 0. (I.31 
In a noncanonical fashion, one can manufacture a positive definite metric 
from the indefinite one by “reversing signs.” If this is done judiciously, G 
preserves the space of square-integrable forms, even though it distorts the L, 
norm. We fix such a definite, non-invariant metric, and define #‘;(G/H, Lx) 
as the space of square-integrable Lx-valued (0, p)-forms with measurable 
coeffkients which satisfy Eqs. (1.3) in the sense of distributions. It is a 
Hilbert space on which H acts continuously. A differential form 
w E Z’$(G/H, Lx) need not be smooth, since (1.3) is a hyperbolic system. 
Nevertheless, as a &closed distribution, o determines a Dolbeault 
cohomology class: just as in the case of a definite metric, there is a natural 
G-invariant map 
cF:(G/H, L,) -, Hp(G/K Lx) (1.4) 
* For square-integrable forms w on a manifold with a positive definite, complete metric, -- 
these two equations are equivalent to the LaplaceBeltrami equation (a*8 + %*) = 0, but in 
the present context they are more restrictive. 
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from L,-cohomology to Dolbeault cohomology. The invariant indefinite 
metric defines a G-invariant indefinite bounded Hermitian form ( , ) on 
R’$(G/H, L,). If one is optimistic, one may conjecture 
the image of the map (1.4) contains all K-finite cohomology 
classes, (1.5a) 
the kernel coincides with the radical of ( , ), (1.5b) 
the induced Hermitian form on the image is positive 
definite. (1.5c) 
In particular this would make Hp(G/H, L,) infinitesimally equivalent o a 
unitary representation. 
The main result of our paper is a special case of (1.5). We suppose 
G/H is pseudo-Kahler symmetric; (l-6) 
more precisely, we require H to be not only the centralizer of a torus, but 
also the group of fixed points of an involutive automorphism. Homogeneous 
spaces of this type can be identified with minimal semisimple orbits in go*, 
and should correspond to highly singular representations. In addition to 
(1.6), we assume that G/K has a Hermitian symmetric structure which is 
compatible with the complex structure of G/H in the following sense: 
replacing K by a suitable conjugate, we make Hn K maximal compact in 
H; we want G/H r? K to carry an invariant complex structure such that 
both G/H n K --f G/H and G/H n K + G/K are holomorphic. (1.7) 
Under these conditions on G/H, with the usual anti-dominance hypothesis on 
x, we prove (1.2) and (1.5). The representations covered by Zuckerman’s 
conjecture all have regular infinitesimal characters. Perhaps surprisingly, a 
modified version of our construction produces unitary representations on L, 
harmonic spaces well beyond the range where the infinitesimal character is 
regular. If H has a compact simple factor, there exist homogeneous 
Hermitian vector bundles V -+ G/H, modelled on finite-dimensional 
irreducible unitary H-modules V of dimension greater than one. Since our 
arguments extend easily to this situation, we work with homogeneous vector 
bundles from the very beginning. We also prove analogues of (1.2) and (1.5) 
for certain infinite-dimensional Hermitian vector bundles. The resulting 
unitary representations are infinitesimally equivalent to Dolbeault 
cohomology groups of finite-dimensional vector bundles over homogeneous 
spaces G/H,, with H, c H. 
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Condition (1.7) imposes a very severe restriction on the indefinite-Klhler 
symmetric space G/H. It has the effect of making the G-modules HS(G/H, V) 
belong to the continuation of the “holomorphic discrete series.” The unitary 
representations in the continuation of the “holomorphic discrete series” were 
classified recently by algebraic arguments [7,8]; also see [23]. In particular, 
the representations we exhibit are already known to be unitary. We should 
point out, however, that our purpose is not so much the construction of some 
specific unitary representation. Rather, we want to explore a general method 
which fits into the framework of geometric quantization and which might 
apply eventually to all representations attached to elliptic integral orbits in 
g$. For this reason we carry our arguments as far as we can without using 
(1.7): we prove the vanishing theorem (1.2a), we identify the G-module 
HS(G/H, L,), and we prove that the radical of the invariant Hermitian form 
on RS,(G/H, Lx) contains the kernel of the map (1.4). 
Let us close the introduction with a brief guide through our paper. In 
Section 2 we describe a fibration of the indefinite Kahler symmetric space 
G/H over its maximal compact subvariety K/H n K; it has Hermitian 
symmetric fibres and is holomorphic precisely when G/H satisfies condition 
(1.7). Holomorphic or not, the fibration leads to a spectral sequence for the 
cohomology of any homogeneous vector bundle V, which is the subject of 
Section 3. The next two sections use the spectral sequence to identify the K- 
spectrum and the global characters of the cohomology H*(G/H, V). Up to 
this point condition (1.7) is not needed. It assumes a crucial role in 
Section 6, where we write down, more or less explicitly, certain special 
harmonic forms-enough to represent all K-finite cohomology classes. We 
construct a particular positive definite, non-invariant metric in Section 7, and 
show that the special harmonic forms of Section 6 are square-integrable with 
respect to it under appropriate hypotheses on the vector bundle V. To 
complete the proof of (1.5), we must prove that a square-integrable a-exact 
form can be approximated in L, norm by &boundaries of square-integrable 
forms. We do so in Section 8, by means of an L, version of the spectral 
sequence of Section 3. Section 9 contains a variant of (1.5), which we can 
prove under less stringent assumptions on V, but which suffices to unitarize 
the G-modules HS(G/H, V). The various criteria for the vanishing theorem 
(1.2a), for the existence of square-integrable harmonic forms, for the 
nonsingularity of the infinitesimal character, and for certain properties of the 
K-spectrum are not immediately comparable; we sort out the relationships 
among them in Section 10. Except for the irreducibility, which we treat in 
Section 11, this completes the study of our representations in the case of a 
finite-dimensional bundle V. The infinite-dimensional case requires some 
further considerations and is the subject of Section 12. Unitary highest 
weight modules of the groups U(k, I), and of U(2,2) in particular, have been 
studied extensively by mathematical physicists. To facilitate a comparison of 
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our construction with other realizations of these representations, we give a 
very detailed account of our results for the indefinite unitary groups in the 
last section. 
The work described in this paper went through several stages. Its origins 
and history are recounted in Appendix A. Appendix B contains completely 
explicit formulas for the special harmonic forms of Section 6. 
2. FIBRATION OVER THE MAXIMAL COMPACT SUBVARIETY 
Let G be a connected reductive Lie group, r an involutive automorphism 
of G, and H = (G’)‘, the identity component of the fixed point set of t. The 
Killing form of G defines an indefinite metric symmetric space structure on 
G/H. Choose a Cartan involution B of G that commutes with t. Its fixed 
point set K = Ge is the Ad;‘-image of a maximal compact subgroup of 
Ad(G). The orbit K . HZ K/K n H of K in G/H is a Riemannian symmetric 
space; it is our maximal compact subvariety. We are going to describe a C” 
fibration 7~: G/H -+ K/K n H and analyse it thoroughly in the case where 
G/H is indefinite Kahler. That analysis is the geometric basis for our study 
of square-integrable cohomologies of homogeneous holomorphic vector 
bundles V -+ G/H. 
Retain G, H, K, r, and 8 as above. Denote M = GeT and L = K n H, so 
L = Me = M’ = K’ = He, maximal compactly embedded subgroup in M and 
in H. 
Denote the respective real Lie algebras 
go, bo9 fo9 m,, 1, for G, H, K, M, L. 
Denote the (* 1)-eigenspace Cartan decompositions 
gO=fo+po under 8, gO=ho+qO under r. 
Then of course 
(2.1) 
WV 
go = (f, n 90) + 0, n qo) + (p. n bo) + (p. n qoh 
~,=f,n~,, b. = 1, + (p. n so>, m, = 1, + (p. n qo). 
(2.3) 
Complexifications will be denoted by dropping the subscript, as in g = (go),. 
A result of Mostow [22, Theorem 51 says that 
a:Kx(p,nq,)X(~onbo)~G by 4k c, V) = k - exp(t) . ew(tl) (2.4) 
is a diffeomorphism. In particular, G = KMH. More precisely, choose 
a,cp,nq,: Cartan subalgebra for (m,, I,), 
a0 + : positive chamber for an ordering of the 
(2.5) 
a,-roots of m,. 
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Then the Cartan decomposition M = LA +L gives a decomposition 
G=KA+H, where A + = closure(exp a$) (2.6) 
which is C”O and unique up to (kz)ah = ka(zh) with z E ZL(a,). Flensted- 
Jensen also noticed this. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. Dejine K: G/H + K/L by 7c( gH) = kL, where 
g = k . ew(t) - ev(v) as in (2.4). Then K is well defined and is given by 
Ir(kmH) = kL for k E K and m E M. Here K: G/H -+ K/L is a K-equivariant 
C” fibre bundle with typical flbre M/L and structure group L. It is 
associated to the principal L-bundle K + K/L by the (usual ieftt) action of L 
on M/L. 
Proof. Let g’ E gH, say g’ = gh, and express g = k . exp(r) . exp(q) as 
in (2.4). Then exp(q)h E H = L a exp(p, n I),,) has form 1. exp(q’), and 
exp(<)[ E M = L . exp(p, n qJ has form I’ . exp({‘), so g’ = (kl’) . 
exp(c) . exp(q’) as in (2.4). As kL = (kl’)L, this shows R well detined. 
Similarly, in any expression g = k, m, h, , express h, = I, . exp(q,) and 
m,I, = I, . exp(<,) to see k, = kl;’ E kL, so Ir(gH) = k,L. 
The K-equivariance property, n(kgH) = k . x( gH), is clear. 
Identify pO n q, with M/L under 6 h exp(<)L. The adjoint action of L on 
pO n qO goes over to the usual left action of L on M/L. The associated 
bundle to K -+ K/L for this action has total space K xL (p,, x q,,), 
equivalence classes of pairs (k, r) under [kl, <] = [k, Ad(Z)r]. Now 
[k, <] ++ k . exp(<)H is a tibre space equivalence of the associated bundle 
with 7~: G/H + K/L. Q.E.D. 
From now on, we assume that G/H has a G-invariant complex structure, 
i.e., that 
G/H is an indefinite Klihler semisimple symmetric space. (2.8) 
In other words, G = G, . . . G, . Z and H = H, .. . H, . Z, local direct 
products, where the G, are the simple normal analytic subgroups of G and Z 
is the identity components of the center, and H, = H n G, either equals G, or 
has one-dimensional center contained in K. Here H is the identity 
component of the G-centralizer of its center, and $, has a central element 6 
such that ad(c): q, + q, gives the almost-complex structure. The holomorphic 
and antiholomorphic tangent spaces of G/H are represented respectively by 
4+ = {CEq: [Ltl=i51 and q- = {6 E q: [C, C] = -it). (2.9) 
Let Q denote the parabolic subgroup of Ad(G), with Lie algebra 
ad(t) + q-). We remark that Ad(G),/Q is the complex flag manifold presen- 
tation of a Hermitian symmetric space of compact ype and that the G-orbit 
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of the identity coset can be identified with G/H, where E? = normalizer of 
IJ 0 q _ in G has identity component H. See [41]. The quotient G/R is then 
simply connected, hence fi is connected, and hence H is the full normalizer 
of 8 @ q- in G as a consequence of the existence of the complex structure. A 
number of other familiar facts about Hermitian symmetric spaces have exact 
analogs in our case. Thus, either by direct verification or by application of 
[41, Theorem 4.51 one sees that 
H contains a e-stable fundamental Cartan subgroup T, of G (2.10) 
and that 
there is a system #) of positive t,-roots of g such that complex 
conjugation sends @) to -@b, the root system of IJ is generated 
by certain simple roots, and q, is a sum of positive roots spaces. 
(2.11) 
In particular, 
T = TG n K is a Cartan subgroup in L, in K, and in M. (2.12) 
Note that T contains the center of H. 
The central element c of &,, which gives the almost-complex structure, is 
in I. Thus 
q, =W-4+)+(pm+) and q-=(fnq-)+(pnq-). (2.13) 
It follows that the maximal compact subvariety 
K/L is a complex submanifold of G/H and is a Hermitian 
symmetric space of compact ype (2.14) 
and the fibres 
Ir-‘(kL) = kM/L are complex submanifolds of G/H and are 
Hermitian symmetric spaces of noncompact ype. (2.15) 
Nevertheless, the CW bundle a: G/H + K/L often is not holomorphic. See 
Proposition 2.2 1 below. 
If x E G, then f, : G/H + G/H denotes the translation gH ct xgH, and if 
x E K, we also write f, for kK w xkL. Tangent spaces are given by 
Tg,VW) = fg qo 3 T$,%W) = t, q + , q$(G/H) = t,q- ; 
TkdK/L) = tk(fo n qo), Ti%W) = tk(f n q +), T~,;‘(K, L) = fk(f n q -). 
(2.16) 
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The bundle G/H -+ K/L has a K-invariant connection whose horizontal 
spaces are the translates 
vm@ n qo) = L,&IH)~ kEK, mEM. (2.17) 
The (-1)-eigenspace of & on g is (t n q) + (p n 9). It is Ad(M)-invariant. 
Denote its projections 
p’:(fnq)+(pnfi)+fnq and ~~:(fm)+W--o)+mb. 
(2.18) 
Now we can express the differential of a at kmH E G/H as 
n* (tk t, 0 = 0, for (Epnq, 
= &(P’ 0 Ad(m)& for rt5 tnq. 
(2.19) 
A slight reformulation of (2.19): We can assume m = exp(q) with 
v3,m,~ ~0 
Ad(m){ = exp(ad(a))< = cosh(ad(q))< + sinh(ad(q))& 
Even powers of ad(q) send f n q to In q and odd powers send it to p n 9. 
Thus (2.19) can be phrased 
n* @k t, 0 = 0, for ram, 
= tk(coWd(v))O for <E fnq, 
(2.20) 
where m = exp(v) with tl E p. n ct,. 
2.21. PROPOSITION. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) x: G/H + K/L is holomorphic. 
(2) G/K is a Hermitian symmetric space, and one can choose G- 
invariant complex structures on G/K and G/L in such a way that both 
G/L + G/K and G/L + G/H are holomorphic. 
(3) If rl E p. n q,, then cosh(ad(q))(t n q -) c f n q - . 
(4) IftlEponqo, then ad(?)2(fnq-)cfnq-. 
(5) [Pm+9 [m~+,fmJl=o. 
Remark. In (2), the G-invariant complex structure corresponds to an 
Ad(K)-invariant splitting p = p+ + p- , with p+ n q _ = 0. 
ProoJ The map a is holomorphic just when every rr* c$(G/H) c 
T$,(K/L), so (2.20) says that (1) and (3) are equivalent, and evidently (3) 
and (4) are equivalent. 
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LetrEp,nq,,saytt=11+t~_with?,Epnq,,so?_=r+.Expand 
q+ = C q,, where q, is in the t-root space for Q E @(p r7 q,). If l is in the t- 
root space for /3 E @(t n q-), then [q _ , q -I= 0 gives 
and 
Now since [rl,,, [v,,,tll Efnq,, 
Suppose that {, t], belong to a Chevalley basis of g. If {t,} are algebraically - 
independent and q’ = q\ t q\ with II; = C t,q,, then ad(y’)*r E f n q- if 
and only if each 
As [q+, q,] = 0, that just says that each [q,,, [II,,, <I] = 0. Thus (4) and 
(5) are equivalent. 
We next prove: if II is holomorphic, then G/K is Hermitian symmetric. 
For this, we may assume G simple, and need only prove that 
r: f-submodule of p generated by p n q, 
is properly contained in p. Calculate with the Killing form and use (5): 
(ad(fnq)*(pnq+),pnq+) 
=([~m+, [Pn9+,~n9~ll,~nq))=o. 
As ad(tnq)*(pnq+)cpnq, this forces ad(fnq)*(pnq+)cpnq+. 
Now we can prove by induction on n that 
ad(f)“(pnq+)~(pnq+)tad(fnq)(pnq+). 
In effect, that is clear for n = 0 and 
aWN(p n q+> + adO n q)(P n q+N 
= aW)(p n q+> t NO ad@ n q)(p n q+) 
tad(fnq)(pnq+)tad(fnq)*(Pnq+) 
c(Pnq+)+ad(fnq)(pnq+). 
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Since (p n q + ) + ad(t ~7 q)(p n q + ) is a subspace of p that does not contain 
p n q- , we have proved r f p and so G/K is Hermitian. 
Now we can show that (1) implies (2). For as above, when x is 
holomorphic, G/K is Hermitian with holomorphic tangent space 
p + = ad( U(f))(p n q +), so p+ n q _ = 0 and we may assume that the positive 
root system (2.11) has @(p+) U @(q+) c @+. Now G/L has holomorphic 
tangent space (p, + q,), so its maps to G/K and G/H are holomorphic. 
Conversely, given (2), P-m, =O, so [pm,, [pnq+,fnq-]]c 
[~+,[~+,fll~[~+,~+]=O,showing(5). Q.E.D. 
2.22. EXAMPLE. G/H = U(a, + a,, b, + b,)/U(a,, b,) x U(a,, b,). The 
Lie algebras are given in matrix blocks by 
One easily checks that [p n q + , [p n q + , t n q -)) # 0 unless at least one of 
a,, a2, b, , b, vanishes. Thus II: G/H + K/L is holomorphic if and only if one 
or more of a,, a,, b, , b, is zero. Note that G/K is a Hermitian symmetric 
space in this example. 
The projection p’ of (2.18) is the direct sum of two projections p; and pL , 
given by 
p;:(tnq+)+(fns_)+(~n$)-ttnq,. (2.23) 
We use them to see that IL is, at least, never Mnitesimally antiholomorphic. 
2.24. LEMMA. The dl@erential of II: G/H--t K/L, followed by projection 
to the antiholomorphic tangent space, at kmH E G/H, is 
t,t,rH 0, for 4% ~nq, 
w t&l 0 Ad(mK), for tEfnq. 
(2.25) 
It restricts to a linear isomorphism of the (0, 1) horizontal space 
t,t,(fnq)n~~(G/H)=t,t,(fnq-) 
onto ci’(K/L). 
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Proof. The first assertion, (2.25), comes from (2.19). Write (& , &) for 
the positive definite Hermitian inner product -B(<, , &) on f n q, where B is 
the Killing form. Each ad(q)*“, q E p,, n q, and n > 0 integer, is symmetric 
and positive semi-definite on t n p with respect o ( , ), so p’ 0 Ad(exp(v)) = 
cosh(ad(q)) is symmetric and positive definite. Thus pi_ o Ad(exp(q)) maps 
f n q _ isomorphically to itself. Q.E.D. 
The inverse of (2.25) is the horizontal left operation for (0, 1) vector fields 
on KfL, 
R km : %‘UW -a R%:,(W) 
by &,,(fkr) = fkfm({p: o Ad(m) it nq-1 -‘t) 
(2.26) 
for { E p n q _ . The deviation of n: G/H--t K/L from holomorphicity is given 
by 
S km : c;‘(K/L) + T;t(K/L) 
by s,,(c,<) = tk(P: 0 Ad(m) o { PL O Ad(m) It CT,,-} -It). 
(2.27) 
To see that, note p’ =p!+ + p’, so (2.19) becomes 
‘b&m(f,t) = fk(t) + Skm(fk8, (2.28) 
so K is holomorphic just when all the Sk, = 0. 
3. A SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR K: G/H+KfL 
Retain the setup and notation of Section 2 for the indefinite Kiihler 
semisimple symmetric space G/H and its fibration K: G/H--t K/L. Fix 
v/I irreducible L-finite Frechet representation ofH, 
V: representation space of w, (3-l) 
V + G/H: associated homogeneous holomorphic 
vector bundle. 
In general, but not always, w will be an irreducible unitary representation of 
H, in which case L-finiteness is automatic. In this section we will develop a 
variation on the Leray spectral sequence for the Dolbeault cohomologies 
Hp(G/H, V). 
Here Am(G/H, V) is the Frichet space of V-valued C” (0, m)-forms on 
G/H. A form (p E A’“(G/H, V) vanishes to order p on the fibres of 
n: G/H + K/L if its has base degree >p, i.e., if locally every monomial 
summand of (p has p or more l-form factors that annihilate the tangent 
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spaces of the tibres. Equivalently, (p(ql ,..., q,) = 0 whenever at least 
m - p + 1 of the vector fields q, are tangent o the fibres. Set 
%Ypqq = {rp E ,4,+,(G/H, V): (p vanishes to order p}. (3.2) 
From the definition, 
8Z?‘p~q c 2Yp*q +I; so jTp = c %?p.4 filters the complex {9Ypqq, 8). (3.3) 
sao 
This is a decreasing filtration, Sr” = Cp+q%‘p9q, and F”’ = 0 for 
m > dim&/L. So it leads to a spectral sequence {E;*q, d,}, with 
(3.4) 
Since the @p-4 are closed in Ap+q(G/H, V), Eg,q inherits the structure of 
Frechet space. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let Aq(M/L, V) denote the Fr&het spfce of V IMlt-valued 
C” (0, q)-forms on M/L. Then the image of 3M,L: Aq(M/L, V)+ 
Aqt ‘(M/L, V) is equal to the kernel of aMIL : Apt ‘(M/L, V) -+ Aq+2(M/L, V). 
In particular, (i) a;Ulr. has closed range, (ii) the Dolbeault cohomologies 
Hq(M/L, V) inherit Fr&het space structures, and (iii) Hq(M/L, V) = 0 for 
q > 0. 
Proof. Bungart [5] extended Cartan’s Theorems A and B to Frechet 
space valued coherent analytic sheaves over Stein analytic spaces. This 
applies to the sheaf 8(V) + M/L of germs of holomorphic sections of V IMlr. 
over the Stein manifold M/L. Thus the sheaf cohomology spaces 
Hq(M/L, P(V)) = 0 for q > 0. We need to carry this over to Dolbeault 
cohomology. That is just a matter of noticing that the usual finite- 
dimensional argument is valid in our case. The details follow: 
First, V I,,,,L --t M/L is holomorphically trivial in the standard manner: an 
L-finite section w: AI-+ V corresponds to the function f, : M/L -+ V given 
by f,(mL) = ~(6) . w(m), where rii E L, and m E exp(p n q,) . 6 . 
exp(p n q-). So we need only check that, in the standard proof of 
Dolbeault’s theorem for the constant line bundle over M/L, we can replace 
any space of C-valued forms by the corresponding space of V-valued forms. 
Second, that corresponding space is obtained by injective (Schwartz E) tensor 
product with V. Now the verification of extensibility of Dolbeault’s theorem 
comes down to the question of whether exactness of 0 + E’ + E -+ E” -+ 0 
implies exactness of 0 -+ E’ @I V + E @ V + E” @ V + 0 when the E’s are all 
of, or a quotient of, or a closed subspace of a Frechet space A”‘(K/L, C) and 
@ is the injective tensor product. But that is known (see [5, Theorem 5.31) 
because the A”(K/L, C), and thus the I?s, are nuclear. Q.E.D. 
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The (continuous linear) action of L on Aq(M/L, V) gives us 
Aq(M/L, V) + K/L: associated vector bundle. (3.6) 
Similarly, the action of L on the Dolbeault cohomology Hq(M/L, V) defines 
Hq(M/L, V) + K/L: associated vector bundle. (3.7) 
These are the homogeneous vector bundles over K/L whose fibres at kL are 
the respective Frechet spaces Aq(kK/L, V) and Hq(kM/L, V). We need them 
to analyse the spectral sequence. 
3.8. LEMMA. If cp E %?p*q, define W, by 
w,W)W, ,.-.T X,)(kmH)(Y, ,..., Y,) = p(kmH)(R,,X, ,..., RkmXp, x, ,..., Y,,), 
(3.9) 
where the Xi are (0, 1) vector fields on K/L in a neighborhood of kL., the Yj 
are (0, 1) vector fields on G/H tangent to the fibres in a neighborhood of 
kmH, and R,, is the (0, 1) horizontal lift of (2.26). Then 
w, E AP(K/A, Aq(M/L, V)), the Frechet space of Aq(M/L, V>valued C”O 
(0, p)-forms on K/L. Further, (p ++ w, induces a K-equivariant Frechet space 
isomorphism of EzTq onto AP(K/L, Aq(iW/L, V)). 
Proof: Interpret o as a Cm function G + I’@ /ip tq(q -)* such that 
o(gh)={~@/iPtq(Ad*)}(k-‘)p(g), and w, as a C”O function 
Kx~P(tnq-)-,C”O(M)@ V@llq(pnq-)*. In doing this, 
~,(W, ,..., t,)(m)(v, ,..., rt,) = vW)(T, 6, ,..., Tmtp, v1 ,..., rt,X (3.10) 
where kEK, mEh4, &Efl‘lq-, njEvna_, and 
T,,, : t n q _ + I n q _ is the inverse of pi_ 0 Ad(m) IL nq-. (3.11) 
Lemma 2.24 says that T,,, is well defined. Now compute 
q$W ,..., t,W)(s, 9...v ,) 
= cp(kmW,,&, ,..., T,,,,t,, fl ,-., tt,) 
= w(Z)-’ . v(km)(Ad(l) T,J, ,..., Ad(l) T,,,,tp9 AW tll 9-.9 AdV) rl,) 
= w(Z)-’ - q(km)(T,,,t, ,..., T,,,tp, Ad(O tll,-, A40 ?,I 
= w(l)-’ - w,(k)(t, ,..., t,)(m)(Ad(O v1 9...9 AW) rl,). 
x30/51/1-2 
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Thus w,tk)tt I ,..., &) E A9(M/L, V). Furthermore, 
~,WM I v-*-9 rpmh 9***9 r/q) 
= cpWm)V’,t, ,..., T,,,Tp, vl,..., v,> 
= yl(klm)(T,, Ad(l) t, ,..., T,, Ad(l) tp, VI,...> rlq) 
= w,(k)(Adtl) (1 ,..., Ad(O t,)tW(rt, v..., rl,). 
This says that kw w,(k) has the transformation property under L such 
that w, E AP(K/L, A9(M/L, V)). 
Conversely, if w E AP(K/L, A9(M/L, V)), then (3.10) suggests that we 
define 9: G + V@ Ap+9(q-)* by 
vtkmh)(T,,,t, ..., T,,,t,, ~1 ,.-.v vptq--r) 
= 0, if r# p, 
= {w 0 AP+“(Ad*)l(~-‘) . wtk)tt, ,...v tp)(m>(v, ,..., rl,), 
(3.12) 
if r = p. 
Calculating as above, we see that p is a well-defined element of APv9, and 
visibly w = 0,. Thus (p H o, maps %‘p*q onto AP(K/L, A9(M/L), V)). This 
is continuous in the Cm topologies. The kernel is Wpt ‘*q-‘. Now v, I-+ w, 
induces a continuous one-to-one map of Egq9 onto AP(K/L, A9(M/L, V)). It 
is a Frechet space isomorphism by the open mapping theorem. Q.E.D. 
Now identify Egq9 with AP(K/L,A9(M/L, V)) as in Lemma 3.8. If 
o E E{39, use (3.12) to represent it by v, E qpv9. Then d,o E Ezvq+’ is 
represented by &JJ E SYp*9t r, so 
(4,w)tkK g..., T,)(m>(rtl y..., vq+ ,I = %WWX,~...~ T,Jp, 81 v-.., vq+ ,I. 
(3.13) 
In order to use this, we need a reasonably explicit formula for &. 
Recall the projections p’, p” of (2.13). If q E p0 n q,, then 
p’ o Ad(exp(q)): f n q + f n q and p” o Ad(exp(q)): p n IJ -+ p n b are 
isomorphisms given by cosh(ad(q)). If m E M, now 
p’oAd(m):tnq-itnq and p”oAd(m):pn$+pn$ 
are invertible. Thus we can define 
A m: tnq-ttnq is the inverse of p’ 0 Ad(m-‘) Itnq, 
B ,,,: tnq+pn$ is -p”oAd(m-‘)oA,, 
c,: v-o-w-0 is the inverse of p” 0 Ad(m) Ipnb, 
(3.14) 
D ,,,: png-itnq is -p’oAd(m)oC,. 
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Notice, for m E M and I,, I, E L that 
A /,m12 = Ad(l,) 0 Am 0 Ad(l,), B ,,,,,,* = Ad&) - ’ 0 4, 0 AW,), 
c ,,m12 = Ad@,)-’ 0 C, 0 Ad&)- ‘, D,,m,z = Ad&) 0 D, 0 Ad(l,)-‘. 
(3.15) 
View m t-t D, as a function M+ Hom(p n b, t n q), and let r(q) D, denote 
its derivative on the right by q E p n q. Then 
A,’ o r(q) D, o C,’ 
= p’ oAd(m-‘)op’oAd(m) 
0 {-ad(q) 0 P” + C, 0 p” 0 Ad(m) 0 ad(q) 0 p”} 
= p’ o Ad(m-‘) o (1 - p”) 
o Ad(m){-ad(q) o p” + C, o p” o Ad(m) o ad(q) o p”} 
=-p’ o ad(v) o p” + p’ o Ad(m-‘) o p” o Ad(m) o ad(q) o p” 
+ p’ o C,p” o Ad(m) o ad(o) o p” - p’ o Ad(m-‘) o p” 
o Ad(m) o C,p” o Ad(m) o ad(q) o p”. 
But p’ 0 C, = 0 and p” 0 Ad(m) 0 C, 0 pN = p” by their definitions, so the 
second and fourth terms cancel, and the third vanishes, leaving 
-p’ 0 Ad(q) o p”. Thus 
ifmEMandnEpnq,thenr(~)D,=-A,oad(q)oC,. (3.16) 
Now we compute the left and right action of various elements of g at 
points km E G, in the sense 
at km, l(r) is derivative along the curve k . exp(t{) . m, 
at km, r(r) is derivative along the curve km . exp(t<). 
(3.17) 
First, if r E f n q, then Z(A,<) = r(Ad(m-‘) o A,() = r(p' o Ad(m-I) o 
A,,,<) t r(p” 0 Ad(m-‘) 0 A,,,9 = r(t) - r(B,e), so 
46) = +4&) + r(B,t) for <Etnq. (3.18) 
Second, if c E p n b, then r(C,r) = Z(Ad(m) s C,c) = l(p’ 0 Ad(m) 0 C,[) t 
l(p” 0 Ad(m) 0 C,c) = -l(D,c) t l(r), so 
KC) = r(C, 0 + IV,,, 0 for [Epng. (3.19) 
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Consider a V-valued C”O(0, p + q)-form on G/H, VI: G-t I’@ -4P+9(a-)*, 
such that 
p(KM)c VO/iP(tnq_)*OAq(pnq_)*. (3.20) 
In other words, a, is a form constructed in (3.12). If r, ,..., <, E t n q _ and 
q1 ,..., qq+, E pnq- then, using (3.18), 
q+1 
- ,F, q(km)(t, ,***p f, ,***, <iv**, tp, VI,***, [Bmtt, rtj]v**, tlq+ 1). 
The dty(B,&) . &cm) make sense because all values of 
cp: G x APtq(q-) -+ V 
are C” vectors for ty. In effect, v, as just interpreted is a Cm function to V 
which satisfies a right invariance condition for H. Now the dty(B,&) . rp(km) 
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terms and the terms involving [II,&, &,I E p n q vanish because yl(km) has 
values in V@AP(f n qq)* @Aq(p n q-)*. The terms involving [B,&, r,rj] 
are 
In summary, now 
In order to use (3.21) in (3.13) we must control the [Q, B, T,,,C,]. Recall 
the projections pi of (2.23). Using (3.11) and (3.14), and writing 
m=f,.exp(tl).I,withriELand?Ep,nq,, 
and 
They are equal because 
P: 0 coWW&-,q- 
= P’ ev@Wl~n,~ = PL 0 expW(-W’ Irns- 
=P’ 0 {ew(ad(-v)) Irnq_}-’ = P’ 0 {cosh(ad(-)l))lt,,_}-‘. 
Now, with a glance at definition (2.27) of S,, 
T,:fnq-+fnq- is the inverse of pl 0 A,,,, 
s,: fnq--+fnq+ is p: 0 A,,, 0 T,,,. 
(3.22) 
IfrEfnq_,thenA,oT,r=p:oA,oT,r+p’_oA,oT,r,i.e., 
A,0 T,,,t=t+S,,J for <Efnq-. (3.23) 
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If VEpfTq-, we compute 
r(v) L = -T, 0 r(v)W 0 4,) 0 L 
=-T,opLoA,op’oAd(m-‘)oA,oT, 
= -T,,, 0 pY 0 A,,, 0 pL o ad(q) o p” o Ad(m-‘) o A,,, o T,,, 
=p!. o ad(q) 0 B, 0 T,,, = ad(q) o B, o T,,, 
and 
r(rl)S,=p’,oA,or(tl)T,tp:or(tt)A,”T, 
=p: oA, o ad(q) 0 B, 0 T,,, 
+p’+OA, Op’Oad(rt)oAd(m-‘)oA,oT, 
= 0. 
So we have 
r(q) T, = ad(a) o B, o T,,, and r(q) S, = 0 for qEpnq_. (3.24) 
Now we can continue (3.21) as follows: 
&rp(km)(T,,,t,,..., T ,,tp, vI,..., tlq+,) 
P q+1 
= (-1) 2 C (-lY’-‘q#m)(T,,,t, ,..., (r(VJ Tm) ti,***, tp, ~1 ,-+p fljy-**, tlq+ 1) 
i=l j=* 
q+1 
t (-l)p x (-1 y’-‘r(q,) cp(km)(T,&, ,..., T,,,&, q1 ,...) flj,.**, Vq+ I) 
j=l 
q+1 
= (- l)p C (-1 y’- ‘w&)(4!, ,..., r,)(m . q)(s, ,..., ii,,..., Vq+ ,) 
j=l 
In summary, we have proved 
3.25. PROPOSITION. The spectral sequence dgerential d, on EzTq = 
AP(K/L, Aq(i14/L, V)) is (-1 )p&. 
Andreotti and Grauert showed [ 1, Theorem 1 ] that a short exact sequence 
of Frechet bundles which is exact on the fibres over any point is exact on the 
global section level. In other words, if 0 + K, + K, + ... is a complex of 
Frtchet vector bundles whose differentials have closed range on the tibres, 
then its cohomologies are the bundles whose fibres are the cohomology of 
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the fibres in the complex. Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 and Proposition 3.25 say that 
we can apply this to the complex {E{**, d,}. Thus we have 
E;*q = P(K/L, Hq(M/L, V)) as Frechet space. (3.26) 
Using Lemma 3S(iii), now 
Eyvq = 0 for q > 0, so E;.’ = EGO = Hp(G/H, V). (3.27) 
It remains to calculate d, : ETqq + Ef+lvq, and we need only do this for 
q = 0. But we write it out for q > 0 because we have some future variations 
in mind. 
Let c E ETqq. Represent it by w E E{*q. Then w = w,, where o E %Yp*q is
given by (3.12) and satisfies (3.20). As 
()=~ow~E~G7+‘=~P.4+1 gP+b? 
I 9 
we have 2~ E VP+ IVq and 
w,, E Et + lvq = AP + ‘(K/L, Aq(M/L, V)) represents d, c. (3.28) 
As qj E m, km E-+ r(qj) (p(km) has values in V@ nP(f n q -)* @ Aq(p n q-)*, 
so each 
~(~~)(p(km)(T,t,,..., T,J +,, vl,..., iij,..., tl,) =O. 
Also, r(Tmti) = l(A, T,(l) + r(B, Tmri). Since B, T,,,& E I), r(B, T,,,&) 
acts on the arguments T,,,&,, qj of rp(km) and the value 
rpWW’,,,& ,..., Ta,..., T,&, 1, vl, .,.,q,) E V. The action on the arguments 
sends, in turn, 
one of thep vectors T,,,& ,..., 6k..., T,,,~,, , into p n q, 
one of the q vectors q, ,..., vq into f n q, 
and these terms vanish because (p(km) E V@ AP(f n q-)* @ Aq(p n q-)*. 
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3.29. PROPOSITION. The spectral sequence dlgerential d, on EfVq = 
AP(K/L, Hq(M/L, V)) is given as follows: Let o E A”(K/L, Aq(M/L, V)) 
represent c E ET,q. Define 6w E A”’ ‘(K/L, Aq(M/L, V)) by 
Wkkz, 7***7 cp+ Am) 
P+l 
- iz, (-I)‘-‘dW(B, Tmti) * w(k)(t, p***, ei,***> <p+ l)(m), (3.30) 
where k E K, m E M, and <,. E f n q _ . Then &J represents d, c E E;’ leq. 
Combine (3.26), (3.27), and Proposition 3.29. The result is 
3.3 1. THEOREM. The Dolbeault cohomology HP(G/H, V) = Hp(KfL, 
Ho@@., V>), h w ere HP denotes p-cohomology for the operator 
6: A”(K/L, H’(M/L, V)) + Apt ‘(K/L, H’(M/L, V)) 
defined in (3.30). 
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Finally, we specify the operator 6 in somewhat more familiar terms when 
rr: G/H-+ K/L is holomorphic. That is based on 
3.32. LEMMA. Let R: G/H + K/L be holomorphic. Then HO&f/L, V) -+ 
K/L has a unique structure of holomorphic vector bundle in such a way that 
a local section w: K + H’(M/L, V) is holomorphic ly and only ly 
w(k - e)(m) = dw(B, T,&) S w(k)(m) for r E f n q - . (3.33) 
ProoJ The integrability condition for the asserted holomorphic vector 
bundle structure is that 
if w P(r), [PWl(m) = h@WX . f(m) 
be a linear representation of t n q- on H’(M/L, V) such that 
/-VW4 = 41) P(t) a(l)- ’ for all 1 EL, 
where CY is the natural action (restricted from M) of L on H’(M/L, V). See 
[38] for the details on this. 
Let <E t n q- and f E H*(M/L, V). We must check that B(c)f E 
H’(M/L, V). Define? M+ V by 
From (3.14) and (3.22), 
B, T,,,< = -p” o Ad(m-‘) o A,,, o {py o Am&,_}-‘r 
SO 
y(m) = -dW(p” o Ad(m-‘)r) a f(m). 
If IEL, now 
T(ml) = -dv(p” o Ad(l-‘) 0 Ad(m-‘)r) 0 f(ml> 
= -dv(Ad(l-‘){ p” 0 Ad(m-I)(}) 0 W(l)-‘f(m) 
= -I&-‘) o dW(p” o Ad(m-I)) o w(l) 0 ~(1)~‘f(m) 
= w(l)-’ . f(m). 
Thus 7 represents a section of V -M/L. If VEpnq-, thenS(m.tl)=O 
because f represents a holomorphic section, so 
f(rn. q) = dv(p” 0 ad(q) 0 Ad(m-‘)r) 0 f(m). 
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Since x is holomorphic, we have our roots ordered with p A q, c p+ and 
[f,P+kP+, so [ponq,,tnq-]cp+n~, and it follows that 
Ad(m-‘)rE(fnq-)+(p+n~). 
NOW ad(q)oAd(m-‘)<E [pnq-,p+nb]cfnq-, so p”oad(t])o 
Ad@-‘)< = 0, forcing ?@I . q) = 0. We have shown that 7 represents a 
holomorphic section of V -+ M/L, so that /3(r)f E H’(M/L, V). 
Next, we verify that the action /3 of f n q- on H’(M/L, V) is a represen- 
tation. Let <,,&Efnq-. Then [&,&]=O, so we must show that 
[/3(<,), /?(&) ] = 0. Compute in g that 
[B,T,t,,B,T,,,C;,I= [p”oAd(m-‘)r,,p”oAd(m-‘)r,l 
= [pw n p-1 + (P+ n b)}, mf n q-1 + (P+ n WI1 
=~p+n~~p+n~l~[p+7p+l=0. 
Now, if f E HO&f/L, V), then 
P(r,),Pwlf(m) = WPm~nt~*)9 MB, ~*&)lf(m) 
=d~[B,T,r,,B,T,~,lf(m)=o. 
Thus /3 is a representation of f n q- on H’(M/L, V). 
To see L-equivariance, let 1 E L and r E t n q _ , and compute 
40 P(t) W ‘If = 44 P(O(m t+ f W) 
= a(O(m t+ dw(B,,, 0 T,,, t) 0 f WI 
= (m I-+ c-MB,-,, 0 T,-,,J of(m)). 
As B,-,, o T,-,, = B, o T,,, o Ad(l), this shows that a(Z) /l(f) a(l- ‘) = 
j?(Ad(l)c), as required. Q.E.D. 
3.34. THEOREM. suppose that 7~: G/H --) K/L is holomorphic and let 
H’(M/L, V) -+ K/L carry the holomorphic vector bundle structure of 
Lemma 3.32. Then the Dolbeault cohomology Hp(G/H, V) = 
Hp(K/L, H’(M/L, V)). 
Proof. The operator 6 of (3.30) is the 3 operator on H’(M/L, V) + K/L 
in the specified holomorphic structure. Now apply Theorem 3.31. Q.E.D. 
3.35. Remark. We have implicitly been dealing with a “vanishing 
bidegree” decomposition for forms (p E A “‘(G/H, V). The decomposition, 
which depends on our choice of 0, is 
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P = c (Pm 
p+q=m 
where p,,,,(KM) c V@ Ap(f n q-)* @ Aq(p n q-)*. 
(3.36) 
In this decomposition, it is easy to check that 2: Am(G/H, V) + 
A,“(G/H, V) is the sum of three homogeneous terms, 
(3.37) 
Here &,l is given by the calculation just before Proposition 3.25; it specifies 
do. The next, a,,, , is given by the calculation just before Proposition 3.29; it 
specifies d, . One can show that &, _ , is given on (p = (p,,, by 
&4wr r ,V.‘, p+2r 111,-v rlq-1 1 
= c (-l)‘+‘+Prp(w(~ ,,..., ,,“‘, J’“” p+2, e e. r 
I<i</<P+2 
fBmt,9 tjl - [B*<j, Cl? )119”‘1 t7q--1). (3.38) 
Since this would only affect the differential d, = 0, we do not need it now. 
But we remark that, by a glance at a local coordinate expression for cp in a 
holomorphic local trivialization, 
if K: G/H -, K/L is holomorphic, then a;, _ , = 0. (3.39) 
4. THE K-SPECTRUM OF Hp(G/H, V) 
In this section we will describe the natural representation of K (as a 
subgroup of G) on the Frichet space Hp(G/H, V), especially in the ,case 
where V --) G/H has finite-dimensional fibres. Later, we will need that 
description to study the corresponding square-integrable cohomology. 
Recall (2.10), the e-stable fundamental Cartan subgroup TG c H of G, 
(2.1 l), the positive t,-root system @z on Q, and (2.12), the common Cartan 
subgroup T = TG n Kc L of K and M. If s is an ad&)-stable subspace of Q, 
we write 
@&) = {a E QG :Q, C 5} and @&)+ = @,(5)n @;. 
Similarly, let Q without the subscript denote the root system of Q with 
respect to the subalgebra t=t,nf 0f t,. From (2.1 l), 
@i = {aE QG:a(c) > 0) for some 4E t, so @+ = (cfl,:aE a,‘} is a 
positive t-root system on Q. If 5 is an ad(t)-stable subspace of Q, we write 
@j(S)= {BE @:QBnS#o} and @(s)+ = @(5)n a+. 
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In particular, we have positive t-root systems @(I)+ for f, Q(m)+ for m, 
@(I)+ = @(t) + n CD(m)+ for 1. 
If g,,., is a simple ideal of g and gci, u? b, then Qc(gci, n lj) is the subsystem 
of QG(gci)) generated by all but one of its Q,(g)+-simple roots. If m,,, is a 
simple ideal of m and mti, dr 1, then @(m(i) n I) is the subsystem of @(m& 
generated by all but one of its Q(m)+-simple roots. If fci, is a simple ideal of 
t and fti, Ct I, then @(t(i, n I) is the subsystem of @(t,J generated by all but 
one of its a(f)+-simple roots. Further, QG(q+) c @G, @(p n q+) c Q(m)+, 
and @(tnq+)c@(f)+. 
Recall Schmid’s formulation [30] for the L-module structure of 
H’(M/L, U,). Cascade up from the simple noncompact roots of m: 
A4 , ,..., M, are the noncompact simple factors of M; 
Ti is the Q(m)+-simple root in @(m,) n @(p n q +); 
7i.I =7/i 
for 1 < j < ri = rank, Mi, jji,j is the lowest root in 
@(mi) n @(p n q + ) orthogonal to pi, I ,..., pi, j- 1 . (4.1) 
Then L acts on the symmetric algebra S(p n q -) by the multiplicity-free 
sum of the irreducible representations of highest weights 
c ri 
-@T = - 1 C nijFi,j, where the nij are 
i=l j=1 
integers with n,, > ni, > ... > ni,; > 0. (4.2) 
Write U-,, for the irreducible L-module with highest weight -zf just 
described. Schmid’s result implies 
H’(M/L, V), = Z, V, @ U-,,. as L-module, (4.3) 
where subscript L indicates the subspace consisting of L-finite vectors. Let 
U-.-G,+ K/L denote the homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle with fibre 
u-,, and V, --P K/L the homogeneous P vector bundle with tibre VL. 
Then (4.3) gives us a C” bundle decomposition 
H’(M/L, V), = 2 V, @ U-G, 
d 
When dim V < a, this can be made holomorphic. 
(4.4) 
4.5. THEOREM. Suppose that y is unitary and Pnite dimensional. Give 
H’(M/L, V) + K/L the holomorphic vector bundle structure in which a 
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local section w: K + H’(M/L, V) is holomorphic if and only if w(k . C$ = 0 
forall~Et~q_. 
(1) If x:G/H-+K/L is holomorphic, then this coincides with the 
holomorphic vector bundle structure of Lemma 3.32. 
(2) In any case, H*(hJ/L, V), and the V @ U,, are holomorphic sub- 
bundles, (4.4) gives a holomorphic bundle decomposition 
H’(M/L, V), = c V @I U,, (4.6) 
a 
(3) If z G/H+ K/L is holomorphic, then we have the K-module 
structure 
Hp(G/H, V), = c Hp(K/L, v @ U-a& (4.7) 
n‘ 
Prooj Since IJI is finite dimensional and unitary, it annihilates all 
noncompactly embedded factors of H, i.e., those with Lie algebra in 
[pn$,pnt)]+(pnb). Now dv(pnh)=O, so if <Etnq-, then 
dv(B, 7’,,,r) = 0. Assertion (1) follows from (3.33). 
The algebra f n q- acts trivially on local holomorphic sections of 
HO&f/L, V) + K/L. This of course preserves the sub-bundles in question, 
which thus are holomorphic, and (4.6) follows from (4.4). Assertion (2) is 
proved. 
Assertion (3) now follows from Theorem 3.34. Q.E.D. 
When V is unitary and finite dimensional and 7~: G/H-+ K/L is 
holomorphic, the Dolbeault cohomologies Hp(K/L, V @ U+J of (4.7) are 
accessible by means of the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem. Next, we do something 
similar when V remains finite dimensional but K: G/H + K/L is not required 
to be holomorphic. There, since all d@, T,,, r) = 0 for r E p n h, we use the 
holomorphic bundle structure of Theorem 4.5 to express the operator 6 of 
(3.30) as 
+ ,z, t-I)‘-‘W . ~,,&)(G ,..., &..., t,+ A(m). (4-g) 
Now filter H’(M/L, V), by order of vanishing at 1 . L, 
H”(A4/L, v)“’ = 2 v@ u-i, as L-module. (4.9) 
Iiil>P 
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Here IZl= C nij in the notation (4.2). In view of (4.6) we have associated 
holomorphic bundles 
H’(M/L, v)“’ = 2 v @ u- ai (4.10) 
Idl>P 
4.11. LEMMA. Let Vpsq = Ap+q(KfL, H”(h4/L, V)‘p’). Then 6 . rS7p,q c 
r%?p*q+l, and lyw E rVp*q then 60 - %J E ‘Wp+l*q. 
Proof: Let o E rGYp,q and view it as a function, w: K + 
ZY”(M/L,V)‘P’@~P+q(fnq-)*. If reInq_, define r(s&u by 
wwiw(~, ,..., rp+,b4 = wtk . s,w, ,..., r,+,)w. (4.12) 
As a function of m, (4.12) gives a section of V + M/L, and that section is 
holomorphic because (3.24) r(n r\ q -) S, = 0. Since w E ‘GYp,q and S, = 0 
for m E L, that holomorphic section is in H’(M/L, V)(p+‘). With a glance at 
(4.8), now 60 - &u E ‘Q p+‘*q. But &u E r~p~q+’ because the bundles (4.10) 
are holomorphic. Thus, also, So E ‘%?p,q+‘. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.11 ensures that { ‘gp.q, 6) is a complex. We have, for that 
complex, a decreasing filtration and resulting spectral sequence, 
‘.Tp = K’ ‘Vp*q and ( ‘Efqq, ‘d,} with 
qio 
‘EC.” = lgP.‘X/lgP+ 1,q-l. 
The second statement of Lemma 4.11 says that ‘do : ‘E{*” -+ ‘EgVq+ I, which 
by definition is ‘do [o] = [&I, can be expressed ‘d,[o] = [%u]. Thus 
‘,;*q = Hp+q K/L, V@ c U-i-, as K-module. (4.13) 
IAI=P 
For any particular K E d, the K-isotopic subcomplex { ( ‘Qp*q), a} is finite 
dimensional, and (‘9Zp7”), =0 for p s 0. Later we shall need a stronger 
result, Lemma 6.22, so we do not prove these assertions now. They allow us 
to manipulate the spectral sequence on the K-finite level as if the filtration 
were finite. For example, 
4.14. LEMMA. If { IE,, ‘d,} collapses (on the K-finite level) at ‘E, , then 
Hp(G/H, V), = C,- Hp(K/L, V @ II-,+) as K-module. 
Proof: Using Theorem 3.31 and Lemma 4.11, we note that ‘E, = ‘E, 
would give us a sequence of K-module isomorphisms H’(G/V, V), E 
HXK,‘L H’(M/L V),), r Cp+q=r (‘ECqIir = C,+q=r t’E?q), 2 
H’(K/L, H’(M/L, V),), g Ca H’(K/L, V 0 U-s?) as asserted. Q.E.D. 
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In order to isolate a situation in which we have the disjointness that leads 
to the spectral sequence collapse, consider the vanishing condition 
if v E i occurs on H’(M/L, V), then Hp(K/L, U,) = 0 for p # s, (4.15) 
where we recall s = dim&L. 
4.16. PROPOSITION. If ye is unitary and dim V < 00, and V --t G/H 
satisfies the vanishing condition (4.15), then Hp(G/H, V), = 0 for p # s, and 
HS(G/H, V), = C,- H’(K/L, V @ UezF) as K-module. 
Proof: In view of (4.14), the vanishing condition (4.15) says that 
(‘E{*“)K = 0 for p + q # s. Thus every ‘d, : ‘EfTq + ‘ET+ lvq is zero on the K- 
finite level. That is the hypothesis of Lemma 4.14. Q.E.D. 
4.17. Cautionary comment. The Dolbeault cohomology groups 
Hp(G/H, V) = Ker{& AP(G/H, V)+APt ‘(G/H, V)}/%i"-'(G/H, V) 
inherit a topology from the usual C”O topology on the AP(G/H, V). This 
inherited topology is Frtchet if and only if 2 has closed range. In any case, 
G acts continuously. The usual argument, convolution over K with an 
approximate identity which in turn is approximated by K-finite functions, 
shows that Hp(G/H, V), is dense in Hp(G/H, V). However, density in a non- 
Hausdorff space does not have the usual properties. To get around this 
difficulty, we define “topologically reduced” Dolbeault cohomologies 
~p(G/H,V)=Ker(~:AP(G/H,V)~AP~‘(G/H,V)}/closure(~~p~‘(G/H,V)}. 
They are Frichet spaces by definition. For each K E d we have an exact 
sequence 
0 --) (Image J), + (kernel ?)>, + H*(H/H, V), + 0 
in which the last term is finite dimensional by Proposition 4.16. Thus 
(Image 8)>, is closed, by the open mapping theorem. This shows 
Hp(G/H, V), = fip(G/H, V),. 
In other words, Hp(G/H, V) and Rp(G/H, V) have the same underlying 
Harish-Chandra module. This distinction is only important in the case where 
G acts on Hp(G/H, V) with singular infinitesimal character; in Section 5 we 
will prove that a has closed range in the case of nonsingular infinitesimal 
character. 
Suppose now that V + G/H is a Hermitian line bundle, i.e., that v is a 
unitary character on H. Identify x = v IL. with its weight. Then the L-types on 
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@(M/L, V) are precisely those with highest weights x - F?T. If v E f * is K- 
dominant integral we denote 
r, : irreducible representation ofK with highest weight v, 
(4.18) 
W” : representation space of 5,. 
The Bott-Borel-Weil theorem says that the vanishing condition (4.15) is 
equivalent o the condition that 
if ~-ii~t'+p,,a)>O forsome aE@(tnq+), 
then (x-@+p,,a)=O forsome aE@(tnq+) 
(4.19) 
for all ri. 
Consider the Weyl group element 
%EWk with w,,@(l)+ c @(I)+ and w,, @(I n q +) c --Q(t)‘. 
(4.20) 
In other words, w0 interchanges the positive systems @(I)+ U @(t n q,). 
Then, given (4.19), the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem says 
WK/L U,- iiF) 
= 0, if (X-iiytp,,a)=O forsome aE@(fnq+), 
= ww&-~~+P,)--P~ otherwise. (4.21) 
We modify (4.1) by cascading down from the maximal noncompact roots 
of m: 
M i ,..., M, are the noncompact simple factors of M; 
y, is the Q(m)+-maximal root in @(mi) n @(p f-7 q,); 
Yi,l = Yi; 
for 1 < j < ri = rankRMi, yi,, is the highest root in 
@(mi) n @(p n 9 +) orthogonal to yi,i ,..., yi,i- i . 
(4.22) 
Denote the Weyl group element 
WlE WL such that w,@(l) + = -(I)+. (4.23) 
Then wi @(p n q +) = @(p n q +), and so, making proper choices where there 
are several highest roots in @(ml) n @(p n q+) orthogonal to JJi,i ,..., ~,,~-i, 
we may suppose 
* 
w1 Yi,j = Yi,j for l<i<c and l<j<ri. (4.24) 
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Note that W,(J) =x because Cy, @(I)) = 0, and w, w,, E W, sends G(t)’ to 
-Q(t) +a Now 
-w,wo(wo~-fi~+p,)-pp,}=--wlO1--liY+PK)-PK 
=-x+n’r-w,@,)-pPK=-x+n’y-2p,,,, 
where 
c ri 
tiYY= x C nijyi j and 
’ 
PK/L = f Cam,+P (4.25) 
(=I j=l 
Apply wr to (4.19). Since w, preserves @(t n q +), the vanishing condition 
(4.15) is equivalent o 
if (x-r?y+2pK,L-pKTa)>o forsome aE @(fnq+), 
then b-@+2p,,,-pK,a)=O forsome aE@(tnq,). 
(4.26) 
And, as we have just seen, if the vanishing condition holds, then 
W(K/L, u,- a$ = 0, if ~-?iy++pKIL-PK,a)=O, 
someaE @(fnq+), 
= w~~tfiY-2PK,L~ otherwise. (4.27) 
Finally, we combine this with Proposition 4.17 to obtain 
4.28. THEOREM. Suppose that V + G/H is a Hermitian line bundle and 
let x = w IL. Then V + G/H satisfies the vanishing condition (4.15) if and 
only tf (4.26) holds for every 5. In that case, H”(G/H, V), = 0 forp # s, and 
HS(G/H, V), is the sum over ti of the K-modules 
0, if 01 - & + 2pKIL -pK,a)=O forsome aE @(fnq,), 
w*xtay-*Ph.,,.’ otherwise. 
In particular, the vanishing condition implies that HS(G/H, V) is K- 
multiplicity-free. 
Remark. Comment 4.17 applies here. 
We now relax the condition that V be finite dimensional, and instead 
assume that w has some formal resemblance to a holomorphic discrete series 
580/51/l-3 
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representation of H. Remember, here V is a Frechet H-module, not 
necessarily unitary. The framework for studying this case is 
4.29. LEMMA. Let n: G/H -+ K/L be holomorphic, so G/K is Hermitian 
symmetric with holomorphic tangent space represented by p+ = 
ad(W(t))(p n q,). Then H/L is Hermitian symmetric with holomorphic 
tangent space represented by p+ n b, and if <E t (7 q _ and m E M, then 
B,T,,,<EP+~$. 
Proof. The statement about G/K is part of Proposition 2.21 and its 
proof. Now [I, p + ] c p + implies [I, p + n h] c (p + n h), so H/L is Hermitian 
symmetric in such a way that p+ n h represents its holomorphic tangent 
space. For the last statement we may assume m-r = exp(q), where 
rlE Pon%~ and decompose q = q + + q-, where q+Epnq+= 
p+nq+ and q-=4+Ep-nq-. Then 
ad(a>t= [~?+,tfl+ [v-d]= [v+,W~+nb 
and 
ad(s)*tE [P+m+9P+m]+ [P-nq-,p+nblc(fnq-). 
Now Ad(m-‘)< = sinh(ad(q))c + cosh(ad(q))r with sinh(ad(q))r E p+ n t, 
and cosh(ad(q))< E t n q- . So B, T,< = -p” o Ad(m-‘)t = -sinh(ad(q)X E 
P+ nb. Q.E.D. 
Now let 7~: G/H -+ K/L be holomorphic and, in the notation of 
Lemma 4.29, suppose that w has a highest L-type relative to @(p+ n b), i.e., 
that 
v/ IL. has an irreducible summand of highest weight x in such a 
way that every irreducible summand of w IL has highest weight of 
the form x-C b,B,, b,>,O, P,E @(P+ f%). 
Then V has an increasing L-invariant filtration 
v=Pcvlc..., u VP’ v,, 
defined by 
VP is the closed span of the L-types x - c b,Pi with c b, < p. 
That in turn gives us 
VP + M/L: holomorphic sub-bundle of V ]H,L with fibre VP. 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
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Note that dw(p+ n h) . VP c VP-‘, so Lemma 4.29 ensures 
ifrEtnq_andmEM,thendW(B,T,r).VPCVP-’. (4.33) 
Now a glance back at (3.30) and Lemma 3.32 shows that 
H’(M/L, VP) + K/L is a holomorphic sub-bundle of H’(M/L, V) (4.34) 
and that the 
n$Fp+J = ,4ptq(K/I,, H"(M/L, VP)) satisfy 8”%‘pTq c “@pVq+l, (4.35) 
Thus we have an increasing filtration and resulting spectral sequence 
JfflP = C 1fqP.q and { lfEfv4, “d,} with l!E{*q = ll@‘P+q/lt~P-lvq+l. 
s>o (4.36) 
If [w] E "Ezvq is represented by o E “Vp*q, then “d,[o] = [&I E "Eivq+' 
is specified by 
~WW 1 Y--*9 rp+,t 1)(m) 
P+q+’ 
= ;, (-1)‘-‘4k . CK, v..., t,,..., 5p+q+ l)(m) 
p+q+l 
- F, (-1)‘-‘WL~,~,) - WM,,..., t,,..., t,+,+,)(m). 
Here, in view of (4.33), the do terms take values in VP-’ as functions of m, 
so those terms are in 
2, wW(t 
ngp-l*q+l. Thus “do[o] 7 [J,;], where 
13-e9 tp+q+l)(m) = CfZf” (-I)‘-‘4 - C)K,,..., (,..., ,+,+,)(m). 
But this 3, is the Dolbeault operator on K/L for the bundle 
H”(M/L, VP)/Ho(M/L, VP+ ‘) = Ho&f/L, VP/VP+ ‘). 
In other words, 
"E;*q = Hp+q(K/L, H’(M/L, VP/VP+ ‘)). (4.37) 
The spectral sequence { "Ef*'I, d,} eventually collapses because 
“d,: ltE7.4 + ItE;--l,O+ ‘+r must be trivial when one of “Wp*q and 
“5??p-‘*q+1+r is zero, e.g., when r > s. Thus the characteristic 
go (-1W’VW H’W/L V)), = go (-l)lp~+r (“E”&I”)x 
= go t-1)’ c (‘W”1~ 
p+4tr 
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as virtual K-modules. In view of (4.37), and with a glance back at (4.4), we 
summarize as follows: 
4.38. THEOREM. Let R: G/H -+ K/L be holomorphic, give H/L the 
Hermitian symmetric space structure of Lemma 4.29, and suppose that w is a 
holomorphic representation of H in the sense (4.30) that it has a highest K- 
type. Then, as virtual K-modules, 
i (-I)‘H’(G/H, V),= i (-I)' c H'(K/L (Vp/Vp-l)@b& 
r=O r=O P.A 
(4.39) 
4.40. Remark. In Theorem 4.38, the right-hand side is computable from 
(i) the explicit L-spectrum of w, which specifies the finite dimensional L- 
modules VP/VP-‘, (ii) the explicit decomposition of the (VP/VP-‘) @ U-s, 
into L-irreducibles, and (iii) the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem. 
The differential “d, : “ETVq + ‘ET-‘.qt ’ is given by the dyl-terms in the 
formula for 2. They cause the cancellation in passing from “E, to “E, which 
means that, in contrast to the finite-dimensional case, the K-spectrum of 
HP(G/H, V) is more sparse than it would be were H’(M/L, V), + K/L a 
holomorphic sum of finite-dimensional bundles. We will have more to stay 
on this in Section 12. 
5. INFINITESIMAL AND DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERS 
We now study the characters of the representation 7ry of G on HS(G/H, V) 
when dim V ( co. Our main result, Theorem 5.23, gives the infinitesimal 
character and explicit alternating sum formulae for the distribution- and K- 
characters of G on the Hp(G/H, V) in the case where 7~: G/H + K/L is 
holomorphic. After proving it, we briefly indicate how to drop the 
assumption that II be holomorphic. The distribution character formula is not 
really explicit in that more general case. 
The reader whose knowledge of semisimple representation theory leaves 
something to be desired should just study the statement of Corollary 5.27 
below and then go on to Section 6. 
For the moment, now, our working hypothesis is that 
72: G/H -+ K/L is holomorphic and 
1/1 isunitary and finite dimensional. (5.1) 
Then H/L is a bounded symmetric domain where p+ n b is the holomorphic 
tangent space. Also, x = w IL is irreducible. If v E L, we have denoted its 
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representation space by U, and have written U, + K/L and B, + M/L for the 
associated bundles over K/L and M/L. Write 
F,+ H/L: homogeneous holomorphic bundle associated to U,. (5.2) 
We will also need the length function 1 on the Weyl groups W, and Wb: Z(w) 
is the number of positive roots a such that w(a) is negative. If u E Wb, then 
v@-P,)=P-Pw so v&) - pH = v@) - p, and I(v) is the same for Wg and 
for Wb. Set 
W,,p = {v E Wb: I(v) = p and v@) -p is @(I)+-dominant}. 
Note Wb,, = ( 1 }. We now prove 
(5.3) 
5.4. PROPOSITION. There is an exact sequence of H-modules 
0 + V+ H’(H/L, FJ + e.. + @ H’(H/L, FVcX+pj-p) + --- . (5.5) 
0CWg.P 
Remarks. Such a resolution exists for any finite-dimensional irreducible 
H-module V, unitary or not, and the following proof can be modified slightly 
to cover that more general case. Also, although we will not use this fact, 
(5.5) is dual to Lepowsky’s generalized Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand 
resolution [ 201. 
Proof. Since H/L is a Stein manifold, its de Rham cohomology can be 
computed from the holomorphic de Rham complex 0 --t H’(HJL, Go)+ 
H’(H/L,R’)+ s-0. Since H/L is contractible, the de Rham complex is 
acyclic, so we have an exact sequence 
0-+C-+H0(H/L,R0)+H0(H/L,f2’)+~~. (5.6) 
The homomorphisms in this sequence commute with the. action of H. Also, 
Qp is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of the homogeneous vector 
bundle Ap(p + r7 h) * + H/L associated to the representation of L on 
/ip(p+ n b)* gAp(p- n h). Kostant proved [19, Corollary 8.21 that the L- 
module /ip(p- n h) is direct sum over Wb,p of the Uu(,,+pH= Uu(Pj-p. Thus 
the exact sequence (5.6) is an exact sequence 
O+C+H”(H/L,Fo)+~ + @ H”(H/L,FLl~p~--p)-+~- (5.7) 
ue%J 
of H-modules. 
Since V is a finite-dimensional H-module, we may view it as the fibre of a 
holomorphically trivial homogeneous vector bundle Fx+ H/L. Thus 
v@ H”PIL Futpj-p) =H”W/L, FzO Fn(pj-p) (5-g) 
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as Z-L-module. The group L = L, . L,, quotient of a direct product by a finite 
subgroup L, n L,, where L, is the intersection of L with the product of the 
noncompact simple factors of H and L, is the product of the center with the 
compact simple factors. Here L, acts trivially on V-this is the point that 
needs some care if we replace V by an arbitrary irreducible linite- 
dimensional H-module-and L, acts trivially on p- n h. Thus 
P’@ Ut,Cpj-p = UvCX+p~-p, so Fx@ FUCPJ--D = FVCX+pj-p. Substituting this into 
(5.8), we obtain our assertion (5.5) by tensoring V with the exact sequence 
(5.7). Q.E.D. 
Each of the Frechet H-modules in (5.5) determines a homogeneous 
holomorphic Frechet bundle over G/H, and these form an exact sequence 
04kH”(H/L,F,)+. + @ H”(H/L,F,(X+P)-P)-t.... (5.9) 
“se7.P 
That will give us a useful spectral sequence converging to H*(G/V, V). To 
state the result, denote 
for v E Wb,p. (5.10) 
Notice that (v(x + p) - p) + pK is @@-singular if and only if vk + p) is, 
because @ - pK, a) = 0 for all a E a(t). If vk + p) is @(I)-nonsingular, 
choose WE w, such that wv(x +p) is @(I)‘-dominant. Now 
W(V(J + p) - p + pK) - pK = wv(x + p) - p, so the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem 
identifies the K-module Wz as 
q=o if 4 # I(w), 
= Kv”~x+d --P if q = l(w). 
(5.11) 
Denote 
WE + G/K: homogeneous holomorphic bundle for c. (5.12) 
Now we can state 
5.13. PROPOSITION. There is a G-equivariant spectral sequence 
converging to H*(G/H, V),jbr which Ef3q = @vewb,, H’(G/K, Wz). 
Proof: The resolution (5.9) leads to a spectral sequence, converging to 
H*(G/H, V), for which ET*q = 0 Hq(G/H, H”W/L F,fx+p, -,)I. That 
is standard from homological “$&a. In effect, writing (5.9) as 
0+v-Pv,-tv,--+~*~ and Aq(V,) for Aq(G/H, V,), the fact that a 
commutes with the bundle maps gives us a double complex 
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The flh row is exact when augmented by AP(V), so the horizontal filtration 
gives a spectral sequence ‘E with ‘Efvq = Hq(pth row) = AP(V) for q = 0, 
= 0 for q > 0. The sequence collapses so H* (double complex) = H*(V). 
The spectral sequence E associated to the vertical filtration (the usual one 
for a double complex) has ET*q = Hq(pth column) = Hq(V,). It also 
converges to H* (double complex), which we saw to be H*(V). 
We now need to compare Hq(G/H, H”(H/L,FU(X+PJ--P)) with 
H’(G/K, Wz). Apply the discussion of Section 3 to the holomorphic fibration 
G/L -+ G/H, fibre H/L. There the Leray sequence collapses because H/L is 
Stein, so 
Hq(G/H, H’(H/L, F “t*+pb-p)) g HQ(W y”~x+PbP)’ 
where Y, + G/L is the homogeneous holomorphic bundle over G/L with the 
same fibre U, as F, + H/L. Similarly, since the base of G/L --f G/K, fibre 
K/L, is Stein, the associated spectral sequence collapses and 
Hq(G/L, Y utz+pj-p) 2 ~(G/K, Hq(K/L Fax+p&)- 
Combining these two isomorphisms with (5.10) and (5.12), we have 
H’(G/H, H”@W FuIX+pb--p )) z @(G/K, W;). The proposition follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Let 1 be any W,-regular @@)+-dominant weight. Then I - p still is 
G(t)+-dominant because p - pK I @(I), so there is an irreducible K-module 
W I-p of highest weight L -p. It gives a homogeneous holomorphic vector 
bundle W,-, + G/K, and the Frechet G-module H’(G/K, W,-,) belongs to 
the “continuation of the holomorphic discrete series” studied by Harish- 
Chandra. Its subspace H’(G/K, WA-,), of K-finite vectors has the following 
properties: 
it has a composition series of finite length; (5.14) 
the center of P(g) acts on it by the character of Harish-Chandra 
parameter A, i.e., G acts on H”(G/K, WA-,) with infinitesimal 
character x1, in Harish-Chandra’s notation [ 111; (5.15) 
H’(G/K, Wn-JK z WA-,, @ S(p-) as K-module; (5.16) 
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HO(G/K, WA--p)K has finite T-multiplicities and L -p is a highest 
weight for it. (5.17) 
In particular we have, well defined, 
@(A): distribution character of G on H’(G/K, WA-,). (5.18) 
Hecht [ 151 worked out an explicit global formula for the characters O(A). 
We extend the definition (5.18) of O(J) to all elements of the weight lattice 
n by the symmetry condition 
@(WA) = E(W) O(A) for IZEA, wE IV,, E(W) = sign(w). (5.19) 
In other words, if 1 is IV,-singular, then O(J) = 0, and if A is IV,-regular, 
then @(A) = E(W) @(WA), where w E W, such that w(1) is @@)+-dominant 
and where @(WA) is defined by (5.18). 
By (5.17), H’(G/K, WA-,) has finite K-multiplicities, so there is a well- 
defined 
@,(A): formal character of K on HO(G/K, WA-,>. (5.20) 
In view of (5.16) it is given on the regular set K’ by Ad(K)-invariance and 
by this formula on Tn K’: 
w(l-ptPK-n,4,-...-n,4,) 
-a/2 ) 7 (5.21) n I,..., n,=o -cf 
where @(P+) = {P, ..., P,}. S ince W, permutes the pi and fixes p - pK, (5.21) 
remains valid when we extend the definition (5.20) of the distributions O,(A) 
on K by 
O,(wA) = E(W) O,(A) for 1E/1 and WE W,. (5.22) 
We can now state and prove 
5.23. THEOREM. Let n: GfH+ K/L be holomorphic, dim V < ao, and 
x = w IL. Then for every integer p > 0, Hp(G/H, V), is a Harish-Chandra 
module of jkite length which is T-finite with weights bounded from above 
and which has infinitesimal character of Harish-Chandra parameter x + p. 
Write C, for summation over up>, Wa,p= {v E W?: v(p)-p is @(I)+- 
dominant}. Then the distribution characters O(Hp(G/H, V)) exist and satisfy 
c (--l)p@(Hp(G/H, V)> = c v E(V) @W + ~1). (5.24) 
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The formal K-characters O,(Hp(G/H, V)) exist and satisfy 
2 (-l)P@,tHPtGIH~ VI) = c e(u) @,td.x + PI), (5.25) 
” 
= ; E(U) 5 
(5.26) 
“I,..., n,=o 
where @(P +) = {P, ..., P,}. 
ProoJ The spectral sequence of Proposition 5.13 has only finitely many 
nonzero E’;,q, each of which is a finite sum of G-modules H’(G/K, WA-,) 
for various choices of A. These each have finite composition series (5.14), 
each is T-finite with weights bounded from above (5.17), and each has 
infinitesimal character x + p by (5.11) and (5.15). It follows that 
HP(G/H, V), has finite composition series, is T-finite with weights bounded 
from above, and has infinitesimal character x +p. Now, in the spectral 
sequence we take Euler characteristics as follows: 
x (-l)“O(Hp(G/H, V)) = c @(Ef*q) 
P>O Pdl>O 
= c (-l)q+‘c”‘O(HO(G/~, w;)). 
u,q 
By (5.11), (5.18), and (5.19), 
(-l)qO(Ho(G/K, W;)) = E(W) O(wu~ + P)) = @(vh + P)). 
Thus 
c (-l)p@(HptG/H, VI> =c E(U) @@Q+ PI),
P>O u 
which is (5.24). Since O(A) and O,(A) satisfy the same W,-symmetry 
conditions, (5.25) follows, and then (5.21) gives (5.26). Q.E.D. 
We remark that one can derive (5.26) directly from (4.7), and it is of 
course equivalent to the case dim V < co of (4.39), but we omit the 
computation. If one does proceed from (4.7), he first obtains the K-character 
and infinitesimal character, but has a hard time showing that Hp(G/H, V), is 
a (go, K)-module of finite length whose distribution character is determined 
by the K-character. The resolutions (5.5) and (5.9) efficiently avoid this 
problem. In fact, proceeding from (4.7), it is only feasible to get the generic 
but special case 
5.27. COROLLARY. Let x: G/H+ K/L be holomorphic, dim V < co, and 
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x = w IL. Suppose that we have the vanishing condition (recall Comment 4.17 
here) 
Hp(G/H, V), = 0 for p # s. (5.28) 
Then HS(G/H, V), is a (g,,, K)-module ofJinite length, T-finite with weights 
bounded from above, with infinitesimal character of Harish-Chandra 
parameter x + p, with distribution character 
@(HS(G/H, VI) = (-1)” & 2 E(V) W4.x + P)), (5.29) 
L USW~ 
and with K-character O,(HS(G/H,)V),) given by 
j=!$ x E(V) 5 ~w~w~e~~e W(v(X+P)--P+PK--n,4,-‘..-nkr) 
asaw+ e 
( =,* 
-e 
-n/Z ) 9 (5.30) 
L VEW n I,..., n,=o 
where {P, ,..., &I= @(P + ). 
Consider the generic negative case where x + p is “very nonsingular” in 
the sense that (x + p, a) < 0 for a E @(q +). More precisely, since v(x) = x for 
all v E Wh, suppose that 
(vt,y+p),a)=((X+p)+(vp-~),a)<0 for all vE Wr, with 
up -p L-dominant and all a E @(t n q +). (5.3 1) 
Then Wz = 0 unless q = s, and Wi = WwOo(x+pj-P, where w. is given by 
(4.20). In particular, the spectral sequence of Proposition 5.13 collapses at 
E,. Thus, 
5.32. COROLLARY. If (5.31) holds, then the vanishing condition (5.28) 
holds, so we have the conclusions of Corollary 5.27. Also, there is an exact 
sequence 
0 --t HYG/H, V) --t H’(G/K, Ww,(x+p)-p)+ 
. . . j @ H”WK Ww,u(x+p)-p) --) ..- 
v"wb.l, 
(5.33) 
resolving the representation of G on HS(G/H, V) by “‘full holomorphic” 
representations. 
Now we can prove the closed range result mentioned at the end of Com- 
ment 4.17. 
5.34. PROPOSITION. If (x + p, a) < 0 for all a E @(q+), then each 
3: AP(G/H, V) + Ap’ ‘(G/H, V) has closed range, so each Hp(G/H, V) is a 
Frechet space and Hp(G/H, V) = 0 for p # s. 
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ProoJ In the proof of Proposition 5.13, each 
E;3q = Hq(G/H, V,) = Hq 
( 
G/H, @ H’(H/L, F 
“E Wb,P 
NY+P, -,I) 
has a natural C” topology, which makes the spectral sequence differential d, 
continuous. The Andreotti-Grauert result [ 1, Theorem 11, quoted just after 
Proposition 3.25, and the open mapping theorem show that the isomorphisms 
E;3q z @,,w, I H’(G/K, WE) of Proposition 5.13 are topological 
isomorphisms: 
Suppose that x + p is “very nonsingular” in the sense that (5.31) holds. 
Now, the connecting maps of (5.33), including the injection HS(G/H, V) + 
H”WK Ww,tx+pj-p)’ are continuous. All the H’(G/K, Wwov~x+p~J visibly 
are Frechet, so now HS(G/H, V) is Frichet. Since Hp(G/H, V) = 0 for p # s 
by Theorem 3.34 and our negativity hypothesis, the closed range statement 
follows. 
In general, choose a weight ~1 I @(h) such that (u, a) % 0 for all 
a E @(q+), and define x’ =x -~1. Let V’ be the irreducible H-module of 
highest weight p. According to the “very nonsingular” case, 
H”(G/H, V’ @ Y) z H”(G/H, V’) @ Y is a Frtchet G-module. Note that V is 
a quotient of V’ @ Y and that all other composition factors of V’ @ Y are 
modeled on irreducible H-modules of highest weights v such that 
v + p rZ W& + p). We collect them all together as V” to form an exact 
sequence 
If Z is any composition factor, we get a spectral sequence, like that of 
Proposition 5.3, for H*(G/H, Z). In particular, since every vector there is a 
differentiable vector, the center X(g) of the enveloping algebra acts on 
H*(G/H, Z) by a character. We conclude that 
H*(G/H, V’ @ Y) is Z(g)-finite 
and 
H*(G/H, V) and H*(G/H, V”) have no Z(g)-character in common, 
so 
Hom,(H*(G/H, V), H*(G/H, V”)) = 0. 
In particular, the connecting homomorphisms are trivial in the long exact 
cohomology sequence for 0 + V” + V’ @ Y t V --t 0, so we have short exact 
sequences 
0 + Hp(G/H, V”) + Hp(G/H, V’ @ Y) --) Hp(G/H, V) --) 0. 
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We cannot apply the open mapping theorem, since we have not yet shown 
that HP(G/H, V) is Hausdorff. But arguing again with X(g)-characters, we 
see that the sequence splits topologically, concluding that HP(G/H, V) 
inherits a Frechet space structure from HP(G/H, V’ @ Y). Q.E.D. 
In the preceding discussion we assumed that the fibration 7~: G/H+ KfL is 
holomorphic, in particular that G/K is Hermitian symmetric. In fact, when 
properly rephrased, Theorem 5.23 remains valid without this assumption: 
Hp(G/H, V), is no longer a highest weight module, but (5.24)-(5.26) still 
hold. We now indicate very briefly just how the statement and proof must be 
modified for the much more general case where we assume only that 
rank K = rank G. 
Initially, fix a positive root system @+ = Q(g)+ and give G/T the 
invariant complex structure such that the holomorphic tangent space is the 
sum of the positive roots spaces. Let Q denote the negative Weyl chamber. If 
1 E/i is “very negative,” i.e., (A, a) 4 0 for all a E Q(g)+, then the 
techniques of Schmid ([29, 3 11) show 
if p # dim,K/T, then Hp(H/T, C,) = 0; 
if p = dimcK/T, then Hp(G/T, C,) is infinitesimally equivalent 
to the discrete series representation with 
character 0, + p. (5.35) 
Here C, + K/T denotes the line bundle associated by the character ea E T, 
and Olfp is as defined by Harish-Chandra [ 141. 
Let O(g’, A) denote the family of invariant eigendistributions on G defined 
in [ 33) and characterized there by the two properties 
O(lz?, A) = 0, if k E /i is regular and lies in Q, (5.36a) 
O(0, 1) depends coherently on the parameter A En. (5.36b) 
According to (5.35), if 1 is very negative, then 
2: (-l)W(HP(G/T, CA-,)) = (-l)d’mCK’=@(g, A). (5.37) 
P>Q 
A tensoring argument and some homological algebra show that 
the H”(G/T, C,-,) are Frechet G-modules, and their spaces of K- 
finite vectors are Harish-Chandra modules of finite length, for 
any LEA (5.38) 
and 
the identity (5.37) holds for any 1 E/i. (5.39) 
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Let Qp + G/T denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic p-forms. Then 
O+C+L?“+a’+ . . . is exact. However, neither the constant sheaf C nor 
the holomorphic sheaves 0” need be acyclic, so the analog of (5.6) does not 
carry over directly. But there is an analog if one takes Euler characteristic: 
1 W,l . 1 = c (-1)p+40(H9(G/T, QP)). 
P.9 
(5.40) 
Here 1 W,( enters as the Euler characteristic of C -+ G/T. Use (5.37), valid 
for any L E A, to rewrite (5.40) as 
(5.41) 
Let ch(Y,) denote the character of the irreducible finite-dimensional G- 
module Y,, of highest weight p. Under the process of coherent continuation, 
(5.41) implies 
t-11 dimCK’T 1 W,l . ch( Y,,) = c E(W) O(Q, IV@ + P)). (5.42) 
WEwh 
We return to the geometric situation of Section 3. Suppose 
rank K = rank G, so that the invariant eigendistributions O(@, A) are defined. 
Choose Q(g)+ so that G/T-+ G/H, ftbre H/T, is holomorphic. Let VX denote 
a finite-dimensional, not necessarily unitary, irreducible H-module of highest 
weight x. Then rank L = rank H and we have the analog 
C-1) dimCL’T / W, 1 . ch,( V,) = c E(U) O,,(&, U(J + &) (5.43) 
of (5.42). View (5.43) as an identity between virtual Frichet H-modules. 
These H-modules determine homogeneous holomorphic Frechet vector 
bundles over G/H. They satisfy the identity 
I WLI V,= c c t--l)p~tu) HPtH/T, Cu(x+p)-p) 
P>O UEWiJ 
(5.44) 
in the sense .of virtual homogeneous holomorphic bundles. For essentially 
formal reasons one can equate Euler characteristics of the characters of the 
cohomology groups. That yields 
1 WL 1 c t- 1 )p@tHptG/K V,)) 
P>O 
= ; “5, (--1)p+9&tu) @tH’(G/H, HPtH,‘T, Cutx+Pj--P))). 
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Using the Leray sequence for G/T+ G/H, fibre H/T, this becomes 
F7 Y- (-1)q~(u) Q(Hq(G/T, &+p)-p)). 
qfb u$) 
According to (5.37) and (5.39), this is equal to 
t-11 dimcK’T c E(U) Q(sF, Ilk +/I)). 
uew1) 
Thus we have 
1 W, I 1 (-l)pO(Hp(G/H, V,)) = (-l)dimcK’T c E(U) O(g, u(x + p)). 
P>O UEWt, 
(5.45) 
In deriving (5.45) we implicitly asserted that the Hp(G/H, VJx are 
Harish-Chandra modules of finite length, so that the O(Hp(G/H, V,)) are 
defined. In the case where 1~: G/H+ K/L is holomorphic, the @(A) defined in 
(5.18) and (5.19) are equal to (-l)dimcK’TB(%?, A). This follows, for 
example, from the Leray sequence for the libration G/T+ K/T. Thus, (5.44) 
is equivalent, when 7~: G/H + K/L is holomorphic, to the main assertion of 
Theorem 5.23, the alternating sum formula (5.24) for the distribution 
characters B(Hp(G/H, V,)). 
Caution. If Q(g)+ is not chosen so that G/T-+ G/K is holomorphic, then 
(5.22) holds only for those u E W, that are products of reflections in 
compact simple roots; see [ 161. 
The invariant eigendistributions are virtual characters, so we can define 
O&F’, J.): formal K-character of the virtual Harish-Chandra 
module with distribution character 8(@, A). (5.46) 
According to [ 161, 
f c WE w, E(W) e 
W(l-p+p,-n,!3-. ‘.-n&3,) 
8,(5F, A) = (-l)dirnCK’T 
n,,...,n,=o n aeuw+ (ea/2 _ ea/2) * 
(5.47) 
Compare with this with (5.21). An immediate consequence of (5.45) is 
1 W,l c (-l)pQ,(Hp(G/H, V,)) = (-l)dimcK’T 
P>O 
“& E(U) %A@, 4x + PI). 
(5.48) 
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In the case where A: G/Z-Z+ K/L is holomorphic, (5.47) and (5.48) are 
equivalent o the K-character assertions of Theorem 5.23, which are the alter- 
nating sum formulae (5.25) and (5.26). 
We now have shown how Theorem 5.23 extends to the case where 
z: G/H + K/L is not necesarily holomorphic and V -+ G/H is not necessarily 
Hermitian, when we replace the extended holomorphic characters O(A) by 
the coherent family O(q, A) and reformulate (5.24) as (5.45), and (5.25) and 
(5.26) as (5.48) and (5.47). 
6. HARMONIC FORMS ON G/H 
Throughout this section we assume that H operates unitarily on V. The 
complex semisimple symmetric space G/H carries a G-invariant indefinite 
Kgihler metric induced by the Killing form of go. This metric together with 
the Hermitian metric on V + G/H specifies the conjugate linear 
Kodaira-Hodge orthocomplementation perator 
#: EPqq(G/H, V) + E”-p*n-q(G/H, V*), (6.1) 
where E’**(G/H, V) denotes the space of C” V-valued (a, b)-forms on G/H, 
n = dim, G/H, and V* + G/H is the dual bundle. As in the positive definite 
case, 
8: EPvq(G/H, V) -, EPeqtl(G/H, V) 
has formal adjoint 
a* = -# &#: EPsq+‘(G/H, V) -P EP*q(G/H, V) (6.2) 
with respect o the global G-invariant, generally indefinite, Hermitian inner 
product 
(VP, v ‘> =I,, v(x) E #co’(x) 4.4, (6.3) 
where ii denotes exterior product followed by contraction of V against V*. 
Since ( , ) need not be definite, the Kodaira-Hodge-Beltrami-Laplace 
operator 
0 = aJ* + a* 3: Epvq(G/H, V) + EPvq(G/H, V) (6.4) 
need not be elliptic, so we will not use it to define “harmonic” forms. 
Instead, we define that 
cp E Ep9q(G/H, V) is harmonic if 2~ = 0 and a*~ = 0. (6.5) 
This implies q lrp = 0, but q y, = 0 does not imply that p is harmonic. 
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In this section we study the possibility of representing a Dolbeault 
cohomology class c E P’(G/H, V) by a harmonic form 9. This will be done 
in such a way that, in Section 7, it will be easy to see whether v, is square 
integrable over G/H. 
Let q E E”,pt 9(G/H, V) = A ptq(G/H, V) such that, viewing rp: G-P V@ 
Aptq(q-)*, 
rp(m4)~ VOIIP(tnq_)*O/lq(pnq_)*. (64 
Choose bases 
{Xl ,***, X,} of t n q _ such that B(X,, fj) = -6,, 
(6.7) 
{ Y, ,**-9 Y,} of p n q _ such that B(Y,, Yj) = +a,, 
where B(., .) is the Killing form. Write e and i for exterior and interior 
product, 
e(w)W= w A W and i(w)(w A W) = 11 w)I 2 W. 
Then, on any Ea3b(G/H, V), 
CT= - i @i) @ e(Fi) + i r(Yj) 0 e(Fj), 
i=l j=l 
where q _ = q + is identified to (qq)* by the Killing form. That gives us 
g* = - 2 (Xi) @ i(Xi) - i r(Fj) 0 i(Yj). 
i=l j=l 
NOW, if &Etnq- and qjEpnq-, 
~*ultwtr r I ,***3 p- 1, q1 ,.*., Ifq 1 
As FjEm and YjEpnq-, (6,6)forces 
Now, using (3.18), 
J*cptwtr r ,,“‘, p--l,~lv.‘,~q 1 
(6.8) 
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Since B,,,p, E 9, 
+ $, 9(km)(Xiv tl,***v <p-,3 tl,v**T [BmX,, ~bl,***, ~q)
+ dy(B,Xi) *P(km)(Xi, 6, ***y 6p- 1, ~1 v***, ~q>* 
As [B,zi,Xi] and the [B,Tiy ra] are in Q n q-, ami each 
[B$F~, vb] E t n q _, the first three terms vanish by (6.6). That leaves 
J*9(km)(t r , ,-*-, p-, , 9, ,***v qq 1 
Also, 
We note 
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As Xi, [B,y,, qb] E t r‘l q _ , the last two terms vanish by (6.6). Permuting 
some vectors, that leaves 
+ (-ljP i @j) v(km)(<, ,..., r , yi, 1;1, ,..., vq-*). (6.10) 
j=l 
Arguing as for (6.9) and (6.10), one sees 
Remark 3.35 shows that g* is completely determined by (6.9)-(6.11) and 
that the term (6.11) vanishes if a: G/H-t K/L is holomorphic. 
6.12. LEMMA. Suppose that 7~: G/H + K/L is holomorphic. Let 
rp E A’(G/H, V), s = dimcK/L, such that q(KM) c V@ A’(t n q-)*. Then 
2*q1= 0 if and only r Z(A, f) (p(km) = d@I,,, f) . q(km) for k E K, m E M, 
rEtnq-. 
Proof: The terms (6.10) and (6.11) drop out and (6.9) reduces to 
a*cp(km)(X , ,..., ifi ,..., X,) = (-l)‘l(A,fi) (p(km)(X, ,..., X,) 
+ (-l)‘-‘d~@,~~) . (p(km)(X, ..., X,). 
That vanishes for each i if and only if every c E t CI q- gives 
W,f) rp(km) - dW,,,<l. q-@m) = 0. Q.E.D. 
We are going to compare the $*-closed condition of Lemma 6.12 with the 
a&-closed condition for a form o E A’(K/L, H’(M/L, V)). At first glance 
we need two things in order to define a& : a holomorphic vector bundle 
structure on H’(M/L, V) + K/L and a Hermitian structure on that bundle. 
We will assume w: G/H + K/L holomorphic and use the holomorphic vector 
bundle structure of Lemma 3.32 for H’(M/L, V) and its subbundle 
H’@f/L VI, with typical tibre the space H”(M/L, V), of L-finite 
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holomorphic sections of V IMMIL + M/L. Use (4.3) and the natural $-invariant 
inner product on VL, and choose an L-invariant inner product on each LJ-,,, 
to define a conjugate linear isomorphism of H”(M/L, V), with its L-finite 
dual space 
and thus, as in (4.4), of H’(M/L, V),* with its “L-finite dual bundle” 
(6.13) 
We then have Hodge-Kodeira orthocomplementation perators 
#: Ep.q(K/L, H’(M/L, V),) + Es-p*s--q(K/L, HO&f/L, V),*), 
which depend, of course, on the choice of inner product on the Cl-,,. Now 
c?: EPvq(K/L, H’(M/L, V),) + Epu9+ I (K/L, H’(M/L, V),) has formal adjoint 
@,, = -#&. That is our 
& : Epq4(K/L, H’(M/L, V),) --, Ep*q-l(K/L, H’(M/L, V),). (6.14) 
As we shall see presently, g&L does not depend on any arbitrary choices. 
Glancing back to (3.33), we see that 
fJ= - i TK(X,) @ <(Xi) + jj dyl(BTXi) @ e(Ti), 
i=l i=l 
where r,(Qf(k) = f(k . 0, the X, are given by (6.7), xi E f n q + is iden- 
tified to an element of (f n q-)*, and d@TX) acts on p(M/L, V), by 
That gives us 
independently of the choices that were made to define #. If 
w E AP(K/L, H’(M/L, V),), now 
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If p = s, then (6.16) reduces to 
+ (--l)‘-‘dv(B, TmXi) . w(k)(X, )...) X,)(m). 
But B, T,,,X, = B, T,,,Xi from the definition (3.14), and T,Xi = A; ‘Xi 
because n: G/H -+ K/L is holomorphic. Thus 
6.17. LEMMA. Let UI E AS(Klgo(M/L, V),). Then 8&o = 0 if and 
only if o(k . f)(.)(m) = dyl(B,A;‘r) . w(k)(.)(m) for k E K, m E 44, 
~f3n~-. 
Since A,:tnq-+tnq- isomorphically when w: G/H -+ K/L is 
holomorphic, and At = At, Lemmas 6.12 and 6.17 combine to yield 
6.18. PROPOSITION. Suppose that x: G/H + K/L is holomorphic. Let 
w E AS(K/L, H’(M/L, V),), w h ere s = dimcK/L, and let Q E AS(G/H, V) be 
the corresponding (3.12) form with (p(KM) c V@ A’(t n q-)*. Then 
a*u, = 0 if and only if a&co = 0. 
Let c E HS(G/H, V), , where rr: G/H + K/L is holomorphic. If the 
corresponding Dolbeault class c’ E HS(K/L, H’(M/L, V),) has a harmonic 
representative w E AS(K/L, HS(M/L, V),), then the form 60 E AS(G/H, V) of 
Proposition 6.18 will be a harmonic representative for c. Since 
H’(M/L, V), + K/L has infinite-dimensional libres, we must work a bit to 
show the existence of w. 
If v E L, we denote the v-isotypic component of H’(M/L, V) by 
H’(M/L, V),, . Similarly, I’,,, is the v’-isotypic component of V, Every 
dim V,,, < co because I,U is an irreducible unitary representation of H. If v 
occurs in V,, @ UP,,, then v = v’ - 57 + A, where 1 is a sum of roots of L 
and -Cjj + k is a weight of L on U_,,. Let [ be the central element of $ with 
ad(C)=& on q,. Then v(c) = ‘([) - Zjr((r) = u’(C) - 1 n’( i. There are only 
finitely many possibilities for v’(C) because 
V, = d&%(t))) V,,, = F dtj/(p n $)“V,u 
n=O 
for any L-isotypic component Vu,, of V and because any sum of roots from 
p n h vanishes on [. Given v, now, there are only finitely many possibilities 
for ) n”l, thus for C, thus for -n’J + A. Now, any v E L can occur on only a 
finite number of the V,, @ U-,,-. As H’(M/L, V), = CVCEf Ca Vu, @ U-,,, 
we conclude 
if v E L^, then dim H’(M/L, V), < co. (6.19) 
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Let Ho&f/L, V), + K/L denote the sub-bundle of H’(M/L, V) + K/L with 
typical fibre H’(M/L, V),. Then (6.19) says that if is a finite-dimensional 
bundle. 
Let II,,, = a-J& + a& a; the Kodaira-Hodge-Beltrami-Laplace 
operator for H’(M/L, V), -+ K/L. If K E Z?, denote 
WI : the K-isotypic component of AP(K/L, H’(M/L, V),). (6.20) 
By equivariance, 
awp c lq+1, a-& wy c w;, 4,L vl = wp, * (6.21) 
6.22. LEMMA. If K E J?, then there is a finite subset F(x) c L^ such that 
W: cAP(K/L, Ct,EF(K) Hot+, V),,)fir 0 < P < s. 
Proof: Fix p. Let B be the (finite) set of L-types that occur in K IL. 
Frobenius reciprocity for (K, L) says that K occurs in 
AP(K/L, p&f/L, V),,) if and only if some v E B occurs in 
HO(M/L, V),, @ AP(f n q-)*. Let 
Fp(~) = {v’ E t: some v E B occurs in U,, 0 AP(t n q-)*}. 
The Lemma is equivalent o the statement that each Fp(?c) is finite; we then 
take F(K) = Ui=, FP@). 
Enumerate @(t n q,) = {a, ,..., a,}. Every L-type that occurs in 
U,.,@AP(tAqq)* has form 
u = v’ + cq, + * * * + ai P ) 1 <i, < ..a Ci,<s. 
If v E B occurs on u,, @Ap(t n q-)*, now v’ must be of the form 
V - (ai, + . . . + a,,). There are only finitely many possibilities for each v E B. 
Q.E.D. 
Let c’ E Hp(K/L, H’(M/L, V)) be K-finite. Then it is a finite sum of 
classes c; E Hp(K/L, H’(M/L, V>)E, K Ed. According to (6.21), CL is 
calculable in the complex {c, a}. Lemma 6.22, together with (6.19), say 
that CL E Hp(K/L, U), where U + K/L is Hermitian, holomorphic, and finite 
dimensional. Using (6.21) again, standard Hodge theory provides a 
harmonic form W, E Wz whose Dolbeault class is CL. Now CO = C CO, is a 
harmonic representative for c’. We have proved 
6.23. PROPOSITION. Every K-finite class in Hp(K/L, H’(M/L, V)) has a 
unique K-finite harmonic representative. 
Let c E HS(G/H, V), correspond to c’ E HS(K/L, H’(M/L, V)). Then c’ is 
K-finite and so has a unique K-finite harmonic representative w. Let 
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rp: G+ V@A”(q-)* correspond to o as in (3.12). As w takes values in 
H’(M/L, V) and C%J = 0, the calculation just before Proposition 3.29 says 
2~ = 0. Proposition 6.18 thus says that q is harmonic. With a glance back to 
Theorem 3.34, we now have 
6.24. THEOREM. Suppose that K: G/H + K/L is holomorphic. Then every 
K-finite class in HS(G/H, V) has a unique K-Jinite harmonic representative 
p: G+ V@A”(q-)* such that rp(KM)c F’,@As(tnq-)*. 
7. SQUARE INTEGRABILITY 
In addition to its G-invariant indefinite Kiihler metric, our complex 
semisimple symmetric space G/H carries a distinguished K-invariant positive 
definite Hermitian metric that is not G-invariant. Let B denote the Killing 
form of g as before. The metrics are specified on the complexified tangent 
space q at 1 . H by 
G-invariant indefinite Kiihler metric: (6 u) = wt, VI, 
positive definite Hermitian metric: ((6 tt)) = -tr, 69. 
(7.1) 
They are given at an arbitrary point of G/H, say kmH, with k E K and 
m E M, through translation by km of the metric at 1 s H, as follows: If k E K 
and m E M, then every <E q = T, .,,(G/H), defines a tangent vector 
&,,, = dt, . d&(r) at kmH, where t, : gH N (xg)H is translation by x E G. 
Since (( , )) is Ad(L)-invariant, &.,, has well-defined positive definite square 
norm given by Ilt;km(12 = -B(& et). The action of G on G/H distorts the 
norm by 
~ldt,(&J~’ = -B(Ad(h)<, 0 . Ad(h)<) for h E H with xkm E KMh. (7.2) 
Our first task is to bound this distortion. 
7.3. LEMMA. If x E G, then dt, is uniformly bounded on the tangent 
spaces of G/H, relative to the positive definite metric (( , )), with bound 
continuous in x. 
ProoJ: Let k E K and m E M, and factor xkm = k’m’h, where k’ E K, 
m’ E M and h = h(x, k, m) E H is well defined modulo L. In view of (7.2), 
we must show that Ad(h): q M q has norm bounded by some continuous 
function of x. For that, we may absorb k, k’ into x and assume 
h E exp(p, n 4,). Thus, if the Lemma fails then we have 
(i) a bounded sequence {x, } c G, 
(ii) sequences (m,}, {m;} CM, 
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(iii) a sequence {q,,} c p,, n ho with IIvnII = 1, and 
(iv) a sequence {t,} -+ co of real numbers, 
such that x,m, = rn; a exp(t,,qJ. Passing to a subsequence we may further 
suppose {rt, I-+ v E p. n bo. 
If & is an inner automorphism of G, then denote G’ = G. Otherwise, let 
G’ be the semidirect product G . Z, given by &. In either case, let M’ denote 
the G’-normalizer of M, so &EM’ and G’ is generated by M’ and 
ev(po n bo). 
We need a nontrivial finite-dimensional G’-module U whose space of M’- 
fixed vectors has dim U”’ = 1. Let {& ,..., &} be a basis of m, and 
u = vi, A ... A &)’ E S2nr(g). Every nr’ E M’ acts on m, with determinant 
f 1, so m’(u) = u. Let U be the G’-subspace of S*li’(g) generated by u. Then 
u spans U”‘, and we have a unique M’-invariant splitting U = U’ @ U” with 
U’ = UM’. 
Recall q = lim(q,) and decompose u = Cf=, ui, where vu, = &ui, li 
distinct and real, and A0 = 0. Asymptotically as n-t co, 
(m;)-‘x,24 = (m;)-‘x,m,u = exp(t,qJu 
- exp(t,q) . u = i e’&.+. 
i=O 
As {x,u) is bounded and the (&)-I fix U’-components, now C~Coer~~ui 
has bounded U-component. Thus u[ E U” whenever Ji > 0. As (6%)~ = -v, 
we also have u, E U” whenever li < 0. That leaves us with 
u = u; + i u; where u, = u; + u;, u, = u; for i > 0, 
i=O 
u; E U’ and uf’ E U”. It follows that u = u. E U’. Now u is fixed under the 
subgroup of G’ generated by M’ and (exp(ttl)}. We may in fact assume G 
simple for the proof of Lemma 7.3. Then M’ and {exp(tq)} generate G’, so u 
is G’-fixed, and U as constructed is just the span of u. In the construction of 
U that forces m to be an ideal in g, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
As in (6.1), we have Kodaira-Hodge orthocomplementatio’n perators 
+: EPvq(G/H, V) + E”-P.“-q(G/H, V*) (7.4) 
relative to the positive definite metric. That gives a global K-invariant 
positive definite inner product on V-valued (p, q)-forms, 
(7.5) 
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That in turn gives rise to Hilbert spaces 
L$*“(G/H, V): completion of the space of Cp forms in 
EP-q(G/H, V) relative to inner product (( , )). (7.6) 
Of course the inner product on L$*q(G/H, V) depends on the choice of K, 
i.e., on the choice of Cartan involution 8 of G that stabilizes H. But in fact 
L;*4(G/H, V) itself is independent of this choice because, from Lemma 7.3, 
if g E G, then the natural action of g on 
EPv4(G/H, V) defines a bounded operator on Leq4(G/H, V). (7.7) 
Since the definite noninvariant metric was obtained from the indefinite 
invariant metric by “reversing signs,” every form ~0 E L$*q(G/H, V) is square 
integrable with respect o the indefinite Hermitian inner product defined in 
(6.3). Thus, the Hilbert space L;74(G/H, V) carries the continuous G- 
invariant indefinite Hermitian form ( , ). 
In this section we consider the harmonic forms cp of Theorem 6.4 and 
study the conditions under which ci E Lt*‘(G/H, V). Later, in Section 8, we 
will analyse ( , ) on the space of all harmonic (relative to the invariant 
metric) forms on LivS(G/H, V). 
7.8. LEMMA. If Haar measures are properly normalized, then 
jG f(x) dx = I,, jM,L lHfWh) W4J’dh dm dk for fE C,(G) 
1 f(xH) d(xH) = j 1 f(kmH) det(A,) - ’ dm dk for f E C,(G/H). 
G/H K/L M/L 
Proof. The differential of K: G/H+ K/L on the horizontal space at kmH 
is given by A,,, : t n q -+ f n q. Q.E.D. 
Let w E AP(K/L, Aq(M/L, V)), and let v, E Ap+q(G/H, V) correspond to o 
by (3.12). Thus cp: G+ V@Ap+q(q+)* with (p(KM)c V@AP(tnq-)*@ 
Aq(p n q-)*. By Lemma 7.8, cp has global square norm 
II&/” = I I K,L M,L 11 p,(km)ll* W4J’ dm dk (7.9) 
with respect o the positive definite metric. Formula (7.9) also specifies the 
invariant Hermitian form, as it gives (-l)p(p, rp). 
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We recast (7.9) in terms of the form CO E A”(K/L, A’(M/L V)), related by 
p(km)(r,,...,)r,, VI ,***9 v,) = w)(A,rI 9---v 4?&)(m)(v1 7*--T r,>* (7.10) 
For this, denote 
AP(f n q-)*: trivial (product) bundle (M/L) x Aq(f n q -)* + M/L. (7.11) 
with the nontrivial Hermitian metric 
(wA(~>~ w,(m)> = CIWp(A,) t,>~u(~~(A,) t W-L)-’ where 
(&} is an orthonormal basis of AP(t n q -) and wA, w, are the 
“constant” sections of AP(f n q J* for A, p E Ap(f n q-)*. (7.12) 
We have “tibre restrictions” of v, given by 
qk: w(k) viewed as an element of Aq(M/.L, V @ AP(f n q-)*). (7.13) 
Compute 
Now (7.9) becomes 
II rp II&H = JK,L II CDk IL &* (7.14) 
Suppose that n: G/H + K/L is holomorphic. Then A, preserves each 
fm,, and det(A,) = Idet(A,l,,J*. Since A,--+ 0 as m+ co inside 
ev(p, n qo> 
IIM4(~P(4 C)Wll’ W4)-’ Q I14WI)(mI12 
with equality in case p = s. In other words, 
7.15. LEMMA. If XII: G/H+ K/L is holomorphic, then [I~&, Q Ilwll& 
with equality in case p = s. 
In V + G/H, q _ acts trivially on the typical tibre V, so p n q _ acts 
trivially on the typical fibre of V),,L + M/L. Thus the decomposition of V 
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into L-isotypic components V, leads to orthogonal Hermitian holomorphic 
bundle decompositions 
VI M/L = c v” and V, = B, @ C”(“‘, 
“Pi 
(7.16) 
where V,+ M/L has typical tibre V,, B, + M/L is the Hermitian 
homogeneous holomorphic bundle associated to the irreducible represen- 
tation v of L, and n(v) is the multiplicity of v in I&. Denote 
&(M/L, .): Hilbert space of L, holomorphic sections. (7.17) 
Then (7.16) gives us 
-(M/L, V) = c &(M/L, B,) @ C”(“). (7.18) 
“Gi 
Recall (4.22) the set {y, ..., y, ) of maximal roots of the noncompact simple 
factors of M. The Harish-Chandra existence criterion for the holomorphic 
discrete series says 
&(M/L, B,) # 0 if, and only if, (v +pM, yi) < 0 for 1 < i < C; 
and in that case q(M/L, B,) contains every L-finite 
holomorphic section of B, + M/L. (7.19) 
We are going to combine this with Lemma 7.15 and prove 
7.20. PROPOSITION. Let n: G/H -+ K/L be holomorphic. Let rp E 
AS(G/H, V) correspond to a form o E AS(K/L, A’@+, V)), i.e., (P(KW c 
v@ ns(f n q-)*. Define 
S(V)=(vEi:V,#Oand (V+p,,yi)<Ofor 1 <i<c}. (7.21) 
If cp is &closed and K-finite, then 
Il~ll,$,, < 00 if, and only if, q(KM) c (7.22) 
Prooj Since & = 0, o E AS(K/L, Ho&f/L, V)), so pk E p(M/L, 
V@As(fnq~)*)=~(M/L,V)@AS(fnq~)*. Here, with A holomorphic 
and p = s, (7.12) reduces to the product metric, (w,(m), w,,(m)) = (A, ,u), so 
/IqkII& < co if and only if ~0, Eq(M/L, V) @ A”(f n q-)*. 
If (p is K-finite and L,, then every ~~~k~~&~ < co with IIqkII&,M/L continuous 
in k. To see this, choose a basis {vi ,..., vd} c Li*‘(G/H, V) of the span of the 
K-translates of cp. We have sets S, c K of measure zero such that 
Il(pt)kIlt/L < 00 for k & S,. Set S = US,. If q’ E span{q+}, then llp;ll&L < a0 
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for k & S. As span{rp,} is K-invariant, this remains true with S replaced by 
any kS, and thus also with S replaced by nksK kS, which is empty. So 
[I(P~~[$~ < co for all k, and ok = ((k-‘)*p), gives continuity of the norm. 
Now suppose (D to be K-finite and L,. Then every (ok E q(A4/L, V) @ 
jiS(t n q-)*. Further, if 5 E ns(t n q-), then v)@) is L-finite, so 
~kE~(“/L,CI,V”)O~s(tnq-)* f or some finite set F = Fk c L. Using 
(7.19), F c S(v). This proves half of (7.22). 
Conversely, suppose that o is K-finite with o(KM) c (CueSo,) V,) @ 
/i’(t n q-)*. Then every ok(Z) is an L-finite holomorphic section, hence 
square integrable by (7.19), with L,-norm continuous in k as above. Now 
(7.14) ensures (I o I& < co. That is the other half of (7.22). Q.E.D. 
We now combine Proposition 7.20 with Theorem 6.24 to obtain the main 
result of Sections 6 and 7. 
7.23. THEOREM. Let n: G/H + K/L be holomorphic and, as before, let 
(yi\ be the maximal roots of the noncompact simple factors of M. Suppose 
that, for every L-type v with V, # 0, 
tv + PM3 Yi) < O for each i. (7.24) 
Then every K-finite class in HS(G/H, V) is represented uniquely by a form 
cp: G+ V@A”(q-)* such that p(KM)c VL@As(fnqJ* 
which is harmonic relative to the invariant metric and L, relative to the 
positive definite metric. 
If v = x - C bjpj with bj > 0 and /I1 E @(p + n lj), then Ca,, JJ,) > 0 forces 
(V + p,+,, yi) < k+ pm, yi)* Thus we have 
7.25. COROLLARY. Let II: G/H+ KjL be holomorphic. Suppose that w 
has a highest L-type x in the sense of (4.30), as is automatic, for example, in 
case w is Fnite dimensional. If 
01+PM9Yi)<” for i = l,..., c, (7.26) 
then every K-Jnite class in HS(G/H, V) has a unique L, harmonic represen- 
tative q with &KM) c V, @ AS(K n q-)*. 
In fact, Corollary 7.25 is very close to the most general case to which 
Theorem 7.23 applies, because of 
7.27. LEMMA. Let H’ be the identity component of the kernel of the 
action of G on G/H. Then there are &stable local direct product 
decompositions 
H=H’ .H” and G=H’. G” with G/H = G”/H” 
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and corresponding tensor product decompositions 
v= V’@ V” and IJI = w’ 0 tq” with w’ E I?’ and yl” E I?. 
Set L” = L n H”. Then I,U satisfies L, condition (7.24) if and only if I#’ 
satisfies it, and in that case @’ has a highest L”-type in the sense of (4.30). 
Proof: All assertions are clear except the last one, that (7.24) implies 
(4.30) for I#‘, For that, we may suppose G = G” and w = w”. In other 
words, we may suppose that $ contains no nonzero ideal of G. 
Fix an L-type V, # 0. Then V, = JJ,“=o dv(P n 9)” . V, by the 
irreducibility of v. Suppose that (4.30) fails for v. Then 
dl(p + f~ b)” . V,, # 0 for every integer n > 0, for otherwise we choose Vx # 0 
in the last nonzero dy(p+ n h)” . V,,, and dW(p + n $) . V, = 0 forcing 
(4.30). Now we have a sequence {v,} c L^ with 0 # U”, c dyl(p + n b)” . V,,. 
Given (7.24), at least one 6 E @(p+ n $) has (6, r) < 0 for all 
~E~(pnq+)=~(p+nq+)(see(2.21)).Since6+yisnotaroot,now 
Z = { 6 E @(p + n b): 6 strongly orthogonal to @(p n q +)} 
is nonempty. Thus 
r: subalgebra of h generated by all gs + gWs, 6 E Z, 
is nonzero. As r is semisimple, ad(l)-stable and e-invariant, it is an ideal in h 
by the theory of orthogonal involutive Lie algebras. But r centralizes p n q, 
which together with IJ generates g, so t is an ideal in g. This contradiction 
completes the proof of the Lemma. Q.E.D. 
In view of Theorem 7.23 we define 
ZS(G/H, V) = {p E LivS(G/H, V): & = 0 and a*u, = 0 as distributions}. 
(7.27) 
This is our L, harmonic space. It is a closed subspace of Lt.’ (G/H, V), its 
C” elements are harmonic in the usual sense (6.5), and its K-finite elements 
are Cm. Theorem 7.23 says that, assuming (7.24), every K-finite class in 
HS(G/H, V) has a unique representative cp EZi(G/H, V), such that 
p(KM) c V, @ /is(t n q-)*. In particular, the natural map of J-closed C” 
forms to their Dolbeault classes maps XS,(G/H, V), onto HS(G/H, V), . One 
can compute Dolbeault cohomology from distribution forms as well as from 
C, forms; see [34]. Thus every q ERi(G/H, V) has a well-defined 
Dolbeault class [(p] E HS(G/H, V), and the natural map 
R;(G/H, V) -+ HS(G/H, V) by vt-+ bl 
has image that contains HS(G/H, V), if (7.24) holds. 
(7.28) 
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8. CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNITARY REPRESENTATION: 
NONSINGULAR CASE 
In this section we prove that, under certain conditions, the global G- 
invariant indefinite Hermitian form ( , ) is semidefinite on Z’i(G/H, V) and 
that its kernel there coincides with the kernel of the nature map v, h [cp] E 
HS(G/H, V) to Dolbeault cohomology. The technical device amounts to 
tracing square integrability through the spectral sequence of Section 3 to 
show that [cp] = 0 implies (p = lim {&,ri} for some square-integrable qi. The 
conditions amount to the requirement hat the resulting unitary represen- 
tation of G have nonsingular infinitesimal character. In Section 9 we will 
relax these conditions, obtaining slightly less elegant unitary representations 
with singular infinitesimal character. 
We start with some preliminiaries on bounded domains, which later will 
be the fibres of rr: G/H + K/L. 
Let D c C” be a bounded domain, holomorphically convex, such that 
tD c D for ] t ] < 1 with tD relatively compact in D for ] t ] < 1. Let W + D be 
a Hermitian vector bundle with a particular holomorphic trivialization. We 
use the natural (from D c C”) holomorphic trivialization on the holomorphic 
tangent bundle T’,‘(D) + D and associated bundles. Now suppose that D 
carries a Hermitian metric with the following property: 
Compare the metric on V @ A4Tov’(D)* @ A”TL7’(D) at z E D 
and cz using the isomorphism of tibres given by the specified 
trivializations. Then the metric at tz bounds the metric at z, 
uniformly for z E D and ) t ] ( 1. (8.1) 
In particular, for t = 0, this implies that 
the metric on V @ AQTo7’(D)* @ A”T’,‘(D) is uniformly 
bounded by any metric that is constant with respect to the 
specified trivializations. (84 
If v, E A4(D, V), say P= CJ,J V@dfJv where {oi} is a complete 
orthonormal set in the typical tibre V of V + D and the multi-index J has 
size ]J] = q, then denote 
p’(z) = c l4fi,Jtz) vi @ dF’ for It] ( 1. (8.3) 
8.4. LEMMA. If u, is square integrable, then so is (o*. Moreover, the map 
9 c, c# is bounded in L2-norm, uniformly in t for E Q t Q 1 whenever 
O<&<l. 
ProoJ: Let a,,,,(z) = r(z)(vi 0 d2, vi 0 d?), , where r(z) is the ratio of 
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the Hermitian volume element on D to the Euclidean volume element 
dx A dy on the ambient C”. By assumption (8.1), 
("iJ,j.t(z>) S c(aiI,jJ(fz)>~ some C > 0, 
as positive definite Hermitian matrices, for all z E D and 1 cl < 1. Here r(z) 
accounts for the /i”T’,‘(D) in (8.1). Thus, 
S Cltl*’ j CJ;,(tZ)fj~(tz) Q,.Jtz) do A dY 
D 
= c (fy” 
0 h,(z).t&(z) Q&) dx A dy ID 
< c lfy” SC Mz&(z) ~i,~.,(z) dx * dy D 
= c ltl*q-2n Ilq$. 
The lemma is immediate from this. Q.E.D. 
8.5. LEMMA. If q is square integrable, then cp’ tends to a, in L, norm us 
t-t 1 with ItI < 1. 
ProoJ Let E > 0 and choose a Cr form q’ with 11~ - q I( < E. By 
uniform continuity, o” -+ @ uniformly and thus in L, norm. Lemma 8.4 
ensures II@ - @‘(I < (const) E. The assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
8.6. Remark. Let L be a group of automorphisms of V + D that acts 
linearly on D and preserves all the bundle trivializations. Then rp t-t # 
commutes with the action of L on V-valued forms. 
This ends the preliminaries. We now return to the setting of Sections 2-7 
and assume now that Z: G/H -+ K/L is holomorphic. The fibre M/L is iden- 
tified, through the Harish-Chandra embedding, as a bounded symmetric 
domain Dcpnq,, and there the universal factor of automorphy 
construction gives a distinguished L-invariant holomorphic trivialization of 
VI M/L -M/L. 
We use the fibre restrictions pk defined in (7.13). Since V lulL is trivialized 
and A”(f n q-)* + M/L is defined (7.11) as trivial, we write v)~,,,,~ for v)~ 
viewed as a section kM/L + Y @ /iP(f n q -)* of the trivialized bundle 
V @ AP(f n q-)* -+ kM/L over the fibre kM/L = n-‘&L). 
The isotropy subgroup L acts linearly on M/L = D c p n q, and 
preserves the trivialization of the tangent bundle. Thus the operations 
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vkMIL M &,,, on the fibres of n: G/H --$ K/L combine to give a linear map 
cp w p,‘, which we may interpret as a map of Eivq = Pp9q/@pt ‘,q-l to itself. 
Split a= &,, + a,,, as described in Remark 3.35. Then &,i((p’) = (#,,,p)’ 
because any coefficient f of rp,,,, (in the sense of the&, of (8.3)) satisfies 
@/&)(f (fz)) = i(af/&)(tz). Then a,,,($) = (J1,Ocp)’ because aI,, is the 2 
operator on the base and does not act on the coefficients of u, on the libres. 
Thus 
&o’) = (&!q for v, E E,PTq. (8.7) 
In order to globalize Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5, we must know when the 
condition (8.1) holds on the tibres. Denote A(f n q-)* = ~;=oAP(t n q-)*, 
product bundle with metric (7.12) and typical tibre A (I n q -)* = 
C;dPyf f-7 q-J*. 
8.8. LEMMA. For every weight v of L on V, every weight ,u of L on 
A(f n q-)*, and every /I E @(p n q,), suppose 
(v+Y+a?w,J3)~o. (8.9) 
Then (8.1) holds uniformly on the fibres of II: G/H-t K/L, for the bundle 
v@A(fnq-)* inplace of V. 
ProoJ By L-invariance of the metrics it suffices to check (8.1) when 
z = mL lies in the maximal totally geodesic polydisc D’ = (a, r7 D) c a, of 
DcPnq,. Here a, is the sum of the root spaces for, say, the maximal 
strongly orthogonal set {yiJ} of (4.22). 
Now V IDI is the orthogonal sum of homogeneous holomorphic line sub- 
bundles L, + D’ as v ranges over the L-weights of V. 
We are going to show that A(f n q -)* ID, is the orthogonal direct sum of 
homogeneous holomorphic line sub-bundles L, as ~1 ranges over the weights 
on A(f n q -)*, i.e., the weights on A(f n q +). 
Choose root vectors E, E mYIJ with B(E,,,z,) = 1. The E,] E p n q + and 
the Y,, = E, + E, span a,,. Set H,, = [E,,, Eu] E t. Let m = exp CIJ t,, YU. 
The standard identity 
exp ( y tanF(t)) ( l’cTh(r) cos$t)) (tan&) 
gives m E exp(p n q +) - fi - exp(p n q -), where 
m --I = exp c log cosh(t,) HU 
iui 
= g ew(log cosW,) 4J 
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If a,,..., OL, E @(t f? q +) are distinct and 0 # 4, E t,,, then the Hermitian 
homogeneous holomorphic line bundle over D’ with Iibre (t, A .a. A r,) C c 
/1’(t n q+) has “constant section” given at m E exp(a,) by 
Ad@-I)((, A .a+ A <,) 
= 
I 
n cosh(tij)2(ax~Yi.j)~(Yf.j,Yi,j) 
i.j,k 
where 
if ok 1 every yij, then tk = 0; 
if cik 4 yij, SO ak - 4yi-j 1 eVery JJ,,,, then tk = fi,j. 
In particular, that constant section has length 
On the other hand, A; ’ = cosh(ad 2 tij Y,)(,, multiplies t, by cosh(t,). If 
@Jo f-3 q + 1 = (a,,..., a, I, s, E f,,, and @ is the element of (t n q -)* dual to 
c, by the Killing form, then (7.12) says that the constant section of 
As-‘(fn q-)* for l*+, A ... A e = 1 has square norm 
’ IIt1 A .a. A t,JJ’. 
Comparing (8.10) and (8.11) we have the asserted decomposition of 
A(ff-lq-)*I,,. 
The bundle .49To*‘(D)* @ /idim’ ‘*O T (0) restricts on D’ to an orthogonal 
direct sum of line bundles L, @ LzpMMIL, where E runs over the sums of q 
distinct elements of @(p f? q...). The restriction is isometric but not 
holomorphic. Note that (E, @) < 0 for every /I E @(p n q,). Now our 
hypothesis (8.9) says that V @ n(f n q-)* @ A9To*‘(D)* @ AdimDT170(D) 
restricts on D’ to an orthogonal direct sum of line bundles L, with (r&/3) < 0 
for all p E @(p n q+). On each disc factor of D’, any such L, is a 
nonnegative power of the holomorphic cotangent bundle, whose metric 
l--~.~(~~Oas(z/+I.Thatgives(8.1)forV@~(tnq~)*. Q.E.D. 
If I E A ‘(G/H, W), we decompose rp = CT=0 qpi, where qj corresponds by 
(3.12) to an element of A’(K/L, A’-i(M/~, V)), i.e., where Q~(KM)c 
vO/t’(tnq_)*oA’-‘(Qnq_)*. Then we define u)*=CIzoo:. Applying 
(8.7) to each pi we have &@) = (a~)’ for 1 tl< 1. 
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8.12. LEMMA. Assume (8.9). If p E A’(G/H, V) is L,, then so is cp’ for 
1 tl < 1, and (9’) + cp in L,-norm. If v, is L, and J-exact, say Q = &, then qf 
is L, for 1 tl < 1 and {&‘} + rp in L,-norm. 
Proof. If q is any Cm V-valued form on G/H, we assert that q’ is L, for 
) tl ( 1. First, the coefficients of fl’ are bounded because the coefficients of q 
are bounded on jzj < (const) < 1. Second, (8.2) holds uniformly on the fibres 
of x: G/H -+ K/L because of Lemma 8.8, so smooth forms with bounded 
coefficients are L,. That gives the L, assertions for o’ and 9’ in the 
sta_tement of the lemma. Now {q’} -+ a, in L, as in Lemma 8.5, and {&J’} = 
((a~)‘} = (cp’} -+ v, in L, as asserted. Q.E.D. 
To complete the results of this section we will put hypothesis (8.9) into a 
more familiar form. If a E cP(t n q +) and /I E @(p n q,) with (a, p) # 0, 
then -s&a) E @(p+ n $) and (-s,(a), /I) = (cz,~). Thus we can replace ,u, 
which is a sum of distinct elements of @(I n q +), by -so@), in (8.9). Since 
(a,/?) > 0 here, we need only consider the case ,u = 2pKIL, and our argument 
shows (pKIL, /I) = (--s,&J~,~), /I) = (pHIL, /I). Thus (8.9) is equivalent to the 
requirement that 
(v + @,,L + PK/L + h/L ’p) s ’ (8.13) 
for every weight v of L on V and every /I E @(p n q,). 
The p’s in (8.13), and the set of weights v there, all are W,-invariant. Since 
every p E @(p n q+) is a convex linear combination of W,-translates of m- 
simple roots in @(p n q,), it suffices to check (8.13) when /I is m-simple. In 
that case (v,p) is maximized, on the weights v of an L-isotypic component of 
V, at the lowest weight of that isotypic component. With p m-simple, 
wM~PM/3~P)= 1, so f&8) = tpM, 8) = tpL, P) t CpMIL, B). Putting all this 
into (8.13), we see that (8.9) is equivalent o the inequality 
(-v* - PL + P&,/L + ,+/L + h/L 9 P) < --it& 8) (8.14) 
for every highest weight v of L on V (corresponding to lowest weight -v*) 
and every noncompact simple root p of m. The opposition (maximal ength) 
element wi E W, of (4.23) carries these simple roots /I to the maximal roots 
yi of (4.22), fixes pMMIL, pKIL, and pHIL, sends pL to its negative, and 
transforms -v* to v. Note that pL + pMIL t pKIL + pHIL is p = pG. Thus we 
have reformulated (8.14) so that Lemmas 8.8 and 8.12 combine to yield 
8.15. THEOREM. Suppose that 7~: G/H -+ K/L is holomorphic. Let 
{y, ..., y,} be the maximal roots of the noncompact simple ideals of m. If 
v E ,f with V, # 0, suppose that 
2(v +P, Yi)/(Yl, Yi) S -l for 1 Q iQ c. (8.16) 
.580/51/l-5 
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If v, E A ‘(G/H, V> is L, and a-exact, then cp = lim(&li} in L,-norm, for 
some L,-forms ni E A’-‘(G/H, V). 
8.1 I. Remark. We shall see later that if G (or even just M) is a linear 
group, or if V is finite dimensional, then (8.16) can be 
written: 2(v + p, yi)/(ri, yi) ( 0 for 1 < i < c. If dim V < co, this will turn out 
to be the condition that the unitary representation we eventually obtain has 
nonsingular infinitesimal character. 
Recall (7.25) the space Z’;(G/H, V) of all C”O V-valued (0, s)-forms on 
G/H that are square integrable for the positive definite metric and harmonic 
for the G-invariant metric. 
8.18. THEOREM. Let n: G/H + K/L be holomorphic and suppose that 
every 2(v + p, yi)/(yi, yi) < -1, where { y,} are the maximal,lroots of the 
noncompact simple factors of M and v runs over the classes in L with V, # 0. 
Then the natural G-invariant Hermitian form (,)o,h on Ly*‘(G/H, V) and 
the natural map X;(G/H, V) + HS(G/H, V) to Dolbeault cohomology, are 
related as follows: 
(1) (-1Y G3,” is positive semidefnite on Si(G/H, V). 
(2) The null space of (, &,,., on X”(G/H, V) is the kernel of the map 
rp t-+ [rp] E HS(G/H, V) to Dolbeault cohomology. 
(3) The space Z’;(G/H, V), of K-Jinite elements maps onto 
H”(G/H, V), . 
Proof. Let rp E Z”(G/H, V) be in the kernel of map (7.28) to Dolbeault 
cohomology. Choose an approximate identity {f,} c C”(G). Then 
{f, * rp) + cp in Lt*$(G/H, V) and each f, * rp is C”. As [p] = 0, there is a 
distribution-coefficient V-valued (0, s - I)-form q on G/H with p = 2~ in the 
sense of distributions. Now f, * ?,J is C”O and 8((f, * v) =f, * (8~) = f,, * ~0. 
Theorem 8.15 applies to the f, * p, providing-sequences {tf,,i}i=r,2,..,, of L, 
forms in A”-‘(G/H, V) such that limi,co 13?,.~ =f, * cp in L$‘(GjH, V). 
Passing to a suitable diagonal sequence (P”,~,, we find p = lim,,, @,,in in 
L$‘(G/H, V). Let rp’ EZ’i(G/H, V). Since p’ is L, and $*-closed in the 
invariant metric, 
(9, P’)clH = lim(a;l,,in9 P’bIH = lim(rt,,in9 J*P’) = 0. 
Thus ~0 is in the null space of (, )G,H on X”(G/H,V). 
If v, E Zi(G/H, V), viewed as (p: G + V @ As(q-)*, has p(KM) c 
V@A”(I n q-)*, then (-1)’ ((P, (p) c,H = ]]v]]&, > 0 and vanishes just when 
a, = 0. We have (7.24) because ach QM, ri) Q @, yl); for if p E @(p + n h) U 
@(I n q +), then p + yi is not a root. Now Theorem 7.23 says that every K- 
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finite class in Z-Z”(G/H, V) is of the form [9], where 9 EZi(G/H, V) is K- 
finite with 9(KM) c I’@A”(f n q-)*. So, on the K-finite level, 
2-;(G/H, V), -, W(G/K V), 
is surjective from a (-1)” ( ,)G,H positive definite subspace and has kernel in 
the null space of (-1)” (, &“. It follows that (-1)’ (, &, is positive 
semidefinite on Ri(G/H, V), and that its null space there is exactly the 
kernel of the map to W(G/H, V),. Since X’;(G/H, V) is closed in 
L’?‘(G/H, V) and (3 )G,H is jointly continuous on L.$‘(G/H, V), now 
(-IT (3 )G,H is positive semidefinite on Z:(G/H, V), its null space there is 
an L$s(G/H, V)-closed subspace, and that null space is exactly the kernel of 
map (7.26) from Zi(G/H, V) to W(G/H, V). Q.E.D. 
In view of Theorem 8.18, we define reduced square-integrable harmonic 
spaces by 
.Y?$(G/H, V) 
= R;(G/H, V)/(null space of (, )G,H) 
with Hermitian form (, ) induced by (-1)’ (, &,. 
(8.19) 
Here pz(G/H, V) carries a Hilbert space structure as quotient of a closed 
subspace of Li,‘(G/H, V) by a smaller closed subspace and (, ) is a jointly 
continuous positive definite Hermitian form on p*(G/K V). 
8.20. LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 8.17, the pre-Hilbert 
space structure on p2(G/H, V) defined by (, ) coincides with the Hilbert 
space structure obtained by realizing @*(G/H, V) as a quotient of closed 
subspaces of L$‘(G/H, V). 
Prooj Every class in **(G/H, V) is represented by a unique form 
9 E R”(G/H, V) such that 9(KM) c V@ A’(f n q-)*. This is clear for K- 
finite classes through comparison with Dolbeault cohomology and follows 
by continuity for all classes. 
Let 9 E **(G/H, V); represent it by 9 E Z’;(G/H, V) such that 9(KM) c 
I’@ As(f n q -)* and also represent it by 9’ E Z’“(G/H, V) which is Li,‘- 
orthogonal to the kernel of .& + &*. To prove Lemma 8.20, we must prove 
]]9’]]&, = (-1)’ (9, v)&,~. First, since 9’ is the Li*s-shortest element of 3; 
representing 9, 
Il9’IIL-,ff&II9ll&f= (--1Y (939)GIH’ 
Second, since the kernel of Z; + ez is the null space of (, )G,H on 3’;) 
(- 1)” (9,9),,H = (-1Y (9’9 CD%,* Q II9’II&“. 
The lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
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8.21. THEOREM. Let 7~: G/H-+ K/L be holomorphic and suppose that 
every 2(v + p, y,)/(y,, ri) < -1, where (yi} are the maximal roots of the 
noncompact simple factors of M and v runs over the classes in L with VL, # 0. 
Then the natural action of G on V-valued dtflerential forms on G/H 
preserves F”,(G/H, V) and passes to the quotient X”(G/H, V)/(null space of 
( 3 hJ as 
n+ unitary representation of G on @*(G/H, V). (8.22) 
The natural map from XS,(GJH, V) to Dolbeault cohomology induces a 
(go, K)-module isomorphism of *,(G/H, V), onto HS(G/H, V),, and thus 
n,, unitarizes the action of G on Dolbeault cohomology HS(G/H, V). 
8.23. Remark. If the highest weights v of L on V all are integral in m, 
then the hypothesis 2(v + p, y,)/(y,, yi) < -1 of Theorems 8.18 and 8.21 
coincides with the nonsingularity condition (v + p, ri) < 0. Of course the v 
are integral if M is linear, in particular if G is linear. They also are integral if 
dim V < co, for then the highest weight x of L on V is orthogonal to 
@(p n h), hence h-integral, and x is f-integral because it lifts to a well-defined 
character eX of the torus T c K. Thus x is g-integral (every simple g-root is a 
root of either $ or I), and in particular m-integral. 
8.24. Remark. If V has a highest L-typex in the sense of (4.30), then the 
hypothesis of Theorems 8.18 and 8.21 that 
2(v + PT Yi)/(YiT Yi) G -l all i, all v E i with V, # 0 
reduces to 
2k + PI Yi>/(Yi 9 Yi) Q - 1 for all i 
as in the passage from Theorem 7.23 to Corollary 7.25. According to 
Lemma 7.27, existence of the highest L-type x is not a restrictive condition 
here. 
Proof of Theorem 8.21. All the statements follow directly from 
Theorem 8.18 and Lemma 8.20, except weak continuity of 
G x ps(G/H, V) -+ @z(G/H, V). That weak continuity follows from joint 
continuity of the Hermitian form ( ,)eIH on L$‘(G/H, V), which is part of 
the statement of Lemma 7.3. Q.E.D. 
9. CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNITARY REPRESENTATION: 
GENERAL CASE 
In Section 8 we examined the map X”(G/H, V) + HS(G/H, V) and saw, 
under certain circumstances, that its kernel coincides with the kernel of the 
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G-invariant form (, &, and that (-1)’ (, &, is positive semidefinite. That 
led to a Hilbert space structure on the quotient pZ(G/H, V) and a unitary 
representation rr, of G on @*(G/H, V) that unitarizes the action of G on the 
Dolbeault cohomology ZP(G/H, V). The key was the study of the space of 
L, “special” harmonic forms, 
9 = {rp ER;(G/H, V): I c V@A”(f n qJ*}, (9.1) 
on which (-1)’ (, &,, is positive definite and whose K-finite subset FK maps 
isomorphically to EP(G/H, V),. Here we show under somewhat weaker 
conditions that 9 still corresponds to a G-invariant Hilbert space structure 
on an appropriate quotient p(G/H, V) of P(g) 9, resulting in a unitary 
representation of G that unitarizes its action on HS(G/H, V). 
The space P(g) cPK is the smallest g-invariant subspace of Z”(G/H, V) 
that contains YK,, and YK injects to the quotient ~(g)~K/{~(g)sPK}l 
(relative to ( , &,) because (-1)’ ( , &, is positive definite on 9. We need 
to know that the image is invariant. 
9.2. THEOREM. Let 71: G/H + K/L be holomorphic and suppose that 
every 2(~ + p,,,, yi)/(ri, ri) < -f, where { ri} are the maximal roots of the 
noncompact simple factors of M and v runs oper the classes in i with V, # 0. 
Then the image of YK in P(g) + YJ{P(g) . YK}’ is g-invariant. 
The reader may wish to view this section as a disgression and proceed 
directly to the discussion of unitary representations in Sections 10 and 11. 
But first he should note that the hypothesis 2(v + pM, y,)/(y,, yi) < -1 of 
Theorem 9.2 is very close to the condition 2(v + pM, yi)/(yi, yi) < 0 for the 
existence of L, harmonic representatives in Theorem 7.23. See Remark 9.18 
for the fact that they coincide if M is linear or if dim V < 00. 
We start by estimating the growth of forms (D E P(g) -9. Haar measures 
on G = KAH and M = LAL are given through certain functions 6,) 6,: 
A-+R+ by 
dg = 6,(a) dk . da . dm, dm = &(a) dl . da . dl, 
6,(a) . det A, = 6,,,(a), (9.3) 
where we use Lemma 7.8. A Cayley transform c carries a* to the span of the 
maximal set {yv} of strongly orthogonal roots of (4.22). Its inverse carries 
the positive root system a(m)’ for the compact Cartan t to a positive root 
system for the maximally split Cartan 
{x E t: each yij(x) = 0} + a, 
which in turn specifies a positive restricted root system di on m. Let 
yEj E dQ’ denote the restricted root sent by c to Y*,~. 
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9.4. LEMMA. Assume the conditions of Theorem 9.1. If (o E P(g) Yk, 
then there exist constants C, E > 0 such that 
Ildkall < CB&)-“* exp 
( 
- (a t 6)x y;,j (a) 
ij 1 
uniformly for k E K and a E A ‘. 
Proof: We first must show that every 0 E P(g) y;C can be expressed as a 
finite sum on KM of the form 
cp(W = (det4Af,- 12 W) c,<m>f,(m> ej, (9.5) 
where the bj are coefficients of finite-dimensional unitary representation of K, 
the cj are polynomials in the matrix coefficients of C, and D, (defined in 
(3.14)), the fi are L-finite holomorphic sections of bundles V, --t M/L, where 
vEL with V,#O, and the t?,EAis(q-)*. 
Suppose that v, E Pk. Then p(km)({, ,..., I&) = o,(k)(A,<, ,..., A,<,)(m) = 
(det A,I,,J o,(k)(<, ,..., &)(m), w,(k)(& ,..., <,) is an L-finite holomorphic 
section of V -t M/L, and o, is K-finite. So, here, p(km) has expression (9.5) 
with cj= 1. 
As g(g) Yk = U ,“0 p” a Yk, it now suffices to show that if rp E s(g) -sP, 
has form (9.5), and if < E p, then c. ~0 has form (9.5). By (3.17), (<. p)(km) 
= (p(-c. km) = --(p(k . Ad(k-‘) c. m) = -Z(Ad(k-‘)op(km). Of course, 
-Ad(k-‘) c is a linear combination of elements of a basis of p where the 
coefftcients are matrix coefficients of finite-dimensional unitary represen- 
tations of K. Now to prove (9.5) we need only show: if rp E P(g) . Y, has 
form (9.5), and if either c E p n h or C E p n q, then l(r> (p has form (9.5). 
Let C E p n b. By (3.19), I(<) (o(km) = r(C,c) q(km) t l(D,,,r) q(km). Here 
D,: p n $ --t f n q, so l(D,Q q(km) = cp((k . D,,,r) m), which inherits form 
(9.5) from rp. Also C,: p n h + p n $, so if q1 ,..., r7, E q-, then 
r(C, 0 CpWOh v...9 rls) 
= cp(km - C,tr)(tll 9-.9 rls) 
= -dW,,J) - rp(W(tl, 9-.T v,) 
These terms all inherit form (9.5) from I. 
Let [E p n q, so l(r) acts by differentiating the M-variable on the left, 
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r(r) q$km) = q(k . cm). We look at its action on the (det A,],& term of 
(9.5). Making repeated use of the definitions (3.14), 
l(C)A, = Z(C). (p’ 0 Ad@-‘)}-’ 
=--A m 0 %XP’ 0 AdW’)l oA, 
= A,,, op’ o Ad@-‘) 0 ad(c) 0 A,,, 
=A,op’oAd(m-‘)op”oad(c)oA, 
=A,op’oAd(m-‘)op”oAd(m)op”oC,oad(~)oA, 
=A,op’oAd(m-‘)op”oAd(m)oC,oad(r)oA, 
= A,,, o p’ o Ad(m-‘) o (1 -p’) o Ad(m) o C, o ad(<) o A, 
=-A,op’oAd(m-‘)op’oAd(m)oC,oad(~)oA, 
= -p’ 0 Ad(m) 0 C, 0 ad(r) 0 A,,, 
= D, o ad(c) o A,,, 
so 
Wdet 41tn,-) = (trace 40 ad(h-d deMA~~,_)~ 
Thus, the part of l(r) v, that involves differentiating the det(A,],,,,-) term in 
expression (9.5) for q, retains form (9.5). Evidently the same holds for the 
part of f(c) (p that involves derivatives of the jj. As for the cj(c * m), we 
obtain the same conclusion by noting that 
l(c) C, = -C, op” 0 ad(c) 0 Ad(m) 0 C, 
= -Cm o ad(c) o p’ o Ad(m) o C, 
= C, 0 ad([) 0 D, 
and 
I(() D, = -p’ o ad([) o Ad(m) o C, -p’ o Ad(m) o Z(c) C, 
= -ad(c) op” o Ad(m) o C, -p’ o Ad(m) o C, o ad(c) o D, 
= -ad(c) + D, 0 ad(c) 0 D,,, , 
so the derivatives of the C,, D, coefficients do not occur. This completes 
the proof that every (p E U(g) PK has form (9.5). 
The following estimate is implicit in Harish-Chandra’s analysis [ 1 l-l 3] of 
the coefficients of the holomorphic discrete series. See his formula [ 12, 
Lemma 141 for his function w and his estimates [13, Sect. 9] on the IV,, . A 
very slightly weaker estimate, valid for the entire discrete series, comes out 
of MiliEZs work [2 1 ] on characters and asymptotics. 
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Let J M + V,, be an L-finite holomorphic section of V, --) M/L. Let E > 0 
be such that (v + pM, yi) < - ($ + &)(yi, ri) for all i. The estimate: there is a 
number C > 0 such that 
II fW’)ll = CUa)- “* exp ( 
- (+ + E) 1 Y;,~ (~2) 
i,i 1 
for all I, I’ E L and all a E A +. 
If m = exp(v), q E p0 A q,, we earlier noted that A, = cosh(ad(q))ltns 
because ad(v) exchanges p n h and t n q. Similarly, C, = 
PWW)lpnb I- * and D, = -sinh(ad(q)) 0 {cosh(ad(~))l,,p} -I = 
-tanWd(r)lo. In view of (3.15), now C, and D, are bounded uniformly 
in m E M, so the functions cj(m) are uniformly bounded. In proving the 
Lemma we may thus ignore the cj in expression (9.5) for (p. That having been 
seen possible, (9.5) and (9.6) combine using (9.3) to give the estimate of 
Lemma 9.4. Q.E.D. 
The next step in the proof of Theorem 9.1 is 
9.7. LEMMA. Let pEAP(G/H,V) with (p(KM)c V@Ap(tnq-)*. Let 
1SE p and define/3=Pr:KM+ V@/iP-l(fnq-)* by 
qdk)(C I,“‘, r,-,>(m) ’ 
= (-I)’ w,(k)(<, ,..., &-, , PL 0 D, 0 o 0 Ad(k-i) c)(m), (9.8) 
where Ti E f n q- and 6: p -+ p n b is projection with kernel p n q. Then p is 
well defined as an element of A pm ‘(G/H, V), and if &,CJ = 0, then 
(C.u,+i@):KM+ V@AP(fnq-)*. 
Prooj To see that p is well defined as an element of A P- ‘(G/H, V), i.e., 
that wg is well defined as an element of AP-l(K/L, A”(M/L, V)), we 
compute using (3.15) 
qs(k)(t 1 3***9 r,- , W) 
= (-1)” w,(k)& ,..., C- i, P’ 0 D, 0 (T 0 Ad(k - ‘) [)(ml) 
and 
= WV)-’ - qj(W, ,..., t-,-,)(m) 
qdW(G ,...I t,- Am) 
= (-l)p w,(kl)(T,,..., <,-, ,pi_ 0 D, 0 u 0 Ad(F) 0 Ad(k-‘) c)(m) 
= t-1)’ w,(k)(Ad(l) t, ,..., Ad(l) t,- 1, 
Ad(l) op’ 0 D, 0 cr 0 Ad(l-‘) 0 Ad(k-‘)<)(m) 
= (-I)’ w,(k)(Ad(Z) <i ,..., Ad(l) <,-, ,pi_ 0 D,,,, 0 u 0 Ad(k-‘) c)(m) 
= q&WW) 4 v..., Ad(l) t,- A(m). 
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Now suppose &I = 0, and decompose C. 40 = q’ + q”, where @(KM) c 
V@AP(fnq-)* and q”(KM)c VOIl”-‘(fnq_)*On’(pnq_)*. Set 
o’ z co,, E AP(K/L, A’(M/L, V)) and W” = o,,, E AP-‘(K/L, A*@@, V)). 
Note, using (3.19), 
o”(kM I T--*9 rp- &m>(r) 
= (r; - cp)(km)tT,,t& ,..., T,,Ap-, 3 s> 
= -@d(k-‘) 0 ~(km)(T,p,t, v..., T,,&-, , r) 
= -4~ - Ad(k-‘) C) q(km)(T,,,t, ..., T,,,tp-, , v) 
-Z((l - a) . Ad&-‘) 6-1 ~(km)(T,,,t, ,..., T,,&-, , rr> 
= -i(D, 0 o 0 Ad(k-‘) O~(km)(T,t,,..., T,&,, rt) 
-r(C, 0 u 0 Ad(k-‘) C) ~(km)(T,t, v..., T,tp-, , v) 
-Z((l -a> 0 Ad(k-‘)C) ~,(km)(T,,,t,w., T,t,-, > 6-1. 
Here the first and third terms vanish because q$KM) c I’@ A “(f n q -)*. 
That leaves 
o”(k)(l IT***, rp- l>b)oI) 
= dv(C, 0 CT 0 Ad(k-‘) C) 0 q(km)(T,&, ,..., T,t,-, , v> 
P-1 
+ C (ml)‘-’ p(km)([C, 0 u 0 Ad(k-‘) 4, TAri], 
i=l 
T,,, 4 ,..., G,..., T&-, 9 r) 
+p(km)(T,,,t,,..., T,t,-1, [Cm~co AW-‘)Lrll). 
Here the first and second terms vanish as before. Using (3.16), 
w”(W 1 v’**Y r,- Am)(rl) 
= o,(k)(t, ..., t,-, ,A,[C, 0 (7 0 AdO-‘) L VI)(~) 
= w,(k)& ,..., tp-, ,pI_ 0 A, 0 ad(v) 0 C, 0 0 0 Ad(k-‘) c)(m) 
= -q,(W , v..., t,-, , P’ 0 (r(r) D,) 0 0 0 AW-‘1 C)(m). 
Since &!I = 0, -o,+,(k)(r, ,..., r,- 1, {,)(m 0 q) = 0 for each m; given m we take 
cp =p’ o D, o o o Ad(k-‘) c. Now, 
w”(kK 9...T t,- AmXrl) 
= -o&W, ,..., t,-,,pl 0 (r(rl)D,)oooAd(k-‘)r)(m) 
-qJk)(t , ,..., t,-, , P’- 0 D, oooAd(k-‘)[)(mhq) 
= C-l)‘-’ qdk)(t,,..., t,-,)(m - v). 
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We write that as 
~“(W I,***, <,A = (-ljP- l Fw,L@-$3WG 3*-*9 r,-A>. 
In view of Proposition 3.25, or more precisely, the calculation just before its 
statement, his is equivalent o 
V(km)(t, 9*.-Y r p- 13 ? ) = -J##(km)(<, ,**-3 rp- 19 4-J. 
Thus (c o rp + g/3) = (p’ + 81,0(/3), which proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
9.9. LEMMA. Let bp E yK and C E p. Define /I = pr by (9.8). Under the 
conditions of Theorem 9.1, a/3 is square integrable and @3, g(g) YK>,,, = 0. 
ProojI We have that [a rp is square integrable because (p is a C”O vector 
for G on L!vS(G/H, V); or one can use Lemma 9.4. Now set @ = < ’ a, + 8,. 
A glance at (9.8) shows that /3 inherits K - finiteness from cp, so rJ is K-finite. 
Also, @ = J(c . (p) + @@ = a(<r . 9) = < . &J = 0. Thus, using Lemma 9.7, 
$5 E AS(G/H, V) is K-finite and &closed, and maps KM into 
u3nV-k) *. Proposition 7.20 says that $3 is square integrable, and 
square integrability follows for ab = @ - c . (p. 
One can write (9.8) as p(km)({, ..., rp- ,) = (-l)p cp(km)(& ,..., cpb- i,
p’oAd(m-‘)op’_oD,oooAd(k-I)<), which we use here with p=s. 
Note that 
p’ o Ad(m-‘) op’ 0 D, 
=p’_ o Ad(m-‘) 0 D, (because K is holomorphic) 
=-pLoAd(m-‘)op’oAd(m)oC, 
= -p’_ o Ad(m-‘) o (1 -p”) o Ad(m) o C, 
=pL o Ad(m-‘) o p” o Ad(m) o C, (because p’ 0 C,,, = 0) 
=pL o Ad(m-‘). 
Thus, we have 
PWK, 7...y L J 
= (-l)S p(km)(<, ,..., r&-i ,p’_ o Ad(m-‘) o a o Ad(k-i) 0. (9.10) 
Every a E @(p n b) has projection to the span of the yfJ which is 0 or is 
f$yiJ for some unique (i,j). If a E A+, that gives IIAd(a-‘)lmi,ll < 
exp(i CiJ &)(a). Use this while applying Lemma 9.4 to 9 in (9.10), 
IIPWII Q C’&W-1’2 (9.11) 
uniformly for k E K and a E A + .
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Now let q E P(g) . YK. Applying Lemma 9.4 to g and (9.11) to 8, 
I[@ X &~)(ka)ll < C”6,(a)-’ exp(-2s CiJ ySJ)(a), which is integrable over 
G/H. Choose a sequence {f,} of compactly supported C* functions on G/H 
such that 0 <f,(x) < 1 for all x E G/H, if F c G/H is compact, then f, = 1 
on F for n sufficiently large, and the dfn are uniformly bounded. For 
example, if h: R--P R is P, h(t)=0 for tg0, h(t)= 1 for t>l, and 
h’(t) > 0 for all t, one could usef,,(x) = h((l/n)(distance x to x0)*). Compute 
= - lim I 8fn A p ii #q (because f,/? is compactly *-cc G/H 
supported and a*~ = 0) 
= 0 (because afa is uniformly bounded on G/H, 
and on any compact set ;sf, E 0 for n % 0). 
Lemma 9.9 is proved. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 9.2. Let rp E y;C and [E p; we must show that 
c - Q E % + {Ws) * ‘%fv. Let /3 =/3{ E AS-‘(c/H, V) as in (9.8), so 
/I E {g(g) $}I by Lemma 9.9, and $ = [. Q, + a/I is square integrable, K- 
finite, and a-closed, and maps KM to V@ A”@ n q-)*. We cannot conclude 
that @ is in YK because it need not be harmonic, 
Theorem 7.23 provides an element of 9, tQat belongs to the same 
Dolbeault class as q, say @ + J,l. Necessarily, &I1 is K-finite and 
@‘(KM) c I’@ A’(t n q -)*. From the latter, the components of /3’ of fibre 
degree >0 are g-closed, so we may assume (i) B’(KM) c V @ As-’ (t ~7 q -) * 
and (ii) &,p’ = 0 using (3.37), i.e., wB, E A’-‘(K/L, H’(M/L, V)). If 
<, ,..., 5,-, E t n q-, now o,,(k)(r, ,..., &ml) is an L-finite holomorphic 
section of V-r M/L, hence satisfies (9.6), and wq, is K-finite. Thus for 
UEA+, 
P’WK v.., L;)(a) = wo4W.t, ,..., A,L ,)(a) 
has norm bounded by some 
C~,~Q)-~‘* exp (-(a + &lx ~~~)(~)ll~‘-1(A.lm4-)ll. 
id 
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Every CT E @(t n q +) projects, on the span of the Y~,~, to 0 or to some tri,j, 
so 
Combining the last two inequalities with (9.3) we get 
IIP’(~~>ll < wAw’2 exp (a -&IX YF,j (a). ( iJ 1 
Just as in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 9.9, it follows that 
<a;o’. U!l) %JC,” = 0. We now have co rp = ($ + 8,‘) - &3 +/I’) with 
B+ap’~.~~and~~+p’)E{~(g)~,}‘n{~(g)~~}. Q.E.D. 
Now, in analogy to the situation of Section 8, we define 
.Y (G/H, V) = smallest closed G-invariant subspace 
of RS(G/H, V) containing YK (9.12) 
and the corresponding “reduced” special L, harmonic space 
cp(G/H, V) = .Y(G/H, V)/(nullspace of ( , &) 
with Hermitian form induced by 
( 3 hi,“’ (9.13) 
In the quotient opology from L$S(G/H, V), which is its topology induced by 
( 3 )G,H9 <p(G/H, V) is a closed G-invariant positive definite subspace of 
<':(G/H, V). 
9.14. THEOREM. Let K: G/H + K/L be holomorphic and let {y, ,..., y,} be 
the maximal roots of the noncompact simple factors of M. Suppose that all 
2(v + PM7 Yi>l(Yi, Yi) < 4 for I<i<c, (9.15) 
where v runs over the classes in i with V, # 0. Then (-l)‘( , )o,,, is positive 
semidefinite on Y(G/H, V), its null space there is the kernel of the map 
a, I-+ [cp] E HS(G/H, V) to Dolbeault cohomology, and Y(G/H, V), maps 
onto HS(G/H, V), . The quotient p(G/H, V) is a Hilbert space and the 
action of G on V-valued forms defines 
7~“: unitary representation of G on p(G/H, V) (9.16) 
which unitarizes the action of G on HS(G/H, V). If the stronger (than (9.15)) 
condition 
2(v + P? Yi)/(YiT Yi> G -I for 1 <i< c (9.17) 
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holds, then p(G/H, V) =@?(G/H, V) and 71, coincides with the represen- 
tation of Theorem 8.21. 
ProoJ Since YK maps onto HS(G/H, V), isomorphically by 
Theorem 7.23, our assertions follow by the arguments of Theorem 8.18, 
Lemma 8.20, and Theorem 8.21, except hat we use Theorem 9.2 in place of 
Theorem 8.15. Q.E.D. 
9.18. Remark. If the highest weights u of L on V all are integral in m, 
then hypothesis (9.15) of Theorem 8.15 coincides with the L, condition 
(v +picl, yi) < 0 of Theorem 7.23. As in Remark 8.23, if M is linear, in 
particular if G is linear, or if dim V < co, then it is automatic that the v are 
m-integral. 
9.19. Remark. If V has a highest L-type x in the sense of (4.30), then we 
may replace (9.15) by the condition that 2k+ pM, ri)/(ri, yi) < -i for 
l<i<c. 
10. ANTIDOMINANCE CONDITIONS ON THE REPRESENTATIONS 
We now start to analyse and identify the unitary representation rr, of 
Sections 8 and 9. In order to do that we first examine the interplay between 
certain negativity conditions on the representation of L on V. In this section 
we carry out the examination for the four conditions listed below, in case 
dim V < co. A few of the results also hold for dim V = co and we discuss 
those at the end of the section. Then in Section 11 we will look at 
irreducibility and characters for the unitary representations 7~“. 
Assume, now, that V is finite dimensional. Thus x = ~1~ is irreducible and 
every weight of x is orthogonal to @(p n h). As usual, we also write x for the 
highest weight. Also assume Z: G/H + K/L holomorphic. 
The condition of Theorem 7.23, which ensures the existence of special 
square-integrable harmonic representatives for K-finite Dolbeault classes 
c E HS(G/H, V) is, for dim V < 00, the 
L, condition: (x + PM9 Y) < 0 for all yE @(pnq+). (10.1) 
A condition which will give us a reasonable starting point for the analysis of 
the K-spectrum of rry is the 
highest K-type condition: 
(X+PKsa)<o for all a E @(I fl 4,). (10.2) 
It says that HS(K/L, H’(M/L, V),) is nonzero, occurs as a K-type in 
HS(G/H, V) with multiplicity 1, and is the highest K-type there. 
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The results of Section 5 show that n, has infinitesimal character of 
Harish-Chandra parameter x + p. The 
nonsingularity condition: (x + p, a) ( 0 for all a E @(q+) (10.3) 
ensures that x + p is interior to the Weyl chamber that contains a generic 
negative x, translated by p. 
Finally, as we saw in Theorem 4.5, the condition that Hp(G/H, V) = 0 for 
p # s is equivalent o the 
vanishing condition: 
ifvEI:occursin v@S(pnq-) 
andif(v+p,,a)>OforsomeaE@(fnq+) 
then(v+p,,a’)=Oforsomea’E@(fnq+). 
The various conditions are related as follows: 
(10.4) 
10.5. THEOREM. Let n: G/H -+ K/L be holomorphic, let dim V < co, and 
set x = ~1‘. Then we have the implications 
/i7 
L, condition (10.1) 
nonsingularity (10.3) 
I 
see below h vanishing (10.4). 
\ 
highest K-type (10.2) 
2 
If G/H has no irreducible factor of the form 
SO(2n - 2,2)/U(n - 1, l), n > 5, 
SW + 1, m)/S(U(k) X U(l, m)), OCm<l, 
then the L, condition implies the highest K-type condition. 
We break the proof into a series of lemmas, the first three of which are the 
easy implications and some of which are of independent interest. 
10.6. LEMMA. Nonsingularity implies L, . 
Proof: LetyE@(pnq+).IfpE@+\@(m)+,theneitherjIE@(p+nb) 
or /3 E @(f A q +). In either case, p + y is not a root, so @I, y) > 0. Now 
@,,.,, v) < @, y) and (10.3) implies (10.1). Q.E.D. 
10.7. LEMMA. Nonsingularity implies highest K-type. 
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Proof. If a E @(I), then (pK, a) = @, a) because [t, t] acts with trace 0 
on P+. Q.E.D. 
10.8. LEMMA. Highest K-type implies vanishing. 
Proof. Any L-type occurring on V @ S(p n q -) has form v =x - C nJr 
with &E: @(pnq+). If a E @(tnq+), then a +& is not a root, so 
(a,p,)~Oand(v+p,,a)~(X+p,,a)<O. Q.E.D. 
We start the proof that L, implies vanishing. Without loss of generality we 
may, and do, assume that 
G is simple. (10.9) 
Then there is exactly one simple root a0 E @(f n q,) and exactly one simple 
root & E @(p + n $). Each has multiplicity one in the maximal root. Here 
@(q+), resp. @(p+), consists of all roots whose expressions as a linear 
combination of simple roots carries a,, resp. /3,,, with coeffkient 1. In 
particular, the highest root y, E @(p n q +) connects to any y E @(p n q,) 
by a chain of roots whose successive differences belong to @(I)+. Thus 
p n q, is L-irreducible, i.e., 
M/L is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space. (10.10) 
Only A,, D,, and E, have more than one simple root of multiplicity 1 in 
the highest root, and they have only one root length. Thus we may renor- 
malize the inner product on t * and assume 
11412 = 2 for all a E 9. (10.11) 
In view of (10.10) we denote maximal strongly orthogonal subsets of 
@(Pm+) by 
YI ,-**, Yr : cascade down from the maximal root y, , 
- 
Y I ,-**, 7, : cascade up from the m-simple root fl. 
(10.12) 
We noted (4.24) that the opposition element w, E W, sends yi to j$ for 
1 ( i < r. Similarly, 
aI = w&J and Pl = J%dBcJ (10.13) 
are the respective highest roots in @(f n q,) and @(p+ n 9). Also note that 
the orthogonal projections 
p: t* -+ span(y,} and p’: t* -t span(y,} (10.14) 
satisfy wI 0 p “$0 wI. 
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The following lemma is analogous to the Restricted Root Theorem for 
Hermitian symmetric spaces. 
10.15. LEMMA. Every root a E @’ satisfies one of the conditions 
(i) ja=O,inwhichcaseaE@+(I)U@(tnq+)U@(p+nb); 
(ii) Fa = - fyi for some i, in which case a E @+(I); 
(iii) pa = jJi for some i, in which case a E @(p f7 q +) U @(f n q +) U 
@(P + n 9); 
(iv) fia = f(Ti - yj) with i >j, in which case a E @+(I); 
(v) pa = f(& + Fj) with i #j, in which case a E @(p n q +); 
(vi) pa = yi for some i, in which case a = yi E @(p n q,). 
Proof: Since all roots have length 2, (a, j$) is 0 or f 1 or f2, and 
(a, y!) = +2 if and only if a = Ti. 
By maximality of (j7i ,..., jr,.}, ja = 0 implies a & @(p n q,). 
Now ad(p n q -)’ vanishes on t + h + (p n q-) and ad(p n q +) vanishes 
on pm+, so (a, f,) > 0 for at most two of the T,, and that can only happen 
if aE @(pnq+). If (a,Fi) < 0, then aE @(tnQ). 
To complete the proof we need only verify that if a E @(I) with ja = fj$ 
or f(Fi - fi), where i < j, then -a E @ +.Todothat,noteTi-aE@(pnq+) 
and (jji - a) I j7, for I < i, so yi - a is higher than yi in our root order. 
Q.E.D. 
From the Lemma, if A, A ’ are sums of roots in @‘(I) with $4 = -jA’, 
then fiA =$A’ = 0 because A, A’ each has inner product <O with 
JJi (r+ 1 -i)Ti, and that inner product vanishes only when jA =jA’ = 0. 
Apply w, . Then pA = -pAI just when pA =pA’ = 0. 
10.16. LEMMA. We have ja, =& = 47, and pa, =p/?, = fy,. 
Proof. Here fi is the lowest root in p n q, , so necessarily 
7, = a,, + /3,, + 2 di, where di are the simple roots between a0 and /3,, in the 
Dynkin diagram. In particular, 
% - a, E @(P + n 4) and ~,-Po~~(fnq+). 
Thus (a,, y’i) = 1 = Co,, y,), so fiao = $j, =fi/Io. Apply w, to get the second 
assertion. Q.E.D. 
10.17. LEMMA. Suppose that there is a root 6 E @(t n q+) such that 
CpR, 6) < (pM, yl), F’s = ja,, and, in case H has a compact simple factor, also 
pa = pa,. Then L, implies vanishing. 
ProoJ Let vEi occur in V@S(pnq-) and let aE@(tnq+) with 
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(u + pK, a,) > 0. Since v is L-dominant, we then have (v +pK, a,) > 0. 
Express v = r - Zjj, where r is a weight of v and n’y’= n,jr, + ... + nry,., 
n, > *** > n, > 0, so that -tF is a highest weight of L on S(p n q-). 
Let a denote an arbitrary root between 6 and a,, i.e., any root in 
@(In q+) such that a - 6 is a sum of (0 or more) roots from @(I)+. As a, 
is maximal in @(1 n q,), a, - a also is such a sum. The remark just after 
Lemma 10.15, with A = a - 6 and A’ = a, - a, shows $ =ja =$x,. Thus 
(CT, a) = (ii?, al). 
If H has a compact simple factor, then p6 =pa =pa, = $7, as just above, 
using Lemma 10.16. Then y, - a, yi - a, E @(p+ n b). So (t, y, - a) = 0 = 
(r, y, - 01~). This uses dim V < co in a crucial manner. Also, x - 7 is a sum 
from @(I)+ and Cy - r, rl) > 0. We conclude 
(G a) = (5, a,> = (5, Yl) < 01, Y,). (10.18) 
The statement (10.18) remains true, with (r, y,) = (x, r,), if H has no 
compact simple factor. For then dim V= 1 and r =x, which necessarily is 
orthogonal to every simple root except aO. In any case, (10.18) combines 
with (fip, a) = (& a,) to give 
(VT 6) = (v, a,> = (I5 a) for all possibilities of cz (10.19) 
because 6 is one of the possibilities for a. Also, use (10.18) with a = 6, and 
our assumptions on 6, for 
Glancing back to (10. l), now 
L2 implies (vtP,,@<o. (10.20) 
As a ranges from 6 to a,, (V t px, a) ranges from negative to positive. By 
(10.19), (v, a) is constant as a varies in that range, and by (10.1 l), (PK, a) 
varies over all integers from bK, 6) to bK, a,). Thus (v t pK, a) = 0 for 
some a between 6 and ai. Q.E.D. 
One can prove that the hypothesis of Lemma 10.17 is valid, and thus that 
L, implies vanishing, without classification theory ((10.11) can be done 
without classification). We give a proof using classification because it is 
shorter and it yields the additional information of Theorem 10.5. 
The height h(a) of a root a E @ is the sum of its coefficients when 
expressed as a linear combination of simple roots. By (10.1 I), h(a) = @, a). 
The analogous height function h, on @(I) satisfies 
@K, a) = h,(a) = h(a) = @, a) for a E @(I) 
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because Q(f)+-simple roots are @+-simple. The Q(m)+-simple roots are 
@+-simple xcept for 7,) so there we have 
@M, a) = k&) = h(a) - WA + 1 for a E Q(m). 
Since jr1 = a, + &, + (sum of all simple roots between a,, and p,,), 
h(y’,) = 2 + (number of simple roots between a, and j.?,). 
Finally, h(y,) and h(a,) are visible from the Dynkin diagram of @+ and its 
subdiagrams obtained by erasing /3, and those simple roots that a,, separates 
from /I,, for y, and a, are the highest roots of the resulting systems. 
We run through the inequivalent connected Dynkin diagrams with two 
distinct simple roots a,, /3, of multiplicity 1 in the highest root. 
10.21. Case E,. 
Here h(y,) = 11, h(y’,) = 5, and (system D5) h(a,) = 7. Thus (p,,,, yr) = 
h,(y,) = h(y,) - h(y’,) + 1 = 7 = h(a,) = (pK, a,), so the hypothesis of Lem- 
ma 10.17 is satisfied with 6 = a,. 
10.22. Case D,, n > 4: 
Here h(y,) = 2n - 3, h(y’,) = 3, and (system A,-,) h(a,) = n - 1. Thus 
@M,~,)=IIM(~I)=h(~1)-h(~~)+1=2n-5~n-1=@,,a,), so the 
hypothesis of Lemma 10.17 is satisfied with 6 = a,. 
10.23. Case D,, n > 5: 
Here h(y,) = 2n - 3, h(fr) = n - 1, and h(a,) = n - 1, SO @,+,, Y ) = n - 1 = 
(&, a,). Thus the hypothesis of Lemma 10.17 is satisfied with 6 = a,. 
10.24. Case D, n > 5: 
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Label the simple roots x, - x2 = &, x2 - xj ,..., x,,-, -x,, x,-, + x, = a,. 
Thenjrr=x,+x, withh(&)=n-l,andwedefineS=x,-,+x,-, which 
belongs to @(fnq+) and has h(6)=3. Then @,,S)=Cp,S)=3 <n- l= 
h(y,) - h(y’,) + 1 = h&,) = @,,,, y,). Here r = 1 and 6 I Y; so $I = 0, and 
a,, I yi implies a, 1 jr, so Ja, = 0. Since H has no noncompact simple factor 
here, 6 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 10.17. 
10.25. Case A,, n > 2: 
o-o- . . . --o--o--o- . . . -~--o-O -...- 0. 
a0 40 
k-l I-I m-l 
Here k, 1, M > 1 are integers with n = k + I + m - 1. Label the simple roots 
x1 -x2 ,..., xk - xk+, = a,, )..., xk+l -x -p k+ltl - 09*..9Xk+ltm-l - Xktltm. 
Then Yr=X1--k+l.+,,,, Y2=X2-Xk+ltm-1~...~Y,=X,--k+l+m+I-,, where 
r=min(k,m). Similarly, J1=xk-xkt,+i, ~2=xk-l-xkt1t2 ,..., yr,= 
XktI-r-Xktltr~ Also,a,=x,-x,,,. IfmaI,then 
@M,yl)=(k+I+m-l)-(I+l)+l=k+m-l 
2 k + I- 1= @, a,) = (pK, a,) 
so the hypothesis of Lemma 10.17 is satisfied with 6 = ai. Now suppose 
m cl and let 6=x, -xk+, E @(tnq,). Then a1-6=xx,+,-xk+, is 
orthogonal to all yi and all 7, so jS = pa, and pa = pa,, and 
@,,y,)=k+m-l>k=h(@=@,,d), 
so 6 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 10.17. 
Proof of Theorem 10.5. Lemmas 10.6-10.8 give the easy implications. 
For the fact that L, implies vanishing, combine Lemma 10.17 with the case 
by case verification of its hypotheses. In that verification, we were able to 
take 6 = a, except in the cases 
G/H = SO(2n - 2,2)/U@ - 1, 1) with n ) 5, 
G/H = SU(k + f, m)/S(U(k) X U(Z, m)) with 0 < m < 1. 
If 6 = a, satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 10.17, then 
(x +h, r,) 2 (x9 h) + bK9 a,) 
> 01, a,) + @KT a,) using (10.18), 
which is & + pK, a) for all a E @(f n q +). In that case, the L2 condition 
implies the highest K-type condition. Q.E.D. 
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The highest K-type condition implies, of course, that HS(G/H, V) # 0. It 
can happen that the L, condition holds but the highest K-type condition 
fails, and we look at that now. 
Let 71: G/H + K/L be holomorphic with G simple and dim V < co. 
Suppose that (10.1) holds but (10.2) fails. Then k+ pK, a,) > 0 > 
(J+ pM, y,). There are two cases. 
Case 1: fia, = f y,.. If n is a large integer, then the L-type x - ny = 
~-n(y’~ + -.. +17,) in V @ S(p n q -) satisfies cx-nr’+PK,%)= 
~+~K,a,)-n(O,soHS(K/L,V~U_~t)#OandthusHS(G/H,V)#O. 
Case 2: Fa, = 0. If V + G/H is a line bundle, then every L-type 
v=x-$ on V@S(pnq-) satisfies (v+p,,a,)=O1-PK,aI)~O, so 
H’(K/L, V @ U+,) = 0, and thus HS(G/H, V)= 0. Since L, implies 
vanishing, here in fact HP(G/H, V) = 0 for all p. The situation where 
1 ( dim V ( co occurs only for SU(k + 1, m)/S(U(k) X U(I, m)) and will be 
treated in Sections 11 and 13. 
Case 1 occurs, for example, with G/H = SU(k + 1, m)/S(U(k) X U(I, m)), 
k < m ( 1. Case 2 occurs for G/H = SO(2n - 2,2)/U(n - 1, 1) with n > 5 
and for G/H = SU(k + 1, m)/S(U(k) x U(f, m)) with m < min(k, I). 
If V is infinite dimensional then, according to Lemma 7.27, we may as 
well assume that it has a highest L-typex in the sense of (4.30). That done, 
(i) (10.1) is the correct formulation of the L, condition, 
(ii) (10.2) is the correct formulation of the highest K-type condition, 
and 
(iii) (10.3) is the correct formulation of the nonsingularity condition. 
The vanishing condition (10.4) needs revision to take into account the 
cancellation mentioned in the last paragraph of Section 4. 
Nonsingularity implies L, by the argument of Lemma 10.6. 
Nonsingularity also implies highest K-type by the argument of Lemma 10.7. 
In effect, for these one need only consider the highest L-type x of w. 
As mentioned above, the vanishing condition (10.4) is too restrictive for 
infinite-dimensional V. The argument of Lemma 10.8, that highest K-type 
implies vanishing in the sense of (10.4), fails for dim V= co because we 
must replace x by x - 2 n,Jk, nk > 0 and Pk E @(p + n h), and @,, a) > 0 
there. The argument of Lemma 10.17, that L, implies vanishing in the sense 
of (10.4), fails for dim I/ = a~ because dim V < co is necessary for the proof 
of (10.18) there. Finally, the argument hat L, usually implies highest K- 
type, also fails for dim V = co because it makes use of (10.18). 
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11. IRREDUCIBILITY AND CHARACTERS OF THE 
UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we prove that the representation 7~” of Sections 8 and 9 are 
irreducible. Specifically, we will show 
11.1. THEOREM. Let II: G/H + K/L be holomorphic. Suppose that 
dim V < 03, x = wJL, and V satisfies the L, condition. Then HS(G/H, V), is 
an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for (g,,, K). In particular, the unitary 
representations 71, of Theorems 8.20 and 9.14 are irreducible with 
infinitesimal character of Harish-Chandra parameter x + p and with 
distribution and K-characters (5.29) and (5.30). 
The character statement follows from Corollary 5.27 because L, implies 
the vanishing condition. The approach to irreducibility is based on 
11.2. LEMMA. Let X be a T-finite (go, K)-module with weights bounded 
from above, and suppose that X has infinitesimal character of Harish- 
Chandra parameter A. Let S denote the set of highest weights of K- 
irreducible constituents of X. Suppose that there is just one element p E S 
such that llru + PII = II;111, and suppose that the corresponding K-type has 
multiplicity 1 in X. Then X is irreducible. 
ProoJ Suppose that X reduces. Then we have two composition factors 
X, , X,. They are irreducible and T-finite with weights bounded from above, 
so they have highest weights ,ui, ,u2, and thus they are quotients of the 
corresponding Verma modules. Since Xi inherits the infinitesimal character 
of Harish-Chandra parameter A from X, now pi + p = wt@) for some w,, 
w2 E Wg; in particular, [IPi +pII = [InIl, contradicting our hypothesis that p 
be unique and of multiplicity 1. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.5 tells us that HS(G/H, V), is the sum of the HS(K/L, Ux@ 
U Jr where x = ly 1, is identified with its highest weight. As in (4.20) let 
w0 E W, be the element hat interchanges @(I)+ U @(l n q-) and @(I)’ U 
@(t n q + ). The highest weights of K on HS(K/L, U, @ U-,,) are the 
elements of 
Sk, ~7) = { wo(v + pK) - pK: v E L^ occurs in U, @ U-, 
and(v+p,,a)<OforallaE@(tnq+)}. 
(11.3) 
Here note that wO(v + pK) - pK = w&v + p) - p because p - pK is orthogonal 
to every compact root. 
According to Theorem 5.23, HS(G/H, V), is a T-finite (g,, K)-module 
with all weights bounded from above and with infinitesimal character x~, 
A = x + p. Thus Lemma 11.2 immediately specializes to 
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11.4. LEMMA. Let S be the union of the sets Sk, ni of (11.3). Suppose 
that there is just one element p E S such that (Jp + pI[ = (Ix + pII, and that the 
corresponding K-type has multiplicity 1 in HS(G/H, V),. Then H’(G/H, V), 
is (g,, , K)-irreducible. 
Now the case of nonsingular infinitesimal character is easy. 
11.5. LEMMA. Under the nonsingularity condition, HS(G/H, V), is 
(go, K)-irreducible. 
Proof: Let v E L occur in U,@ U-,-,. Then v is of the form x -B, where 
B is a sum of ) n’l roots in @(p r~ q +). By nonsingularity, (x + p, B) < 0 with 
equality only when B = 0, i.e., when In’] = 0. The K-type ~1 E S(x, n7 
corresponding to v is p = H+,(v +p) - p = w,,(x + p - B) - p, so ll,u + pII2 = 
11x +p - Bl12 =/Ix +p112 -2(x +P,B) + llBl12 >/lx +pl12 with equality only 
when In’1 = 0. Of course, IZl= 0 gives v =x, which cannot occur in 
U, @ U-, for In’1 # 0 by its value on the central element of b. Lemma 11.3 
applies. Q.E.D. 
When nonsingularity fails, we must be more precise about the Sk, Z). Let 
x* denote the highest weight of q. Parthasarathy, Ranga-Rao, and 
Varadarajan proved [24, Corollary 2, p. 3941 that -x* - Gjr is a weight of 
every v E I? that occurs in U, @ U+. Let us denote 
v&T? = w(-x* - t7fi where w E W, 
with v,,(5) L-dominant. (11.6) 
Then, as an immediate consequence, ]]v,(Z)]] minimizes I] v]] and I] vO(Z) + pt I] 
minimizes (I v + pr. ]] as v ranges over the classes in L that occur in U, @ U- 8, 
and if v does occur, then v - v&77 is a sum of positive roots of I. From the 
last, (v - v,(nT, p - pL) = 0, so v # v0 gives 
Also, if H’(K/L, UvO& = 0, so (v,(nT)+pK,a)>O for some oEcP(fnq+) 
and in particular for the highest element a = a, there, we use (6, a,) Z 0 for 
all 6 E @(I)+ to conclude (v + pK, a,) > 0, so H’(K/L, U,) = 0. Now we can 
sharpen Lemma 11.4 as follows: 
11.7. LEMMA. rf there is only one choice of n’ such that II v,(E) + pI(’ < 
11~ + p(J2 and (v&ii + p, a,) < 0, then HS(G/H, V), is (go, K>irreducibZe. If 
there is no such choice, then HS(G/H, V), = 0. 
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Now we are forced to run through the classification. As in Section 10, we 
assume G simple, we write a, for the simple root in @(t n q+) and PO for the 
simple root in @(p+ n h), and we denote a, = ~,(a,,) and /3, = IV,&,), where 
w, E W, is the opposition element. Roots are normalized by llc# = 2. 
11.8. Case E, : 
Here, the simple roots of m are 
where y’,=a,+6,+6,+6,+&,. Also, ~~==,+284+282+~I+b3=~, 
and x is orthogonal to 6,) 6,) 6,) 6,) and /I,, , so dim V = 1. Since our roots 
are normalized to (length)* = 2, &,, rr) = 7, so our L, condition says 
(x9 a,) = (x9 7,) < -7, so 
c;c t P, 71) = (x9 6) t cp, $5) < -7 + 5 < 09 
c.x t P, 72) = (x t/A y’,) = -2 < 0. 
Of course dim V = 1 gives v,(nT = x - 57, so now 11 v,(nT t pll* = 
IIx-~~+/4I’zIIx+P11* with equality just when n’ = (0,O). Since L, implies 
highest K-type here, we also have (x + p, a,) < 0. Thus the conditions of 
Lemma 11.7 are satisfied. 
11.9. CaseD,,n>4: 
We use the standard orthonormal basis {x1} of I* in which the simple roots 
are x, - x2, x2 - x3 ,..., x,-, -X, =/$I, xneI t x, = a,. Then the simple 
roots of m are 
f’ O-0 
-“‘-x ’ x.-2-x,-1 
and &=-?I-*t+x,-,,,I for 1 Q t Q [n/2]. Now x has form 
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-(k/2)(x, + ..a +x,,), where k is an integer. Here k > n because the L, 
condition implies the highest K-type condition 0 > (x + pK, a,) = 
(j+p,a,)=k+p,x,+x,)=-k+n- 1. Now 
(x +p, 71 + *a* +Ft)= (X+p,~~~~xi)=--kr+~~~~(n-i) 
= -kt + i i = t(2t + 1 - k) < t 
1 
Here dim V= 1, so v&?)=x-Zfi so now IIv,(~+p~~*=I~~-~~+pll*~ 
I/x + pII* with equality just when n’ = (O,..., 0). We have verified the 
conditions of Lemma 11.7. 
11.10. CaseD,,n>5: 
Here a,,=~,-x2 and &,=xn-r tx,, and x = -kx, for some integer k; M 
has real rank r= 1 and 7, =x1 +x,. Also, a,=~, -x,, yr =x, +x2, and 
the L, condition implies the highest K-type condition 0 > k t pK, a,) = 
(x + p, a,) = -k + n - 1. Thus 
(,y+p,J1)=-k+n- l<O. 
Again, I/v,(Z) tpI(*=II~-~~tpll*>,II~tp~~* with equality just when 
n’= (0). The conditions of Lemma 11.7 are verified. 
11.11. CaseD,,n>5: 
/O O-0 - . . . P-0 
40 
10 * a0 
Here a, = x,-, +x,,&,=x,-x2, a,=x,+x,, andX=-(k/2)(x,+...+ 
x,,) for some integer k; M is the same as in Case 11.10. The L, condition 
0 > 01 t pM, rr) = -k t n - 1 says k > n, and the highest K-type condition 
O>~tPk,a,)=~tP,a,)=-kt2n-5 says k>2n-4. Compute 
(X+p,F,)=-k+n- 1<0 
to see IIv,#) +p(I* = (Ix - $7 t pJ(* > 1(x t p)(* with equality just when 
6 = (0). The conditions of Lemma 11.7 are verified, but IP(G/H, V), = 0 in 
the range n<k<2n-5. 
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11.12. CaseA,, n > 2: 
Here k, 1, m > 1 are integers with n = k + I+ m - 1, and we use the standard 
labelling X1-X2,~~~,Xk-~k~~=~,,~~~,~,+,-~,+,+,=~,,...,~,+,+,-,- 
xk+ ,+m on the simple roots. By adding an appropriate multiple of x, + . . . + 
X “+, to x we may suppose 
The L, condition says 0 > (x + pM, yl) = -a, + k + m - 1, i.e., a, > k + m. 
Also, --x*=-~~~,u,+,~~x~. Since Ft=xk+I-I-xk+,+l, l<t<r= 
min(k, m), that gives 
u,(ii)=w -i a 
r 
k+I-iXi- c ni(Xk+I-i-Xk+l+i (11.14) 
i=l i=l 
where w, as a permutation of {x, ,..., x,}, only moves {xi ,..., xk}. Among all 
such permutations, w is the one that makes -x* - ZF dominant, i.e., that 
maximizes 11 w(-x* - $77 + pII. Notice that, since 01~ is L-dominant, this 
choice of w also maximizes (w(-x* - n;v”) +p, a,), which thus is negative for 
the correct w if and only if it is negative for all permutations of {xi ,..., xk} in 
place of w. Those permutations act on ai =x1 - xk + 1 sending it to any 
xi-xk+/y 1 < i < k. Thus, using (11.14), we have 
(vo(n3+p,a,)<Oo--(Ui+ni)<-(k+[-l), for 1 < i< r, 
o-Ui<-(k+I-l), for r + 1 < i < k. 
(11.15) 
Now we have 
W(G/H, V), # 0 e a,>k+l for t+l<i<k (11.16) 
and in that case the highest K-type is given by v,(iii), where 
n,=max(k+f-ai,O) for 1 <i<r. In computing (I~~(n~+p~~~-Il~+pll’ 
we may add a multiple of x, + ... + x, to p, thus replacing p by -C;= i ix,. 
Now 
IIVOVQ + Pll2 - IIX + Pll2 
=Il-x*-~~+w-‘plJ2-IJx+pllz 
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2 -i Qk+l-iXi- i ni(xk+I-i-xk+I+i) 
11 i=I i=l 
- iI (k + 1 - i) Xi - f 
i=k+ I 
iXi II* 
- 
/I-~~(a,+i)x,-,~+~ixil12 
= g, @i + n, + 0’ + [i+, (4 + 9’ 
+ i$, (k + I + i - tZi)2 - i (a, + i)’ 
i=l 
- i: (k + I + i)” 
i=I 
= 2 i nr(n, + a, - k - I). 
I=1 
Under the condition (v&I) -t p, a,) < 0, which is n, > max(k + 1- a,, 0) for 
1 <i< r, each n,(ni +ai- k-Z)&0 with equality just when n,= 
max(k + I- a,, 0). Thus, 11 v,,(Z) + ~(1’ > 11~ +pII’ with equality just when 
each n, = max(k + I - aI, 0). This verifies the conditions of Lemma 11.7. 
The proof of irreducibility is complete. In each case we have seen just 
when P(G/H, V) # 0 and we have found its highest K-type. Q.E.D. 
12. INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL FIBRE 
In this section we investigate the results of our construction in the case of 
an infinite-dimensional tibre V. The square-integrability criterion (7.24) 
essentially restricts our choice of V to a highest weight module, as noted in 
Lemma 7.27. At one extreme, we may let V be a holomorphic discrete series 
representation of H, at the other V may be one of the singular represen- 
tations attached to an indefinite Kiihler-symmetric space of H. The former 
produces a holomorphic discrete series representation of G, the latter a 
singular unitary representation, which is not quite as highly singular as those 
corresponding to finite-dimensional bundles over G/H. We shall also iterate 
our construction to obtain representations between these two extremes. 
To be more specific, we consider a subgroup H, c G with compactly 
embedded center, which is the centralizer of its own center. Replacing H, by 
one of its conjugates, if necessary, we make it B-stable. The intersection 
L,=H,nK (12.1) 
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is then a maximal compactly embedded subgroup of H, . We assume that the 
quotients G/H,, G/K, and G/L, carry invariant complex structures which 
make the two fibrations 
GIL 1 
(12.2) 
G/HI GIK 
holomorphic. In addition, we require the existence of a sequence of O-stable 
intermediate subgroups 
H,cH,c..+cH,-,cH,,,=G (12.3) 
such that G/H, tibres holomorphically over G/H,+ i , for 1 Q i Q N - 1, with 
tibres H,, ,/H, that are indefinite-Kiihler symmetric in the sense of Section 2. 
These assumptions are hereditary, as we shall see shortly. If N = 2, they 
merely reproduce the situation described in Section 2; for higher N, they will 
allow us to apply our construction inductively. 
The homogeneous complex structure of G/H, corresponds to an Ad H,- 
invariant splitting 
9=b,Oq,.+Oq,,-, ql,-=q,,+, (12.4) 
such that q ,, +represents he holomorphic tangent space at 1 . H, . Since H, 
is O-stable and coincides with the centralizer in G of its own center, which is 
compactly embedded in G, L, contains a fundamental Cartan subgroup T of 
G; T is compactly embedded since G/K has a Hermitian symmetric 
structure. As usual, we denote the root system of (9, t) by @. The hypotheses 
concerning the fibrations (12.2) can be rephrased as follows: there exists a 
system of positive roots 9+ c Cp so that 
and 
@(q*,+)U @@+I I= @+ (12.5) 
@(h,) is the sub-root system of @ generated by a 
subset of the set of simple roots. (12.6) 
In analogy to (12.4), g splits Ad H,-invariantly as 
9=b,Oq,,+Oq,,-7 q,,- = qt.+- (12.7) 
The fibrations G/H, +G/H,+, are holomorphic if and only if q,,+ xq,+i,+, 
1 < i < N - 1, or in other words, if and only if 
@(q,,+)= @+I,.+)~ *** = @(q&L+). (12.8) 
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The Hi all contain the compactly embedded Cartan subgroup T, and thus 
have compactly embedded centers. Since hi+ 1 r‘l qi,+ represents the 
holomorphic tangent space of the fibre Hi+ ,/Hi, the final hypothesis on 
these quotients is equivalent o 
every simple root for @(hi) n @+ is simple also for @(bi+ J n 
@+, and the sum of the coefficients of the remaining simple roots 
in any Q E @(hi+,) does not exceed one. (12.9) 
In particular, any two of the remaining simple roots belong to different 
simple factors of t)i+l. 
If we replace G by HNpI and qi by ~N-L~qi, l<i<N-2, the 
conditions (12.5)-( 12.9) reproduce themselves: if the pair (G, H,) satisfies 
the assumptions tated at the beginning of this section, then so does the pair 
W-,,H,). 
We shall study the cohomology of a homogeneous holomorphic vector 
bundle V, -+ G/H,, modeled on a finite-dimensional irreducible unitary H,- 
module V, whose highest weight x, satisfies the nonsingularity condition 
analogous to (10.3), 
011+P,a)<o for all a E @(q,,+). (12.10) 
This condition can be relaxed slightly, but we shall not attempt o pin down 
the weakest possible hypotheses, as we did in Sections 9 and 10. The 
quotient K/L, can be identified with the K-orbit of the identity coset in 
G/H,. It is a compact subvariety; we denote its complex dimension by s,. 
Our next result describes the cohomology groups which will be unitarized 
later in this section. 
12.11 .THEOREM. Assume that V, satisJes the negativity condition 
(12.10). Then HP(G/H,,V,)=O for p#s,, whereas HSl(G/H,,V,) is a 
nonzero irreducible Frechet G-module’ with finite T-multiplicities, whose 
global character equals (-l)‘~ 2, E(V) O(u~, +p)), cf (5.18) and (5.19). In 
this summation v ranges over all those elements of W(t),, t) which make 
v(x, +p) dominant with respect to @‘(I,). Let w, be the element of W, 
which maps every a E @+ (I,) to a positive root and reverses the sign of every 
a E @(t n q,,,). All K-types occurring in HQ(G/H,, V,) have highest 
weights of the form w,k, + p - B) -p, with B equal to a (possibly empty) 
sum of roots in @(p n q,,+). The weight w,(x, +p) -p occurs exactly once 
and is the highest weight in H”l(G/H, , V,). 
Proof We first use induction on the length N of the chain (12.3) to show 
H”(G/H,, I’,) = 0 for p>s,. (12.12) 
’ Frkchet with respect to the natural C” topology; cf. Section 5. 
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In order to relate our present situation to that of Sections 2-5, we set 
H=H,,r-,, q=q,-,. The fibration G/H + K/L is then holomorphic because 
of (12.5) and (12.8). As the weight of the one-dimensional H-module Adq+ , 
d=dimq+, 2@ - pH) is perpendicular to a(b), so 
01*+PH~~)=txl+P~a)<o for a E Q(t) n q,,,); (12.13) 
in other words, the nonsingularity condition (12.10) descends to H/H,. By 
induction on N we may assume that H*(H/H, , V,) satisfies the assertions of 
the theorem, with H taking the place of G. In particular, 
Hp(H/H,, V,) = 0 for p# $ 
with s’= dim, L/L,. The holomorphic libration 
(12.14) 
H/H, -+ G/H, -, G/H (12.15) 
determines a Leray spectral sequence, abutting to H*(G/H,, V,). In view of 
(12.14), it degenerates at the &term. We let V denote the Frechet H-module 
H’(H/H1, V,); then 
HP(G/H,, V,) = HP-“(G/H, V). 
We now appeal to Theorem 3.34 to conclude 
HP(G/H,, V,) = HP-“(K/L, H’(M/L, V)). 
This implies (12.12), since s, = s + S: 
(12.16) 
We now prove HP(G/H, V,) = 0 for p < s1 as follows: Both statement and 
proof of Proposition 5.4 carry over to the present situation if we let H, , L, , 
and x, play the roles of, respectively, H, L, and x. Whenever x1 + p is “very 
nonsingular” in the sense that or, + p, a) < 0 for a E @(q,,+), the resulting 
spectral sequence collapses at E, and gives the vanishing of cohomology 
below dimension s, , as in Corollary 5.32. The final conclusion remains valid 
under the simple nonsingularity hypothesis (12.10); this follows from a 
tensoring argument entirely analogous to that in the proof of 
Proposition 5.34. 
Once the cohomology groups HP(G/H,, Vi) are known to vanish for all 
p # s, , we can proceed as in Proposition 5.34 to deduce the Frechet property 
of H”l(G/H, , V,) and as in Theorem 5.23 to prove the character formula. 
We recall the spectral sequence (4.36) that we used in Theorem 4.38. 
Every K-type of the G-module (12.24) must occur already at the E,-level. In 
other words, in the notation of the filtrations (4.31) and (4.32), the space of 
K-finite vectors injects, noncanonically, into 
6 HP-“(K/L, H’(M/L, V//V’+ ‘h). (12.17) 
I=0 
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There can be cancellation, but only of K-types which show up for more than 
one value of p. According to the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem, the irreducible 
summands of the K-module (12.7) have highest weights of the form 
wti +PK)-PKY WE w,, Z(w)=p-f, (12.18) 
with p equal to the highest weight of an L-type occurring in @ z0 @(M/L, 
V’/V” ‘). Any such p can be expressed as 
,u=v-B 1, (2.19) 
where B, stands for a sum of roots in @(p n q,,,) and v has the highest 
weight of an L-type in V. By induction on N, there exists B,, a sum of roots 
in @(I) n p n q,,,), such that 
v=u,(xI +PH-BJ--P~,; (12.20) 
vi E W, reverses the sign of every a E @(f n q,) and preserves the sign of 
every Q E @+(I). Since L normalizes q + , vi(p - pH) = p - pH ; similarly, 
~@-p~)=p-p~. Combining (12.18)-(12.20), we now find 
wCU+PK)-PK=W~~O~~+P-B)--P, (12.21) 
withB=B,+v;‘B,,whichisasumofrootsin~(pnq+).Ifpistoequal 
s, = s + 5, l(w) must equal s, which happens precisely when wuI = w, , as 
defined in the statement of the theorem: w maps the @+(I)-dominant weight 
p + pK to another @+ (I)-dominant weight (in fact, to one that is 9 + (f)- 
dominant), and hence does not reverse the sign of any a E @+(I). The weight 
(12.21) coincides with w,(xr+p)-p only if B=O and WZJ=W,. For this 
weight, there can be no cancellation. It is higher than every other among the 
weights (12.21), and consequently higher than all other weights which occur 
in kP(G/H,, V,). 
Because of the character formula, the center B(g) of P(g) acts on 
ZP(G/H, , Vi) according to the infinitesimal character of Harish-Chandra 
parameter x, + p. The irreducibility now follows readily from the criterion 
(10.2) and the properties of the K-structure that were just established: any 
nonzero sum B of roots in @(p n q r, +) has a strictly negative inner product 
with x, + p (cf. (12. lo)), so 
= Ilx, +PII’ - 201, + P, W + lPl12 > Ilx, +PII’. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Our objective is to unitarize the sheaf cohomology group ZPl(G/H, , V,) 
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by identifying it with a quotient of a space of harmonic forms. We continue 
to write H instead of H,,- , , L instead of LN-,, etc. As was pointed out in 
the proof of Theorem 12.11, the nonsingularity assumption (12.10) descends 
to H/H,. Thus we may assume inductivity that 
there exists a unitary H-module V which is infinitesimally 
equivalent o H”(H/H, , V,) (12.22) 
($= dimcL/L,); in other words, the spaces of L-finite vectors in these two 
H-modules are isomorphic over P(b). 
12.23. LEMMA. The G-modules Hp(G/H,, V,) and HP-“(G/H, V) are 
infinitesimally equivalent. 
As was pointed out in Section 4, a nonzero topological G-module which 
fails to be Hausdorff may well be infinitesimally equivalent to zero. 
Although it seems unlikely, the &operator in the’ Dolbeault complex for V 
might not have closed range. In this sense, the lemma makes an assertion 
only about the space of K-finite vectors in H*(G/H, V). 
Proof oflemma. In order to simplify the notation we set V, = 
H”(H/H,, V,). Be careful here: V, is a Frichet module and V is a Hilbert 
space, in contrast to the notation used in the proof of Theorem 12.11, where 
V denoted our present Frichet space VF. According to the proof of 
Theorem 12.11, the Leray spectral sequence of the fibration (12.15) provides 
an isomorphism 
H”(G/H,, V,) z HP-‘(G/H, V,). 
We now use the spectral sequence (4.36) to compare the cohomology groups 
of V and V,. In both cases, that spectral sequence calculates the K-finite 
part of the cohomology. The successive quotients V//V’+ ’ and the 
differentials d, depend only on the Harish-Chandra module of L-finite 
vectors in V, which coincides with the Harish-Chandra module attached to 
V, (cf. (12.22)). We conclude: HP-“(G/H, V) is infinitesimally equivalent o 
HP-‘(G/H, V,), and hence also to HP(G/H,, V,). Q.E.D. 
Let us check that the nonsingularity assumption (12.10) implies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 8.21, at least if G is linear. The highest weight v of 
any irreducible L-constitutent V can be expressed as v = v(x, + pH - B) - p,,, 
with v E W, and B equal to a sum of roots in @(p+ n q, f7 b); this follows 
from Theorem 12.11 applied to the quotient H/H,. Since L normalizes q + , 
v@~) - pH equals vp - p, hence 
0’ + P, 19 = W, + P - W, Y,) = (x, + P - B, v- ‘YJ 
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(cf. (12.20)). As a root in @(p+ n q+), uelyi has a nonnegative inner 
product with every p E @(p+). Coupled with (12.10), this implies 
Cv + P9 Yi) G 011 + PY Yi) < O* (12.24) 
If G is linear or if 
201, + P9 Y)l(Yv > <-1 for YE @h,+h (12.25) 
(12.24) can be sharpened to (x, + p, ri) < -f (n, ri). In either case we may 
apply Theorem 8.2 1. We also recall Lemma 12.23 and note that s, = s + S: 
This proves 
12.26. THEOREM. If V, satisBes the nonsingularity assumption (12.10) 
and G is linear, or if V, satisfies the more restrictive condition (12.25), the 
invariant Hermitian form (-l)‘( , &, induces a Hilbert space structure on 
the reduced L, harmonic space 
R;(G/H, V)/(radical of ( , &). 
The resulting unitary G-module is infinitesimally equivalent to 
HYGIH,, VA. 
Some comments are in order. If the isotropy group H, intersects every 
noncompact simple factor of G in a noncompact subgroup, (12.25) follows 
directly from (12. lo), whether or not G is linear, as in Remark 8.23. On the 
other hand, if G does have a simple factor G’ whose intersection with G is 
compact, the chain (12.3) can be altered so that 
(i) G’ n H is compact, and 
(ii) G” n H = G”, for every simple factor G” of G, other than G’. 
In this case G/H N G’/G’ n H has a positive definite invariant metric and 
(12.26) becomes a consequence of standard results about the holomorphic 
discrete series, provided only that V, satisfies the nonsingularity hypothesis 
(12.10). In other words, if we choose the chain (12.3) judiciously, our 
geometric construction unitarizes the sheaf cohomology of V, even for a 
nonlinear group G as soon as (12.10) holds. 
It is natural to ask whether Theorem 8.21 extends to nonsymmetric 
quotients of the type discussed in the beginning of this section. We have 
partial results: the quotients G/H, carry distinguished positive definite nonin- 
variant metrics which can be used to define spaces Z’$‘(G/H,, V,) of L, 
harmonic Vi-valued (O,p)-forms on G/H,, again every K-finite Dolbeault 
cohomology class has a representative in 2’$(G/H,, Vi), and again the 
kernel of the map to Dolbeault cohomology contains the radical of ( , &, ; 
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so a Hilbert space quotient %j(G/H,, V,) maps isomorphically, on the K- 
finite level, onto Dolbeault cohomology. What is missing is the statement 
that the radical of the invariant Hermitian form on X:(G/H,, V,) contains 
the kernel of the natural map to Dolbeault cohomology. A direct attack on 
this question leads into some subtle analytic problems. 
13. EXAMPLE: U(k + 1, m + n)/U(k) X U(l, m) X U(n) 
We studied the representations rry for finite-dimensional V + U(k + 1, m)/ 
U(k) x U(1, m) in Sections 10.25 and 11.12. Here we put that information 
together a bit more systematically, especially as regards highest K-type, and 
show how the case k = 1 = dim V produces the ladder representations of the 
indefinite unitary groups. Finally, we specialize the iterative procedure of 
Section 12 and see that we come close to the realization of all the 
unitarizable highest weight modules of indefinite unitary groups. 
We start with the case n = 0, which is 
G/H = U(k + 1, m)/U(k) X U(1, m) with k,l,m> 1. (13.1) 
The Lie algebra g = u(k + l, m)c = gl(k + I+ m; C) and various subspaces 
are given in matrix block form by 
i 
--- 
k I m 
(13.2) 
Here II: G/H-+ K/L is holomorphic, the compact Cartan subgroup T has 
complexified Lie algebra t consisting of the diagonal matrices, and we use 
the simple root system {xi - x i+ 1 }, where xi: t --f C is the ith diagonal entry. 
Thus we have Dynkin diagram 
o-o- . . . -O--o-~- . . . -o-o-o- . . . -O-O, 
- a0 - 40 - 
k-l I-1 m-1 
(13.3) 
where CI~=X~-X~+~ is the simple root in @(q+) and & is the simple root in 
@(P+)* 
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Consider the case dim V < co, let x = wIL, and ad an appropriate multiple 
of x1 + a.. + X/(+,+m to obtain the normalization 
x = -(a,x, + * * - + UkXJ, a,<a,< . . . < ak integers. (13.4) 
The L, condition (x+ p,+,, JJ~) < 0 is 
L, condition: a, > k + m. (13.5) 
From the results of Section 10 we know that it implies the vanishing 
condition iY(G/H, V) = 0 for p # s. Let r = rankaM = min(k, m). Then, as 
noted in (11.16), 
W(G/H,V)#Ooa,>k+l for r + 1 < i < k. (13.6) 
Given (13.6), the highest K-type of HS(G/H, V) is HS(K/L, U,,), where 
u() = x(--x* - i7jq, n,=max(k+I-q,O) for 1 <i<r, 
where ~*=C~=,u,+,-~x~ is the dual of x, where yt=xk+l-l-xk+l+l for 
1 Q r < r, and where w E W, is the element of that Weyl group such that 
w(-x* - Zn is @(I)+-dominant. Now we simplify 
-x*-ZT=- i (a,+n,)x,+,-,- i 
I 
atxk+l-i + c nixk+/+i 
i=I i=r+l i=l 
by noting that Ui + ni = max(ai, k + I), SO 
-x*-n’y’=.- * L maX(U,,k+~)xk+,-i 
i=l 
k r 
- 
x aixk+l-i+ c max(k+f-a,,O)xk+,+i. 
i=r+l i=l 
Of course w E W, simply permutes within the sets {x1,..., xk}, 
(xk+ r)...) xk+,}, and {Xk+,+ r,..., Xk+,+m}9 and @(I)+-dominance means that 
the coefficients of the x, are nonincreasing within each of these three sets. As 
a, < ‘a. < ak by (13.4), and a, > k + 1 for r < i < k by (13.6), 
-max(a,,k+/)>... > -max(a,, k + 1) >, -a,+, > +.a 2 -ak 
and 
max(k+1-a,,O)>...>max(k+/-a,,O). 
Thus, an element of W, that carries -x* - Zjj to u0 is the one given by 
x,I-+x~+,-~ for l<i(k and xj++xj for j>k. 
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In summary now, 
under the nontriviality condition (13.6), H’(G/H, V) has highest 
K-type H’(K/L, UDO), where (13.7) 
v,=- S max(a,,k+I)x,- i a,x,+ $ max(k+1-a,,O)x,+,+,. 
I=1 r+l i=I 
In particular, the highest K-type condition is a, > k + I, so 
L, plus highest K-type: ui > k + max(l, m). (13.8) 
Assuming those conditions, (13.7) reduces to v,, =x. Without the highest K- 
type condition, (13.7) just says v,, =x - C,<,<r max(k + 1 -a,) 
(Xi -xk+,+i)’ 
The K-type H’(K/L, U,,) = W,,,o~vo+,,K~--pK, where w,E W, is the Weyl 
group element hat interchanges @(I)+ U @(f n q +) with @(I)’ U @(f n q-). 
As permutation on { l,..., k + 1+ m}, w. is given by (l,..., k + I} I+ 
{k + l,..., k + I; I,..., k), and so 
I k 
wOeK) - PK = -k c XI + ',z, x/+/* 
i=I 
Thus (13.7) becomes 
under the nontriviality condition (13.6), H’(G/H, V) has highest 
K-type 
Al,=-,$/q- i (m~(~i,k+O-Ox,+i (13.9) 
,=I 
- ,=++l (ai- ox,+, -t 2 IM(k+~--U,,O)X,+,+,. 
,= I 
If the highest K-type condition is satisfied, then this reduces to 
1U*=-CI=,kx,-C:=,(u,-1)x,+,. In general, the dual HS(G/H, V)* has 
lowest K-type 
k-r 
@= 2 (uk+l-i- I)x,+ f (max(u,+,~,,k+2)-z)x, 
i= I i=k-rt 1 
+ =+ kxk+i - k max(k+~-~,,O)x,+,+ +1-i 
(13.10) 
,Y, 
IPI * 
,=I 
. . 
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We specialize these results to the case k = 1, which is 
G/H = U( 1 + I, m)/U( 1) X U(I, m) with l,m> 1. (13.11) 
There, adding an appropriate multiple of x, f ... +x,+ ,, we have the 
normalization and L, condition 
x = -ax, ) a integer, a > m, (13.12) 
and the nontriviality condition (13.6) is vacuous because r = k (=l). Thus 
(13.9) HS(G/H, V) has highest K-type 
P’x = - (x1 + .e. +x,)-(max(a,l+ 1)-I)x,+, 
+max(f+l-a,O)x,,,. (13.13) 
If a>/, this reduces to ~u,=-(x,+~~~+x,~,)-(u--l-l)x,+,. Let us 
denote 
vd : d-th ladder representation of U( 1 + I, m) (13.14) 
in the notation of Sternberg and Wolf [37]. Then [37, Proposition 5.61 v$ 
has highest K-type ,uux for d = a - I - 1 > 0, and so [37, Theorem 5.81 7~~ is
unitarily equivalent to v$ for d = a - 1- 1 > 0. Alternatively, by (13.10), 
H”(G/H, V)* has lowest K-type 
@=(max(a,I+l)-/)x,+(x,+...+x,+,) 
-max(l+ 1 -a,O)x,+,+,. (13.15) 
If a > I, this reduces to@ = (a - 1- 1) x, + (x, + ..a +x!+,), so, again, [37, 
Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 5.81 show zr? unitarily equivalent to vd for 
d=a-l- 1 >O. 
We have just seen that the setup (13.1 l), (13.12) produces the ladder 
representations vd for d = a - l- 1 with a > max(l, m), i.e., for 
d > max(l, m) - 1. Similarly, the setup 
G/H= U(l, m + 1)/U@, m) x U(1) with l,ma 1, 
x=axl+m+l~ a integral, a > 1, 
gives vd for d = m + 1 - a with a > max(l, m), i.e., for d < m - max(l, m). 
Combining this with the result of (13.11) and (13.12), we conclude that 
the ladder representations ud E U(p, q)-, d > max(p - 1, q) - p, 
are the fry* for line bundles V + U(p, q)/U( 1) X U(p - 1, q) that 
satisfy the L, and highest K-type conditions, (13.16) 
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and that 
the ladder representations vd E U(p, q)-, d < q - max(p, q - I), 
are the rry* for line bundles V + U(p, q)/U(p, q - 1) x U(1) that 
satisfy the L, and highest K-type conditions. (13.17) 
Specifically, the ranges of d in (13.16) and (13.17) are 
ifp<q: d<O and d>q-p+ 1, 
ifp = q: d < -1 and dal, 
ifp>q: d(q-p- 1 and d>O, 
(13.18) 
and ladder representations not in those ranges always have singular 
infinitesimal character. 
We now turn to the somewhat more general case 
G/H, = U(k + 1, m + n)/U(k) X U(b m) X WI 
with l,m,k+n> 1. (13.19) 
Then g and various subspaces are given in matrix block form by 
We consider a finite-dimensional V, -P G/H,, let x1 be the action of 
L, =KnH, on V,, and add an appropriate multiple ofx, +... +xk+,+,,,+” 
to x1 in order to obtain the normalization 
xl = - hxl + “’ + ukXk) + @lXk+,+m+l + “’ + bnXk+,+,,,+n) 
where a, < ... < ak and b, > .a. > b, are integers. (13.21) 
The element wr E W, of Theorem 12.11, which keeps @(I,)+ in e(t)+ but 
sends @(t n q,, +) into -Q(f) +, is 
w,: xi+x/+i, for 1 Q iQ k, 
+X(-k, for kci<k+l; 
(13.22) 
W~~Xkt/tj~Xk+/tn+j~ for 1 <jQm, 
+Xktl+i-m~ for m<j<m+n 
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W1@K)-PK=-k i xl+r,*,x,+i 
i=l 
m m 
-m c xk+l+i + n c Xk+l+n+i 
i=l i=l 
(13.23) 
jl=-k jJ Xi+ C (I-U,)X,+i 
i=l i=l 
- $, (m-b,)xk+,+i + n i Xk+/+n+i’ 
i=l 
(13.24) 
It will be convenient o note that we can shift this by k(x, + ..a + xk+ ,+ ,,,+,,), 
so ,d =jt + k(x, + “’ + xk+[+m+“) is 
p’ = i (k + l-U,)X,+i + 5 (bf-m-n)xk+,+i 
i=l i=l 
l?I+n 
+(k+n) c xkt/+j* 
j=l 
(13.25) 
With a glance at (13.20) and (13.21) we note that 
and 
(X,+~~,a)<0 forall aE@(fnq,.,)~ 
a,>k+l and b,>m+n, (13.26) 
(X+P,a)<O forall aE@(q,++)o 
a, > k + I+ m and b, > I+ m + n. (13.27) 
According to Theorem 12.26, now 
if Q, > k + I + m and b, > I+ m + n, then the representation A,, 
of G = U(k + 1, m + n) on W(U(k + Z, m + n)/U(k) X U(Z, m) X 
U(n), V,) is infinitesimally equivalent to an irreducible unitary 
representation of G on a reduced L, harmonic space (13.28) 
and, with a glance at (13.25), 
ny, @ detk has highest weight ,u’ of (13.25). (13.29) 
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The unitarizable highest weight modules of indefinite unitary groups 
U(p, q) were classified by Jakobsen [ 181. They are the ones with highest 
weight of the form 
v=-X1=I UiXp-k+i + i$l uixp+i + l$, xp+jy 
whereO&u,<~~~~u,andv,~~~~~v,~Oareintegers,tisan 
integer, k<p, n<q, and t>k+n (13.30) 
plus a multiple of xi + .a* + x~+~. 
The representation of highest weight v belongs to the holomorphic discrete 
series if and only if (V + p, y) < 0, where y is the maximal root. Since 
y=x, -x~+~ and @,y)=p+q- 1, we formulate that 
holomorphic descrete series condition: 
6 k,pUI +8n,qv,~p+~--* (13.31) 
Since the holomorphic discrete series representations come out of the 
classical case of our construction, we limit our attention now to comparison 
of the representations rr,,, with those of highest weight v of (13.30) such that 
not holomorphic discrete series: 
t <p+qand6,,,u,+6,,,v, <p+q-t. (13.32) 
The relation between the weights v of (13.30) and p’ of (13.25) is 
k+l=p, m+n=q, a, = ui + k + Z, 
bi = vi + m + n, t=k+n. (13.33) 
Given v, not corresponding to a holomorphic discrete series representation, 
we first consider the case t > k + n, reducing it to the case t = k + n. Since 
t<p+q,eitherk<porn<qorboth.Ifk<p,wecanincreasektok+l 
by substituting 
-(ox,-, + UIXp-k+ 1 + *” + u&) 
for -@IX,,-k+l + --- + u,x,). 
Then the new u, is 0, and for 2 Q i < k + 1 the new u1 is ul- i. Similarly, if 
n < q, we can increase n to n + 1 by substituting 
(wp+l + *** + v,xp+, + Oxp+,+,) 
for (hXp+, + -** U&+,). 
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The Vi are unchanged for 1 < i < n, and the new v,, 1 is 0. In this way, we 
come to the case t = k + it by increasing k, yt, or both. The cost: if we 
increase k we go to a situation with u, = 0, and if we increase yt we go to a 
situation with v, = 0. 
Now suppose l= k + n. Then (13.33) specifies G/H, and x1 E & , yielding 
V, -+ G/H, = U(k + I, m + n)/U(k) x U(f, m) x U(n) 
such that (13.26) is satisfied with p’ = V. The condition (13.27), used in 
Section 12 to construct an irreducible unitary representation 7~, is U, > m 
(unless k = 0) and v, > I (unless n = 0). This matches (13.18), which in 
effect is the case k + n = 1. We will deal with the corresponding “gaps” in a 
future publication. 
APPENDIX A: HISTORICAL NOTE 
During the 196Os, the metaplectic (= oscillator) 
2-sheeted covering group of 
representation p, of the 
Sp(m; R): automorphism group of (R2m, w), where 
&v)= 2 wm+i-Xm+iYi) 
i=l 
come into use in the study of boson operators, Bose-Einstein creation and 
annihilation operators, certain facets of the wave equation, and some aspects 
of supersymmetry. See Bargmann’s survey article [2]. For more current 
developments, see mention below of some recent work of Flato and 
Fronsdal. 
For various reasons one expects to get p, by geometric quantization of the 
symplectic homogeneous space X= (R2m\{O), w) of Sp(m; R). That does not 
work directly because there is no invariant polarization. During the early 
1970s Blattner, Kostant, and Sternberg extended the Kostant-Souriau quan- 
tization procedure to handle some cases of moving polarization. In the case 
of Sp(m; R) acting on x, this “half form method” produces the metaplectic 
representation p,. See Guillemin and Sternberg [9, Chap. 51 for details. 
The Eudlidean space R2m supports the unitary structure (Cm, h), where h 
is a positive definite Hermitian form with imaginary part ct). In 1974, Simms 
135; also see 36, pp. 106-l lo] used half-forms and a certain polarization F* 
on X to quantize the function h(x, x), obtaining the spectrum and 
multiplicities appropriate to the harmonic oscillator, Rawnsley noted the 
suitability of flm for quantizing the action of U(m) on X; the polarization 
Ym is real in the direction of the Hamiltonian vector field for h(x, x), which 
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generates the center of U(m), and is totally complex on the quotient P”-‘(C) 
of any U(m)-orbit by that vector field. Rawnsley [25] proved that 
HP(X, S(Xm)) = 0 for p # 1 and that H’(X, S(Xm)) is the sum over the set 
of integral (Bohr-Sommerfeld condition) U(m)-orbits of the zero- 
cohomology of the pushed-down bundles on the quotients Pm-‘(C). Those 
pushed-down bundles are the various nonnegative powers of the hyperplane 
bundle, so H’(X, S(Sr,)) as U(m)-module gives the U(m)-spectrum of pm. 
Further, Rzm supports indefinite-unitary structures (Cm, h) = Cpqq, where 
p + q = m, the Hermitian form h has signature (p + ‘s, q - ‘s), and o is the 
imaginary part of h. This realizes the indefinite unitary group U(p, q) inside 
Sp(m; R). In 1975, Sternberg and Wolf [37] worked out the U(p,q)- 
spectrum of ,um and studied the structure of the resulting “ladder represen- 
tations” of U(p, q). They tried to match the corresponding subspaces of 
Satake’s L, cohomology version [27,28] of the Bargmann-Fock realization 
Of Pm9 with cohomologies of the pushed-down bundles over quotients of the 
integral U(p, q)-orbits on X. Those quotients, open subsets of P”-‘(C), have 
homogeneous space structure 
U(P, qW(l) x U(P - 13 4) and VP, 4w4P9 4 - 1) x U(l). 
At that point it becamse clear that an intrinsic higher L, cohomology theory 
was need for Hermitian holomorphic line bundles over indefinite KSihler 
manifolds. 
In the meantime, Atiyah had observed that the transformation laws in 
Penrose’s twistor theory were such that various twistor fields could be 
viewed as elements of Dolbeault cohomologies H’ (D, Hm), where H + P3 (C) 
is the hyperplane bundle and D is one of its two open U(2,2)-orbits. Thus 
D = U(2,2)/U(l) x U(1,2) or D = U(2,2)/U(2, 1) x U(1). 
There was considerable interest in the possibility of reformulating the 
Penrose inner product in a manner natural to this Dolbeault cohomology 
setting. 
In 1977, Rawnsley and Wolf looked at the U(p, q)-invariant polarization 
on X that is analogous to Simms’ Srm. They did not see how to associate L, 
cohomology to the pushed-down bundles. (This was the point at which 
Sternberg and Wolf had been stopped.) They did see how Penrose’s inner 
product fit into the picture, and they made tentative arrangements o work 
together in 1978/79 on the program that eventually resulted in the present 
paper. 
During the following academic year, 1977/78, Blattner and Wolf 
discussed the use of invariant indefinite global Hermitan inner products for a 
higher L, cohomology theory that would specialize to produce the ladder 
representations of the U(p, q). Sternberg was involved in one of those 
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discussions, and a calculation of Rawnsley [26] played a key role. Blattner 
succeeded in associating square-integrable cohomology spaces HI to X for 
the case (p, s> = (1, 1). The result was the one stated in the next paragraph, 
but the method did not extend past the U( 1, 1) case. 
Subsequently, in the fall of 1978, Blattner and Rawnsley associated 
square-integrable cohomology groups Hi to X with its standard U(p, q)- 
invariant indefinite Hermitian metric h. They used the polarization ST 
spanned by the a/aFj for 1 <j <p and the a/aZj for p < j < FPI =p + 9. They 
proved [3] that the intrinsic global Hermitian form on Wk is identically zero 
for i + 4 and is semidefinite on H4,, and that H;/(nullspace of the global 
Hermitian form) has the same U(p, &spectrum as p,. Here Hi consists of 
all (0, i) forms (o in a certain L, space with D,p = 0 and D$ ~0 = 0, where 
DkF is the F-analog of the &operator and D$ is its adjoint relative to h. 
This gives a direct but still extrinsic geometric realization of the 
ladder representations of U(p, 4) on an I,, cohomology space. 
sum of the 
Rawnsley and W ‘olf then looked into the questi &on of carry *ing out a similar 
program to obtain intrinsic realizations of the individual ladder represen- 
tations of U(p, q), quantizing with the invariant pseudo-Kiihler metric on 
U(p,q)/U(l) x U(p- Lq) and U(p,q)/U(p,q - 1) x U(l), for homa- 
geneous Hermitian holomorphic line bundles L. They worked this out 
explicitly for G/H = U( 1, 2)/U( 1, 1) x U( 1). There, they defined Hk(G/I& L) 
to be the space of L-valued (0, i)-forms on G/fJ, finite under the maximal 
compact subgroup K = U( 1) x U(2) of G, and L, relative to the usual 
positive definite Kahler metric on the P’(C) containing G/H, which are 
annihilated by 5 and its adjoint 8* relative to the G-invariant indefinite 
metric, They showed (i) Hi(G/& L) = 0 for i # 1, (ii) the intrinsic global 
Hermitian form is semidefinite on Hi(G/I$ L), (iii) the kernel of that global 
form is the kernel of the natural map from #(G/H, L) to Dolbeault 
cohomology, and (iv) the action of U( 1, 2) on the Hilbert space completion 
of H:(G/K L)/(k ernel) is the expected ladder representation. That 
calculation was completed in September 1979, and in the following months 
Rawnsley and Wolf made some progress in carrying out a similar 
computation for U(1, n)lU(l, ?z - 1) x U(1). These results were not 
published formally because they were subsumed by the present paper. 
In the meantime, Zuckerman [43; or see 391 developed an algebraic 
analog of Dolbeault cohomology for elliptic co-adjoint orbits of real 
reductive groups. His construction, which is functorial, gives a Harish- 
Chandra module that can be located within Langlands’ classification scheme, 
that can be described by K-type, and whose global character can be 
specified. The first question here is that of unitarizability, and of course the 
basic idea behind the construction calls out for a intrinsic higher L2 
cohomology theory for holomorphic line bundles over these indefinite Kiihler 
manifolds. 
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During the summer of 1979, Schmid considered the possibility of 
unitarizing some of Zuckerman’s representations using an indefinite 
Hermitian metric. He examined the case of the ladder representations of 
U( 1,2) and the action of U( 1,2) on the space of all L, bundle-valued (0, l)- 
forms on U( 1,2)/U( 1, 1) x U( 1) that are harmonic relative to the invariant 
indefinite metric. He saw that those harmonic spaces lack a certain finiteness 
property enjoyed by the ladder representations and concluded that they could 
not be used to realize the ladder representations. When he learned of the 
Rawnsley-Wolf computation in late 1979, he and Wolf discussed the 
apparent disparity and clarified the role of the kernel of the global Hermitian 
inner product on harmonic forms. Schmid then carried out a computation 
parallel to that of Rawnsley and Wolf, purely in terms of the structure of 
U( 1,2) as real reductive Lie group, 
Schmid and Wolf then looked at the case of a negative line bundle 
L + G/H, where G/H is indefinite Hermitian symmetric, G/K is Hermitian 
symmetric, and a consistency condition holds between the complex 
structures, They looked in the dimension s of the maximal compact 
subvariety JC/(Kn U) of G/H, used the KAH decomposition of G to 
explicitly solve the equations for certain c’special”) sorts of &closed g*- 
closed L-valued (0, $-forms on G/H, and calculated which of the K-fmite 
forms are square integrable in a suitable sense. Schmid and Wolf showed 
that the natural map from the space Xi(G/H, L) of square-integrable 
harmonic L-valued (0, s)-forms on G/H to Dolbeault cohomology is an 
isomorphism from the space of K-finite special forms onto the K-finite 
subspace of Dolbeault cohomology, and that its kernel is equal to the kernel 
of the global Hermitian inner product on Xi(G/JY, L). Thus G acts on 
z”(G/H, L)/(kernel) by an irreducible unitary representation specified as to 
character and K-spectrum. This unitarizes sume of the most singular of 
Zuckerman’s representations and does it in a natural way. In the case G = 
U(p, 4) it produces ladder representations intrinsically and shows, through 
the mechanism of the Kashdan-Kostant-Sternberg moment map, that 
P I mUPd?) is given by restriction of X to the symplectic quotient of its U(p, q)- 
Bohr-Sommerfeld set. Thus the original Sternberg-Wolf problem was settled. 
This work was completed in summer 1980. 
At the end of the summer of 1980, Schmid and Wolf saw that their results 
could be simplified significantly by using the fibration 7~: G/H+ K//L to 
eliminate many explicit calculations. Wolf took advantage of that 
simplification, when he wrote the first draft of this paper in early 1981, to 
replace the line bundle L -+ G/H by a possibly infmite-dimensional bundle 
V --) G/H. The present version was completed by Schmid and Wolf in 
summer 198 I. 
There are two important parallel developments which we understood only 
after this paper was first drafted. The more important of these developments 
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is an aspect of quantum electrodynamics. The Gupta-Bleuler method [4, lo] 
is a quantization in an indefinite Hilbert space that Dirac encountered [44, 
especially the last few sentences] in 1936 and more formally introduced in 
the early 1940s [45,46]. The study of gauge invariance there was further 
developed by Mack, Salam, and Todorov in the late 1960s [53, 541. Up to 
and including that work, the invariant subspace corresponding to nonob- 
servables (such as longitudinal photons) and the quotient corresponding 
one-one to observables (such as transverse photons) were not associated to 
the action of a semisimple group. The group representations were first 
recognized by Fronsdal [5 l] in 1975; he identified the Dirac-Gupta-Bleuler 
space as an indecomposable module for the Lie algebra of SO(3,2). 
Fronsdal and Fang described the gravitational analog [47] in 1978, followed 
by [52] and [48]. Indefinite metric SO(3, 2)-quantization in electrodynamics 
was further developed by Fronsdal and Flato in their work (49,501 on Dirac 
singletons. If one views SO(3,2) as (quotient of the double cover of) the real 
symplectic group Sp(2, R), those singletons are the two irreducible 
constituents of the metaplectic representation ,u,, and they appear in the 
context of this paper on Sp(2; R)/U(l, 1). Also see Segal [59], Segal et al. 
1601, and Paneitz and Segal (581. 
The other parallel development has some results in common with this 
paper. In 1978, Parthasarathy [23] gave a sufficient condition for a highest 
weight module, whose infinitesimal character has certain nondegeneracy and 
integrality, to be unitarizable. Already in 1975, Wallach [40] had obtained 
all unitarizable highest weight modules with one-dimensional highest K-type 
by continuing the K-central character of that K-type past the holomorphic 
discrete series range. He showed that unitarizability is true precisely for a 
certain finite set of equispaced iscrete values of the character together with 
a ray of values which, of course, includes the holomorphic discrete series 
case. In February and March of 1981, Enright, Howe, and Wallach 
announced an extension of Wallach’s result which eliminates the condition 
that the highest K-type be one-dimensional. They relied on [40], on Enright’s 
completion functor [6], on Parthasarathy’s condition [23], on various results 
of Jantzen, on Howe’s theory of dual reductive pairs, and, at least initially, 
on some information from this paper. See [7]. 
Also in 1981, Jakobsen [55,56] independently described the highest 
weight unitary representations in a somewhat different but presumably 
equivalent form. He determined the “last possible place of unitarity” and 
argued that all other unitary highest weight modules are obtained from those 
extreme ones by tensoring with one of the representations determined by 
Wallach (401. He used the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution, 
Kashiwara and Vergne [57], and the fact of the Kashiwara-Vergne 
conjecture. 
We also mention the paper of Garland and Zuckerman [8], in which the 
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unitarizability criterion that enters the proof of Enright et al. is established 
by purely algebraic means, 
The spaces of K-fmite vectors in the unitary representations constructed 
here are highest weight modules. In this sense our representations appear on 
the list of all unitarizable highest weight modules. Our goal, however, is quite 
different. We are after a geometric construction that will unitarize all 
formally unitarizable functorial representations attached to integral elliptic 
coadjoint orbits. 
APPENDIX B. EXPLICIT EXPRES~IUNS FOR 
SPECIAL HARMONIC FORMS 
As noted in 
tations 7f, from 
Appendix A, we originally constructed the unitary 
explicit formulae for the special harmonic forms 
represen- 
p e A”(G/H, V) with 8~ = 0, a*p=o, p(KM)c v&!i”(tnq~)* 
in the case where 71: G/H + K/L is holomorphic and dim Y = 1. Those 
explicit formulae were obtained by solving the differential equations. It is, of 
course, much easier to proceed directly from Propositions 6.18 and 6.23: for 
each L-type U,, c Ho@+,, V) write down the harmonic forms 
CI) E A ‘(K/L, U,) and then the corresponding forms ~0 e #(G/H, V). This 
works well because K/L is a Hermitian symmetric space of compact type, 
but one has to take Uu explicitly because v could occur with multiplicity > 1 
when dim Y > 1. 
First, recall the explicit form of the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem in degree s 
on K/L. Fix v E l, so we have its representation space UZ, and the 
homogeneous holomorphic bundle U, + K/L. Let w: K -+ UV @ As@ n q-)* 
be a &-valued (0, s)-form. Then & = 0 by degree, and $*o = 0 if and only 
if the right action of f n q + annihilates w. Compute 
where [ W:lL denotes the highest L-component of WKZ. Write wK for the 
oppsition element of &; then wz = W-, (&), so [ wzlL = UBw (&). Now 
the space of &valued harmonic (0, s)-forms’on K/L is 
K 
(L,(K) @ u, @ nyt n q-)*)r(L)Ur(fn~+) 
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s Smce A (t n q -) * = Uzp,,L, the term in braces vanishes unless U-wK(cj is the 
L-module dual to Uu+2pK,L, i.e., unless -We = -wL(v + 2PKIL), i.e., unless 
K = wO(u + pK) -pK, where w,, is given by (4.20). That requires 
w,,(v + pK) - pK to be Q(f)+-dominant, or in other words, (v + px, a) < 0 for 
all a E @(t n q,), which we now assume. So 
That, of course, shows W(K/L, U,) = W,,,,(v+p,,--pK as K-module, but also it 
gives a formula for the harmonic forms, as follows: Let {w:} be a basis of 
w~o~“+ph71L~ let 0 + o,, E A’(t n q-)*, and choose a basis {ui} of U, such 
that {u, @ o,,} is dual to {w:}. If w E WW,(v+pj-p, then the corresponding 
harmonic form f, : K + U, @ As@ n q -)* is given by 
f,(k)=C(k-’ * W,W~)#,@Wo. (B.1) 
Note that the proof of (B.l) is valid more generally for compact 
homogeneous Kiihler manifolds. 
Second, we suppose that V -+ G/H is a line bundle, so @(M/L, V), = 
C Uxez7 as in (4.3) with x = I&, and we recall the explicit form of the 
holomorphic section h: M-t V of V -+ M/L that is a lowest weight vector of 
L on Uxeai. 
The Harish-Chandra embedding c: M/L -+ p n q, is given by 
m E exp([(mL)) . L, - exp(p n q-). Choose gij E m,,,j and E, E rnbk, where 
@W-v+)= lYijJ” {Pklv such that B(E,J, El,) = 1. Choose v, # 0 in V. 
Then 
h'(mL)= nz;fi" uo, 
I I 
where 
CW ) = C zijE,j + C z$, P.2) 
is a holomorphic function from M/L to V, and 
m E exP(P n q,) . rii . exp(p n q-) with iii EL,, (B-3) 
is the corresponding holomorphic section of V -P M/L. By direct calculation, 
if <E t, then exp(tc) sends h to 
[exp(tr) h](m) = h(-exp(tr) m) = X(exp(t{)) e-‘“Y”‘h(m), 
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so h is a weight vector of weight x - Zy for T on H’(M/L, V). Now let us 
check that it is a lowest weight vector for L. Fix a E @(I)+. If there is no 
root p E @(p n q,) such that p - a = yrJ for some (i,j), then [E-,, &rL)] 
is a linear combination of the E,, and it follows that E-, annihilates h’. 
Since k, Q(b)) = 0, E-, also annihilates v. and thus kills h. Now suppose 
that p E @(p n q,) such that /3-(x = yij. Apply Lemma 10.15 to the ith 
noncompact simple factor of m and then use (4.24): 
Pa = f(Yi.1 - Yij) and p/s’= f(yi,[ + yij) for some I <j. 
In particular, a specifies one such (i,j) and 
[E-,, UmL)l E /,,-Tcy,, %Zk 1 Ei,, modulosPanKJY 
1.1 
where [E-,, EDk] = a,E,,. Since I <j, so n, > n,,, it follows that E-, 
annihilates h’ and thus kills h. We have proved that 
the holomorphic section h: M+ V given by (B.3) is a lowest 
weight vector, weight x - Zy, for L on @‘(M/L, V). 03.4) 
Note that in the proof of (B.4) we only used the assumption that V--t G/H is 
a line bundle, in order to facilitate the decomposition of V@ U-,, into L- 
irreducible constituents. An analogous result follows whenever that decom- 
position is made explicit. 
Third, we will combine (B.l) and (B.3) to write down the harmonic forms 
w representing classes in W(K/L, H’(M/L, V)), such that w takes values in 
the L-constituent UXpA7 = V @ U-,, of H’(M/L, V). The w(k)(& ,..., d)(m) 
will be explicit for m EA. Suppose that wo(x - n’y’+p) -p is a(t)+- 
dominant, so that V @ U+- contributes to W(K/L, H’(M/L, V)). The 
subspace Uxpa,= V@ U-,, of @(M/L, V) has a basis {hi} such that h, = h 
as in (B.3) and the other hi are of the form dv(E,,) . ... . dv(EaP) . h, where 
v=x-@, a,E@(I)+, O#E,.El,., and p>O. If &nL)=~z,,E,+ 
2 zkEk as in (B.2), then h;(mL) =x(C) h,(m) is a linear combination of 
monomials 
with c b,j Yij + c bkpk = c “I/ Yij - c a, 
because it has weight -Zy + C a,. As the number p of a, is at least one, 
some b, > 0, and so h’(mL) = 0 for all m in 
A = exp(a,) where a, is then span of theYu = E,j + E,. P.5) 
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In other words, we have exhibited 
{hi}: basisofU,-,,-withh,=handhJ,=Ofori> 1, (W 
Fix O#w,fAs(fnq-)* and define 
WV basis Of Pc&n’fi-pit = w-~+ag-*PK,JL VW 
that is dual to the basis {hi @ w,} of Ux-+&P(~ n q-)* 
Here recall that WY is the irreducible K-module of highest weight Y and 
[ WV], 11 & is its highest L-component. Now, according to (B.l), the 
isomorphism WW,(X-n’~+,,l-P z W(K/L, U,-+) is made explicit by w ++ ccfW, 
where w, is the harmonic form defined by 
%(k)(t, vs.-y &)(m) = c (k- ’ w, w;) hi(m), W) 
where (51 $‘**9 ts) is a basis of f n q _ such that cc),(& ,..., &) = 1. Now let us 
specialize this to the case 
m=exp CtijYij EA. 
( 1 
Then, as noted in the proof of Lemma 8.8, 
c(d) = 2 tanh(tij) Eij 
i,j 
VW 
where Hij = [E,, E]. 
1J 
In view of (B.7) we need only consider the term i = 1 of (B.8), where h, = h 
and W: (which we now call w*) is the highest weight vector of 
Iw ~&-~~+P)--P L ] . For that term, our evaluations of rii- ’ and &zL) give 
w,(k)(c, ,***, {s)(m) = (k-‘w, IV*) n cOsh(fU)X(HIJ) tanh(tij)“ij 
I 
~0. (B. 10) 
iJ 
Fourth, we carry (B. 10) Over to a statement on harmonic forms up E 
A S(G/H, V) such that (p(KM) c V @ k(t n q -)*. The relation, of course, is 
~(km)(r,,.*.,~s)=w(k)(A,r,,...,A,~s)(m)= (detA,I,,,_)~(k)(r,,...,r,)(m)* As 
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in the proof of Lemma 8.8 we enumerate @(t r)r s,) = Ia, Vo..Y a,), we suppose 
to E f_,J and we denote 
if a, 1 every Yi,j, then tu = 0 
if a, L Yi,j, SO a, - !YiJ 1 every Yu u9 * then ta = tij . 
If m is given by (B.9), then A ,’ = cosh(ad C tij Yij) sends TQ to 
cosh(E,) cat so 
Combine this with (B.10). The result is 
(p,,(h)= (k-‘w, w*) n 
I 
cosh(t )(X-2P~/~)(Hij) tanh(t,)“ij V, @ w,, ij . . I 
(B. 11) 
where m E A as in (Bm9)l’jmd Cy - 2p,,)(HJ = 2(x - 2pKIL, yij)/(yiTj, y,J 
Fifth, we incorporate the right action of H in (B. 11). Since 
(pw(kmh) = {x @ A”(Ad*))(h)-’ l p,(km), 
this is just a matter of replacing U, by x(h)-’ U, and u. by As Ad*(h)- ’ CO, l 
Now, since G =KAH as a cosequence of (2.6), we can summarize as 
follows: 
B. 12. THEOREM. Suppose that rr: G/H + K/L is holomorphic and 
V -3 G/H is a line bundle. Let x = ~1~ and fzx nonzero v, E V and 
cuO E A “(i I q _ ) *. Then H’ (G/H, V), is the algebraic direct sum of those K- 
tJ!Ps Kv& - n-p+ p) - p fur which w,k - fif + p) - p is @@)+-dominant, and in 
such a K-type the speciaf hamwlric form corresponding to a vectur w is 
rp,(kah) = (k - 1 w, w *) 
I 
n cosh(t,)(x- 2pK/WV tanh(tJij 
ij I 
xX(h)-’ v,@ll” Ad*(h)-’ coo (B.13) 
using G = KAH with k E K, h E H, and a = exp C tij Yij US in (B.9), and 
where w* is a highest weight vector for tko L-mudule [ W$O~X-+PI-P]L N 
u -x+ fiY-- bK,I; 
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